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THE "PLEBE5' " fll15T DllILL.
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY.

BY JOSEPH COBLENTZ GROFF .
HERE are two opportunities for examination each year presented to the candidate for entrance into the Academy,
one in May and the other in September.
Those who enter in May are taken on the summer cruise along with the members of the first and third classes,
and when the cruise is finished the "plebes" are quartered on the Santee until the new academic year begins, by
which time their number has been increased by those entering in September.
When a candidate is informed by the superintendent that he has passed both mental and physical examinations, he
is given an order on the Academy storekeeper for his uniforms and all the necessary outfit for his room in quarters and
for the cruise.
He at once secures a cap and all of the furnishings that are already on hand , and then is measured for his uniforms.
While waiting for the latter he wears his civilian's clothes, with coat tightly buttoned, and is easily recognized as
he passes through the grounds, by reason of the mixture of uniform.
All new fourth classmen are quartered on the Santee till October, and they are under the control of the Officerof-the-Day until the cruise begins.
While the other cadets are at recitations or at drill , the "plebes" are marched to the armory or the gymnasium
where they receive their first drill as naval cadets.
They are drilled, not by some cadet petty officer Dr corporal , as at West Point, but by the Sword-master of the
Academy, or by some of his assistants.
They are taught to form company, to march , to take proper interval for gymnastics and setting-up exercises, and
are compelled to go through with all of these exercises every day so as to acquire as quickly as possible that manly
bearing and easy carriage which are characteristics of the naval cadet.
They are also taught the manual of arms and the practical use of fire-arms, so that by the beginning of the new
academic year they are competent to take their assigned places in the cadet battalion of infantry and artillery.
Most of the new cadets, having come from distant homes with determination and ambition to ex cel, become
ready pupils at these exercises, and, although some are very green and awkward at first, all gradually approach that
condition which strict discipline and systematic training must produce.
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CHAP TER I.
A LETTER FROM "~ICKS" MERRIT T.

"Hey there, you fellows , Pve got a
letter to read to you. ',
He was a tall handso me lad, with a
frank, pleasan t face and a wealth of curly
brown hair. He wore a close-fi tting gray
jacket and trousers . The uniform of a
West Point "plebe ,,, as the new cadet is
termed . He was standin g in front of one
of the tents in the summe r camp of the
corps, and speakin g to half a dozen of
his classma tes.
The six looked up with interes t when
they heard what he said.
"Come in, Mark,, , called one of them.
"Come in here and read it.,,
•'This is address ed to me,,, began
Mark, obeying the request and sitting
down. "B'.lt it's really meant for the
whole seven of us, the Seven Devils.
And its interes ting c:is showin g what the
old cadets think of the tricks we bold
plebes have been playing on them.,,
"Who' s it from ?' 1
"It 1s from Wicks Merritt , the second
1
classma n I met here last · year. He s
home on furloug h for the summe r, but
some of the other cadets have written and
told him about us and what we've been
doing. And this is what he says about it.
Listen. ''
"Dear Marx :-Whe never I sit down
to write to you it seems to me I can
think of nothing to say, but to. marvel at
the extraor dinary rumpus you have
kicked up at West Point. Every time I
hear from there you are doing still more
incredi bly impossi ble acts, until I expect
to hear next that you have b~en made

tr. s.

A..

superin tendent or someth ing. Howev er,
in this letter I really bave someth ing else
to tell you about, but I shall put it off to
the last and keep you in suspens e.
"Well, I hear that not satisfied with
defying the yearlin gs to haze you and
actuall y keeping them from doing it,
which is someth ing no plebe has ever
dared to dream of before, you have gone
on to still -furthe r reckles sness. They
say that you have gotten half a dozen
other plebes to back you up and that to
cap the climax you actuall y dared to go
to one of the hops. Well, I do not know
what to say to that; it simply takes my
breath away. I should liked to have been
there to see him doing it. '!'hey say that
Grace Fuller, the girl you saved from
drowni ng, got all the girls to promise to
dance with you, and that the end of the
whole busines s was the yearlin gs stopped
the music and the hop and left in disgust .
I fairly gasp when I picture that scene.
"I hesitate to give au origina l person
like you advice. You never bee<led what
I gave you anyway , but went right ahead
in your own contrar iness to do what you
pleased . I guess you were right. But I
want to warn you a little. By your unheard of daring in going to that hop you
have incurre d the enmity of not only the
yearling s, whom you have beaten at every
turn, but also of the powerf ul first class
as well. And they will never stop until
they subdue you. I don't know what
they'll try, but it will be someth ing desperate and you must stand the consequence s. You '11 probab ly have to take
turns fighting every man in the class.
When I come back I expect to find you
buried six feet deep in court p1aster .,'
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Mark looked up from the letter for a
moment , and smiled.
"I wish the Jear old chump could see
me now," he said.
Wicks' predictio n seemed nearly fulfilled. Mark's face was bruised and bandaged; one shoulde r was still immova ble
from a dislocati on, and when he moved
any other part of himself he did it with a
cautious slowness that told of sundry
aching joints.
"Yes," growled one of t11e six listeners, a lad from Texas, with a curious
cowboy dialect. "Yes, doggone it! But I
reckon Wicks Merritt didn't have any
idea them dnr.natio n ole cadets 'd pile on
to lick you all together . I tell you what,
it gits me riled. Jes' because yon had the
nerve to defy 'em and fight the feller that
ordered you off that air hop floor, doggone
'em, they all had to pitch in and beat
you."
"Never mind," laughed Mark, cheerfully. "They were welcome . I knocked
out my man, which was what I went out
for. And besides, we managed to outwit
th em in the end, leaving them deserted
and scared to death on the opposite shore
of the Hudson. You've beard of clouds
with silver linings. I'm off dnty and can
play the gentlem an all day and not have
to turn out and drill like you unfortun ate
plebes. And moreove r, nobody offers to
haze me any more while I'm a cripple. "
"It'd be jes'Jike 'em to,n growled
Texas.
"That's got nothing to do with the
letter," responde d Mark. "There is some
news in here that'll interest you fellows,
if Texas would only stop growliu g at the
cadets long enough to give me a chance.
Too much fighting is spoiling your gentle
dispositi on, Texas."
"Ya-as, " grinned the Souther ner.
"You jes' go on."
"I will," continue d Mark. "Listen ."
"I got a letter from Fischer y<C?sterday.
Fischer is captain of your company , I
think. He tells me that that rascally
Benny Bartlett, the fellow from your
town who tried to cheat you out of your
appointm ent, but whom you beat at the
examina tions, turned up a short while
ago with a brand new plot to get you into
trouble. It reads like a fairy story, what
Fischer told me. He had a printer's boy
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hired to accuse you of bribing him to
steal you the exam. papers. The superintenden t believed him and yon were
almost fired.
"Fische r says he went out at night
with that wild chum of yours, Texas,
who's made himself almost as famous as
you, by riding ant onto the cavalry plain
and ,,holding up the artillery squadro n

__

Texas was grinning volubly at that portion of the letter- " The two of them held np the printer's
boy and robbed him of some papers that
showed his guilt. Well, Mr. Mallory, I
certainly congratu late you on your .luck.
You owe a debt of gratitud e to Fischer,
who ought to be your enemy really, since
he was one of the hop manager s you riled
so.
"And now for the news I have. I write
to tell you-an d I know it will smprise
you-,-th at you are not yet through with
that troubles ome Master Bartlett ."
"Durnat ion !"echoe d Te xas, springin g
up in surprise ! "Durnat ion ! What does
he know 'bout it? 1'
"Wait," laughed Mark, by way of
answer. "Wait, and you ' ll see. Wicks is
quite a detective . "
"As you '11 notice by the postmar k of
this letter I am in Washi11 gton, D. C. at
present. And what do you think? I
have met Be1my Bartlett here l
"I can hear yon gasp when yon read
that. 1 knew him, but he didn't know
me, so I made up my mind to have some
fun with him. I picked up an acquaint ance with him, and told him I was from
West Point. T ·h en be got intimate and
confiden tial, said he knew a confoun ded
fresh plebe up there, Mallory, the y called
him. - Well, -I said I'd heard of Mallory.
And, Mark, I nearly had him wild.
"In the first place, you know, he hates
you like poison. I can't tell you how
much. This paper wouldn' t hold all the
names he called you. And oh, what lies
he did tell about you! So I thought to
tease him I'd take the other tack. I told
him of all your heroism , how you'd saved
the life of the daughte r of a rich old
judge up there, and were engaged to
marry her some day. I threw that in for
good measure , though they say it is a
desperat e case between you and her-
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upon which I congratu late you, for ~he's
a treasure . ''
"I wonder what he'd say," put in one
of the six, "if he knew she'd joined the
Seven Devils to help fool the yearling s. ''
"I told him," continue d Mark, reading, "all about how you'd prevente d
hazing and were literally running the
place. Then I showed him Fischer' s letter to cap the climax. And Mark, the
kid was crazy. He vowed he was coming
up there to balk you if it was the last
thing he ever did on earth.''
"Durnat ion !" growled Texas. "I'd
like to see him:"
Mark iaughed and went on . "He may
succeed yet," he observed . "Listen . "
"Benny Bartlett is now moving heaven
and earth to get an appointm ent. "
"What! "
"His father has a big pull with the
Presiden t, and is using it with a vengeance. He pleads that his son did magnificentl y at the Congres sman's exams,
and only failed at the others because he
was ill. And so Benny expects to turn
up to annoy you as one of the plebes who
come in when camp breaks up on the
28th of August.
«Havin g warned you of this disagree able possibili ty nothing now remains for
me to do but wish you the best possible
luck 1n your quarrel witb the first class,
and so sign myself,
"Sincere ly yours,
" -Wick's Merritt. "
The Seven stared at each other as Mark
folded up the letter.
"Fellow s," said he, "we've got just
one month to wait, just one month. Then
that contemp tible fellow will be here to
bother us. But in the meantim e I say we
foro-et about him. He's unpleasa nt to
thi~k about. Let's not mention him
again until we see him."
And the Parson echoed "Yea, by
Zeus. "
The Parson was just the same old part
son he was the day he first struck WesPoint. Frequen t hazings had not robbed
him of his quiet and classic dignity; and
still more frequent battles with "the
enemy" had not made him a whit less
learned and studious . He was from Bos·
ton was Parson Stanard, and he was
pro~d or it. Also he was a geologis t of

eruditio n most astoundi ngly deep. He
had a bag of most wonderf ul fossils hid- ·
den away in his tent, fossils with names
as long as the Parson's venerab le and
bony legs in their pale green socks.
The Parson was member No. 3 in our ,
Seven Devils, of which Mark ·was the
leader. No. 4 was "Indian ," the fat and
gullible and much hazed Joe Smith of
Indianap olis. After him came the merry
and handsom e Dewey, otherwis e known
as "B'gee! " the prize story teller of the
crowd. Chaunce y, surname d "the dude,"
and Sleepy, "the farmer," made up the
rest of that bold and valiant band which
was notoriou s for its '' B. J ,.-ness. '' (B. J.
means fresh).
Master Benjami n Bartlett having been
laid on the shelf for the space of one
month (as he will be in these stories likewfae), the seven cast about them for a
new subject of conversa tion to while
away the half hour of "recreat ion" allotted to them between the morning 's
drill and dinner.
"I want to know," suggeste d Dewey,
"what sh'all we do this afternoo n, b'gee ?"
That afternoo n .was Saturda y ("the
first Saturday we've had for a week," as
Dewey sagely informed them, whereat
Indian cried out "Of course! Bless my
soul! How could it l;ie otherwi se?") Saturday is a half holiday for the cadets.
"I don't know," said Mark . "I hardly
think the yearling s '11 try any hazing today. They're waiting to see what the
first class '11 do when I get well enough
to fight them."
The Parson rose to his feet with dignity.
"It is my purpose ," he said, with grave
decision , "to nndertak e an excursio n into
the mountai nous conntry in back of us,
particul arly to the portion known as the
habitatio n of the Corous America n us--"
"The habitati on of the what?"
"Oft.lie Corous America nus. You have
probably heard the mountai n spoken of as
'Crow's Nest,' but I prefer the other
more scientifi c and accurate name . . Since
there are in America numerou s species
of crows, some forty-sev en in all, I believe."
The six sighed.
"It is my purpose ," continue d the parson, blinking solemnl y as any wise old
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owl, "to admire the beauties of ·the
scenery, and also to conduct a little cursory geological investigation in order
to--''
"Say," interrupted Texas.
"Well?" inquired the Parson.
'' D'yon mean you 're a-goin' to take a
walk?"
"Er-yes," said the Parson, "that
is--''
"Let's all go," interrupted Texas.
"I'd like to see some o' that there geologizin' o' yourn. ''
"l shall be delighted to extend you an
invitation," said the other, cordially.
And thus it happened that the Seven
Devils tGok a walk back in the mountains
that Saturday afternoon. That walk was
the most momentous walk that those
devils or any other devils ever had occasion to take.
CHAPTER II.
THE

PARSON'S
"GEOLOGIZING"
WHAT IT LED TO.

AND

It was a strangely accoutred cavalcade
that set out from Camp McPherson an
hour or so later. The Parson as guide and
tern porary chief led the way, having his
beloved Dana's Geology under his arm,
and bearing in one.hand an "astrology"
hammer (as Texas termed it), in the other
capacious bag in which he purposed to
carry any interesting specimens he
chanced to find. The. Parson had brought
with him to West Point his professional
coat with huge pockets for that purpose,
but being a cadet he was not allowed to
wear it.
Chauncey and Indian. brought t1p the
rear. Chauncey was picking his way 'delicately along, fearful of spoiling a beautiful new shine he had just had put on .
And Indian was in mortal terror lest
some of the ghosts, bears, tramps or
snakes which the yearlings had assured
him filled the woods, should spring out
upon his fat, perspiring little self.
The government pt'operty at West
Point extends for some four miles up the
Hudson and back quite a ways into the
wild mountains to the rear. The government property is equivalent to "cadet
limits," and so the woods are freely
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roamed by the venturesome lads on holiday afternoons.
The Parson was never more thoroughly
in his element than he was just then. He
was a learned professor, escorti11g a group
of patie11t and willing pupils. The information which he gave out in solid chunks
that afternoon would have filled an encyclopaedia. A dozen times every hour he
would stop and hold forth upon some
newly observed object.
But it was when on geology that the
Parson was at home. He might dabble in
all sciences; in fact, he considered it the
duty of a scholar to do so; but geology
was his specialty, his own, his pet and
paragon. And never did he wax so eloquent as when he was talking of geology.
"That science which unravels the mysteries of ages, that reads in · the rocks of
the present the silent stories of the years
that are dead."
''Behold yon towering precipice,'' he
cried, "with its crevices tern by the
winter's snows and rains! Gentlemen, I
suppose you know that the substances
whic-h we call earth and sand are but the
result of the ceaseless action of water,
which tore it from the mountains and
ground it into the ever-moving seas. It was
water that carved the mountai11s from the
masses of ancient rock, and water that
cut the valleys that lead to the sea below.
A wonderful thing is water to the geologist, a strange thing."
"It's a strange thing to a Texan, too,"
observed the incorrigible cowboy, making
a sound·Jike a popping cork.
"This cliff all covered with vegetation," continued the Parson, gazing up
into the air, "has a story to tell also. See
that scar running across its surface. In
the glacial era, when this valley was a
mass of grindin.g , sliding ice, some great
stone caught in the mass p1owed that
. furrow which you see. And perhaps hundreds of miles below here I might find
the stone that would fit that mark. That
has been done by many a patient
scientist."
_ The si"x were staring at the cliff in
open mouthed interest.
"In the post-tertiary periods," continued the lecturer, "this Hudson Valley
was an inland sea. By that line of colored
rock, denoting the top of the strata, r can
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tell what was the level of that body of
water. The storms of that period did
great havoc among the rocks. This cliff
may have been torn and burrowed; some
I know of that had great caves and passage ways worn in them.''
The six were still staring.
"We find many wonderful fossils in
such rock. The seas then were inhabitated by many gigantic animals, whose
skeletons we find, completely buried in
stone. I have the foot of a Megatherium,
the foot being about as broad as my arm
is long, found in some shistose quartz of
this period. If you will excuse me for
but a few moments I should like to examine the fragments at the bottom of the
cliff and see--" .
"I think I see a foot there!" cried
Mark, excitedly.
"Where?" demanded the Parson, no
less so, his eyes flashing with professional
zeal.
"It's the foot of the cliff," responded
Mark. "Do you see it?,,
The Parson turned away with a grieved
look and fell to chipping at the rock.
The rest roared with laughter, for which
the geologist saw no cau se.
"Gentlemen," said he at last, "allow
me to remind you of a line from Goldsmith's Deserted Village:
' ' 'And the loud laugh that shows the
mind. ' ''

empty

·whereupon Dewey muttered an excited
"B 'gee. " Dewey had been so aw ed by
his companion ' s learning that 11e hadn't
told a story for an hour; but here the
temptation was too great.
"B'gee !" he cried. "That reminds me
of a story I once heard. There was a fellow had a girl by the name of A nburn.
He wanted to write her a love poem,
b'gee, and he didn't know how to begin.
T.hat poem-the Deserted Village-begins:
'' 'Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain.'

''So, b'gee, this fellow thought th3t
would do first rate for a starter.
He wrote to her:
" 'Sweet An burn, loveliest of the
plain,' an b'gee, she wouldn't speak to
him for a month!"
Every one joined in the laugh that followed except the Parson; the P~rson was

still busily chipping rocks with his
"astrology" hammer.
"I find nothing," he remarked, hesitatingly. "But I see a most beautiful fern up in that cleft. It is a rhododendron of the species-I cannot see it very
clearly."
"I'll get it," observed Texas gaily.
"I want to hear the rest of that air name.
Don't forget the first part-romeoromeo what?"
While he was talking Texas had laid
hold of the projecting cliff and with a
mighty effort swung himself up on a
ledge. Then he raised himself upon his
toes and stretched out to get that
"rhododendron."
The Parson, gazing up anxionsly, saw
him lay hold of the plant to pull it off.
And then, to his surprise, he heard the
Texan give vent to a surprised and excited "Durnation !"
"What's the matter?" cried the others.
Texas was too much interested to answer. They saw him seize hold of a bush
that grew above him and raise him self
up. Then he pushed aside the plants in
front of him and stared curiously.
"What's the matter?',- d'emauded the
rest again.
And Texas gazed down at them excitedly.
"Duma ti on ! " he roared. "Fellers,
it's a cave!"
"A cave!" cried the others incredulous] y.
By way of answer Texas turned, faced
the rock again, and shouted a mighty
"Hello!"
·
And to the inexpressible consternation
of the crowd an echo, loud and clear,
responded :
"Hello!"
It was a cave.

CHAPTER III.
MYS1'ERIES

GALORE.

The excitement which resu1ted from
Texas' amazing discovery may be imagined. If he had found a "Megatherium," feet and all, there could not have
been more interest. Texas was dragged
down by the legs, and then there was a
wild scramble among the rest, the "in-
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valid" excepted, to see who could get
up there first and try the echo.
The entrance, .it seemed, was a narrow
hole in the rock, completely hidden by a
growth of bushes and plants. And the
echo! What an amazing echo it was to be
sure! Not only did it answer clearly, but
it repeated, and muttered again and
again. It took parts of sentences and
twisted them about and made the
strangest possible combinations of sounds.
"It must be an enormous cave!" cried
Mark.
"It. has probably fissures to a great distance," observed the geologist.
"The freaks of water action are numerous.,,
"I wonder if there's room for a man to
get in," Mark added.
"Ef there ain't," suggested Texas,
"durnation, we kin force Indian through
to make it bigger."
Indian shrank back in horror.
"Ooo!" he cried. "I woul<ln't go near
it for a fortune. Bless my soul, there may
be bears or snakes.''
This last suggestion made Dewey, who
was then peeping in, drop down in a
hurry.
"B'gee !'.'he gasped. "I hadn't thought
of that. And who knows but what a live
Megatherium preserved from the Tertiary
periods may come roaring out?''
"I wish we had a light," said Mark.
"Then we might look in and see. I
wonder if we couldn't burn that book the
Parson has?"
The Parson hugged his beloved Dana
in alarm.
"Gentleman," he said, severely, "I
would rather you burned me than this
book.''
"B'gee !"cried Dewey. "You're most
as dry! But a fellow couldn't find a
match for you, Parson, if he hunted from
now till doomsday.''
Parson Stanard turned away with the
grieved look he always wore when people
got "frivolous." But that mood did not
last long; they were all too excited in
their strange find to continue joking.
They spent half an hour after that peer ·
ing in cautiously and seeing nothing bnt
blackness. Texas even had the nerve to
stick one arm in, at which the rest cried
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out in horror. Indian's direful hint of
snakes or bears had had its effect.
It took no small amount of daring to
fool about that mysterious black hole.
Dewey, ever merry and teasing, was
keeping them
on pins and needles by
being ceaseless] y reminded of grisly
yarns. He told of a cave that was full of
rattlesnakes, ''assorted sizes, all genuine
and no two alike, b'gee !" Of another
that had been a robber 's den with great
red faced furiom; black villains in it, to
say nothing of gleaming daggers. Of another with pitfalls wlth water in them
and no bottom, "though why the water
didn't leak out of where the bottom
wasn't, b'gee, I'm not able to say."
It got to be very monotonous by and
by, standing about in idleness and curiosity, peeping and wondering what was
inside.
"I think it would be a good idea for
some one to go in and find out,'' suggested Mark.
"Bless my soul!" gasped Indian. "I
won't, for one.''
"And I for two, b'gee !" said Dewey,
with especial emphasis.·
The rest were just as hasty to decline.
One look at that black hole was enough
to deter any one. But Mark, gettmg
more and more impatient at the delay,
more and more resolved to end that mystery, was slowly making up his mind that
he was not going to be deterred. And
suddenly he stepped forward.
"Give me a 'boost,' " he said. "I'm
going in.''
"You!" echoed the six, in a breath.
"Your arm!"
"I don't care!" responded he, with
decision. "I'm going to find out what's
inside, and I'm going to hurry up about
it, too.''
"Do you mean you're going to crawl
through that hole?"
"That's just what I do," he said.
Texas sprang forward with an excited
"Durnation."
"You ain't!" he cried. "Cuz I'm not
going to let you!"
And before Mark could comprehend
what he meant his devoted friend had
swung himself up to the ledge again and
was already half way in through the
opening.

all
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The others stared up at him anxiously.
They saw the Southerner's arms and head
vanish, and then while they waited prepared for almost anything horrible, they
heard an excited exclamation. A moment
later the head reappeared.
"Doggone it!" cried Texas. "Fellers,
there's a ladder in thar !"
"A ladder!"
"Yes, sah ! That's what I said, a ladder ! A rope one!"
Once more the head disappeared; the
body. followed wriggling. Then with
startling suddenness the feet and legs
flew in and an instant afterward to the
horror of the frightened crowd there was
a heavy crash.
Mark made a leap for the opening.
"What's the matter?" he cried.
"Dul'nation (•.> they heard · the bold
Texan growl, his voice sounding hollow
and muffied. "The durnation ole ladder
busted."
"Ooo!" gasped Indian. "Are you
. dead?''
Texas did not condescend to answer
that.
"Some o' you fellers come in hyar
now!" he roared. "Durnation, I ain't agoin' to stay aloue."
"What's it like in there?" inquired
Mark.
"I can't see," answered the other's
muffied voice. "Only it's a floor like, an'
doggone it, it's got carpet!"
"A carpet!" fairly gasped those outside. "A carpet!"
"I'm going in and -see,'' exclaimed
Ma1k. ''Help me up.,.,
The rest "boosted" him with a will.
With his one free arm he managed to
-vorm !Jis way through the opening and
then Texas seized him and pulled him
through. After that the others followed
with alacrity. Even Indian finally got up
the "nerve," though loudly bemoaning
his fate; he didn't want to come, but it
was worse out there all alone in the
woods.
Coming in from the brilliant sunlight
the were blind as bats. They could not
detect the faintest shade of difference in
the darkness, and they stood huddle<l together timidly, not even daring to grope
abo11t them.
"Let us remove ourselves further from

the light," suggested the Parson, ever
learned. "Then we may get used to the
darkness, for the retina of the visual
organ has t_h e power of accommodating
itself to a decrease in intensity of the
illuminating--"
They prepared to obey the suggestion,
without waiting for the conclusion of the
discourse. ~ut movi11g in that chasm was
indeed a fearful task. In the first place
there were possible wells, so the Parson
said, though the presence of the mysterious carpet made that improbable. The
fi:rst thing Ma:rk had done when he
reached bottom was to stoop and verify
his friend's amazing statement. And he
found that was just as the other had said.
There was carpet, and it was a soft fine
carpet too.
What that could mean they scarcely
dared to think.
"Somebody must live here," whispered
Mark. "And they can hardly be honest
people, hiding in a place' like this."
That did not tend to make the moving
about any more pleasant. They caught
hold of each other, though there was
little comfort in that, for each found that
his neighbors were trembliug more than
he. Then step by step (and very sma11
. steps) they advanced, groping in front
with their hands, and feeling the ground
in front of them with their feet.
"Bless my soul!" gasped Indian.
"There might be a trap door!"
That grewsome and ghastly suggestion
caused so much terror that it stopped all
further progress for a minute at least, and
when finally they did go on, it was with
still more frightened and thumping
hearts.
They took two or three more steps
ahead; and then suddenly Mark, who
was a trifle in the lead, sprang back with
a cry.
"What is it?" gasped the rest.
"There's something there," he said.
"Something, I don't know what. I
touched it!"
They stood in a huddled group, straining their eyes to pierce the darkness. It
was horrible to know that somethiug was
there, and not to know what. One might
imagine anything.
"It's a Megatherium," whispered
Dewey, irrepressible even here.
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In the suspense that followed the
friohtened crowd made out that Mark was
Iea~ing forward to explore with one hand.
And then suddenly with a cry of real
horror this time he forced them back
hastily.
"It's alive!" he cried.
They were about ready to drop dead

Heaven only knew what else. Most men
do not believe in ghosts or goblins until
they get into just some situation as this.
Indian was moaning in terror most appalling, and the rest were in but little
better state of mind. And then suddenly
the Parson uttered a subdued exclamatiou. They turned with him and saw

MARK'S TREMBLING HAND WAS POINTING DIRECTLY TOWARD THE SKEl.ETONS

with terror by that time, or to scatter
and run for their lives. Every one of
them was wishing he had never thought
of entering this gruesome black place,
with its awful mysteries, its possibilities
of fierce beasts or still more fierce and
lawless men, or ghosts and goblins, or
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what he meant. Facing the d.a rkness as
they had been, when they turned in the
direction of the light that streamed in
from the opening, they found that they
really could begin to see. But how? The
light was so dim and gray that it only
made things worse. Tlie seven saw all
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kinds of horrible shadow5 about them, neither could one of the papers they
above them, beneath them, and not one hastily lit. Bnt it gave them one glimpf,e
single object could they distinguish to of a most amazing scene.
allay their fears.
This cave was indeed a surprising
Still huddled together, still silent and place. The carpet they saw covered
trembling, they stood and gazed about · nearly all of the floor. There were chairs
them, waiting. There was not a sound scattered about, and other articles of
but the beating of their own hearts until furniture. There were some curtains
all of a sudden Dewey was heard to draped from the rocky walls. There were
whisper.
swinging lamps from the vaulted roof.
"B'gee, I've got a match!"
Down in the dim distance there was even
Fumbling in his pockets for a moment a table-a table with shining white dishes
he brought that precious object out, while upon it. And then the light began to
the others crowded about him anxiously. flicker.
A match! A match! They could hardly
Quick as a flash Mark seized it and
believe their ears. Robinson Crusoe sprang toward one of the lamps. He was
never welcomed that tiny obje..:t more just in time. He whipped off the shade
gratefully.
and touched the wick. A moment later
With fear and trembling Dewey pre- · they were standing in a brilliant clear
pared to light it. Every one of them light that shone to the farthest depths of
dreaded the· moment; horrible though the the place.
darkness was, it might bi a black shroud
The seven bold plebes stood in the
for yet more horrible things.
centre beneath the lamp, perfectly amazed
Mark caught him by the arm just as he by what they saw. The same idea was
was in the act of doing it; but it was not flashing across the minds of all of them.
for that reason. He suggested that they This splendor must belong to some one!
have papers ready to keep that precious Those dishes up there were set for a
fire going. It was a good idea, and proved meal! And the · owner-where was he?
so popular that the Parson, filled with a Suppose he should come and find them
spirit of self-sacrifice, even tore out the there? Indian cast a longing glance at
title page of his Dana to contribute. And the opening that led to freedom outside.
then at last Dewey struck the light.
Probably the wisest course for them
The match was a good one fortunately. would have been precipitate flight. To
It flickered and sputtered a moment, be trapped in here by desperate men
seeming to hesitate a·bout burning, while would be terrible indeed! But curiosity
the lads gasperi in suspense. Then sud- urged them on. This was a glorious
denly it flared up brightly, and they gazed mystery-a mystery worth solving. It
about them in dread.
was almost a fairy tale; an enchanted
princess alone was needed.
Now whether they would have been
bold enough to stay and look about them,
CHAPTER IV.
had it not been for one occurrence, it is
impossible to say. Texas, glancing curiA HORRIBLE DISCOVERY.
ously about him, caught sight of a
What a lot of gruesomeness a little familiar object on a bench to one side,
match can remove, to be sure! This one and he leaped forward and seized it.
did not solve the mysteries of that won- He stared at it hastily and gave a cry of
drous cave, but it removed most of t~~ joy.
horror of the explorers. It showed for
It was a revolver! A forty-four caliore,
instance that the furry thing which Mark and it was loaded, too!
had vowed was alive was an ordinary
No power on earth could have moved
plush-covered chair!
Texas then; he had a gun; he was at
The seven had no time to laugh at home after that, and he feared neither
that; they were too busy staring. The man nor devil.
feeble light could not reach to the other
"Let 'em come!" he cried. "I'm aend of the long vista they saw, and goin' to look.''
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He strode forward, Mark at his side,
and the rest following, peering into every
nook and cranny.
One thing seemed certain. There was
no one about. The cave had all sorts of
passageways and corners, but hunt as
they would they saw not a soul, heard
not a sound. The place was like a tomb.
It was just as silent and wierd and uncanny, and moreover just as mouldy and
dusty as the tomb is supposed to be.
Mark examined the table with its queer
outlay of dishes. They were all covered
with dust; several had tops, and when
Mark lifted them he found that they too
were empty but for that. It seemed as if
dust were everywhere.
Mark was recalled from his interesting
exploration by an excited "B'gee !" from
Dewey. Dewey was staring at the wall,
and as the others ran up to him he pointed
without a word in front of him. There
was a calendar hanging there. And plain
as day, the inscription was still-"Tuesday, May the eighteenth, eighteen hundred and forty-eight!"
The seven were too mystified by that
to say a word. They stared at each other
in silence, and then went on.
The next thing to attract their attention was a Jong workbench at one side.
Mark wondered how that thing could
ever have come in by the opening, until
he saw a box of tools at one side, which
suggested that it might have been built
inside. There were all sorts of strange
looking too1s upon the bench, and molds
and dies and instruments which none of
them recognized. Near by was a forge
and a small pair of bellows, a rot of once
molten metal, now cold and dust-covered,
stood beside it; there were bars, too, of
what the puzzled crowd took to be lead.
It was left to the all-wise Parson to
discover what this meant. The Parson
picked up one of the dies he saw upon
the table. He gazed at it curiously, blowing away the dust and cleaning the metal.
Then, muttering to himseif excitedly, he
stepped over to one side of the cave where
soft clay was the floor and seizing some,
pressed it int6 the mold. He held it before his horrified companions, a perfect
image of the United States half dollar;
and he spoke but two words of explanation.
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"Gentlemen," he said, "counterfeiters!''
The amount of excitement which that
caused may be readily imagined. A
counterfeiter's den! And they were in it!
Texas clutched his revolver the tighter
and stared about him warily. As for
poor Indian, he simply sat down upon
the floor and collapsed.
"Fellows," said Mark at last. "I say
we finish examining this place and get
out. I don't like it."
None of them did, and they did not
hesitate to say so, either. Nothing but
curiosity, and the fact that they were
ashamed to show their fear, kept them
from running for all they were worth. As
it was, their advance was timid and hesitating.
They were almost at the end of the
cave then. They could see the walls
sloping ·together and the ceiling sloping
down toward the floor. The light of the
lamp was far away and dim then, and
they could not see very clearly. But one
thing they did make out to their surprise
and alarm. The end of that cave was a
heavy iron door, shut tight!
There was but one idea flashed over
the minds of every one in the seven at
that moment. The money! Here was
where the men kept it, in that firmly
locked safe.
"B'geel" muttered Dewey. "I say we
go back."
Most of them wanted to, and in a
hurry. But there were two of them that
didn't mean to; one was the venturesome
and reckless Texas, and the other was
Mark.
"I'm sorry I came in," said the latter
calmly. "But since I'm here I'm going
to see the thing to the end. I'm going to
search this cave and find out what the
whole business means. Who'll help me
open that door?',
The Seven Devils weren't timid by a
long shot. They had dared more desperate deeds than any plebes West Point had
ever seen. But in this black hole of
mystery suggestive of desperate criminals
and no one knew what else, it was no
wonder that they hesitated. There was
no one but Texas cared to venture near
.
that shadowy door.
Mark himself was by no means as cool
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as he seemed. He had made up his mind
to explore the cave, and he meant to do
it, but he chose to hurry all the same.
He stepped quickly forward, peering
anxiously into the shadows as he did so.
And a moment later his hand was upon
the door knob.
He shook it vigorously, but found that
it was firmly set. It reminded him of the
door of a safe, for it had a solid, heavy
"feel" and it closed with a spring lock,
having no key. Mark noticed that as he
was debating with himself whether or not
to open it; and then suddenly he gaYe
the knob a mighty wrench and pulled
with all his might upon the door.
The knob was rusty, and so were the
complicated hinges. The door finally
gave way, however, with a creak that
was dismal and suggestive. The others
shrank back instinctively as the black
·space it disclosed yawned in front of
them.
Mark's heart w·as beating furiously as
he glanced around to peer in. A musty,
close odor caught his attention, and then
as the faint light made its way in, he saw
that beyond was still another compartment, seemingly hlacker, and certainly
more mysterious than the first. But Mark
hesitated not a moment; he bad made of
his mind to enter and he did. Texas,
who was at his back, taking hold of the
door to hold it
Those outside waited for bnt one moment, a moment of anxious suspense and
dread. They had seen their leader's figure
vanish, swallowed up in the blackness of
the place. They were wondering, tremblingly, as to what the result would be;
and then suddenly came a result so terrible and unexpected that it nearly knookeCl
them down. It was a scream, a wild
shriek of horror, and it came from Mark!
The six outside gazed at each other,
ready to faint from fright; Texas,
startled, too, by the weirdness of the tone,
sprang back involuntarily. And in an in-

stant the heavy iron door, released from
his hand, swung inward and slammed
with a dismal clang that rung and echoed
down the long vaulted cave.
The noise was succeeded by a silence
that was yet more terrible; not another
sound came from Mark, to tell that he
was alive or what. And for just an instant, paralyzed with fright, the horrorstricken cadets stood motionless, staring
blankly at the glistening door. And th~n
Texas sprang forward to the rescue. He
seized the knob furiously, and tearing at
the barrier with all his strength, flung it
wide open.
"Come on!" he cried. "Follow me!"
Texas was clutching the revolver, a
desperate look upon his face; the others,
horrified though they were, sprang forward to his side ready to dare anything
for the sake of Mark.
But there was no need of their entering. As the light shone in the whole
scene was plainly in view. And the six
stared with ever increasing awe. Leaning
against the wall where he had staggered
back, was Mark; his face was white as a
sheet; one trembling hand was raised,
pointing across the compartment. And
the rest followed the direction with their
eyes, and then started back in no less
horror, their faces even paler than his.
Lying flat upon the floor, shining out in
the blackness white and distinct and
ghastly, their hollow eyes fixed in a
death stare upon the roof, were six horrible grinning skeletons.
Awe stricken, those reckless plebes
stood motionless, gazing upoe the scene.
They were too dumbfounded to say a
word, almost to think. And then suddenly as one man moyed by a single impulse, they faced about and stole silently
out of the place. The iron door clanged
once more, and then, still silent, the
plebes marched in !ndian file down the
long corridor to where the sunlight
streamed m; helped each other out
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throug h the narrow openin g; and finally,
free at last, drew a long breath of inexpressib le relief under the clear blue sky
of heaven .
It was some minute s after that even,
before they said a word. Finall y Mark
spoke.
"Fello ws," he said, "there 's a mystery. \iVho can solve it?"
The Parson heaved a sigh and raised
his voice.
"Ther e were once," he began, "six
counte rfeiter s, who did their work in a
lonely cave. That cave had two entran ces,
one of which we know of."
"And the other, " added Mark, adopting his friends peculi ar metho d of hazard ing a guess, "the other lies at the end of
the passag eway throug h the door.' '
"And the door was put there, " continued the Parson , "becau se the other
entran ce was expose d, I should say, because they feared some one might find it
and find them. Subseq uently , perhap s,
that entran ce was blocke d, and then? "
"And then," said Mark, "they were
caugh t in their own trap. That door
slamm ed on them as it did on me. And
they have gone to answe r for their crimes
-starv ed.''
"No," correc ted the Parson , gravel y.

"Suffo cated. And that is all. Let us go
home. "
Still awe-st ricken an·d silent, the rest
arose and started to follow him. But suddenly Texas, the excitab le irrelev ant
Texas, stoppe d and began to gasp.
"Durn ation !" he cried. "Fell ers-- "
"Wha t is it?"
"D'ye know I never though t of it!
That air cave is onr'n !"
"How do you mean? "
"Ther e ain't anyone else to own lt,
that's what I mean. An' ef ever we want
a place to hide in-- "
"Or to haze yearlin gs in!" gasped
Dewey .
"Or to haye any kind of fun in!" cried
Mark.
" Durna tion, we've got it!" roared
Texas, finishi ng the senten ce for them .
The seven were staring at each other,
their eyes fairly dancin g with deligh t.
And sudden ly Mark sprang forwar d.
''Fello ws,'' he cried. ''Fello ws, I say,
three cheers for
"The Seven Devil' s Den!"
[THE END.]

Lieute nant Freder ick Garris on's next
West Point story will be entitle d "Mark
Mallor y's Treasu re, or, A Midni ght Hunt
for Gold. "

Clif Faraday's Deliverance.
AN ADVENTURE IN MADEIRA.

CHAPT ER I.
A QUARRE L WITH AN OLD ENEMY.

"Hoora y! Whoop! Look out of the
way!"
The streets of Madeira had never seen
such a sight in their history; the lazy inhabitant s of the town opened their eyes
in surprise and stared.
The cause of all the excitem ent was a
group of lads wearing the uniform of
cadets in the Annapol is Naval Academ y.
They were from the practice ship Monongahela, anchored in the hay. 'fhey were
on shore leave just then, and bent on
having all the fun they knew how; incidental ly, they were anxious to show
the citizens of Madeira what a pile of
noise and fun a Yankee boy can hold.
Someho w they had gotten hold of one of
the heavy sledges which are so characte ristic of the place. Wagons in Madeira do
not have wheels, but are dragged along
the ground by oxen after the fashion of a
sleigh when there is no snow. The oxen
ate sleepy creature s enough, but in this
case they had been goaded to madness by
the yells and blows of the cadets, and
were gallopin g down the street in great
style.
The wagon containe d several casks of
wine, which were dancing about like so
many straws. And the owner of the cart,
a heavy, good-na tured negro, who was
1

evidentl y being well paid for his apathy,
sat 011 one of them anci said nothing while
the cadets drove th vehicle flying down
the street.
''Hooray ! Whoop I Look out of the
way!"
Not all of the cadets were joining in
that celebrat ion, howeve r; consider ing the
intense beat of that tropical sun the ones
who looked on were by far the more
sensible. Among these were three with
whom we have to deal.
They were walking along in the shade
as the party clattered by. The tallest of
them was a handsom e youth with a
frank, pleasing face and cttrly brown
hair. He was a member of the plebe
class, ottr old friend Clif Faraday . Next
to him was a smaller 1ad, Clif's warmest
friend and admirer , popularl y known as
"Nanny " Gote. The third was a dark
lad with a counten ance that distinctl y
told his national ity, which was Japanese .
Motohik o Asaki was his name; it had
been shortene d to Motor, and thence to
Trolley. "Trolle y" was a lad with a passion for America n slang with all its incompreh ensible mysterie s.
"There' s our ol(I friend the plebe
devil er,'' remarke d Cl if, pointing to one
of the foremos t and most noisy of the
party, the one who was wielding the
whip. "Cadet Corpora l Sharp seems to be
enjoying himself ."
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"Ye s," chuc kled little Nann y. "He
seem s to hm·e foun d some one he can
beat at last. ''
"Him no beat Clif ," obse rved Trol ley,
gazi ng at his frien d pron dly. "Him big
bull y-no goo d-N . G., as you boys say.
No smas h any ice:" ,
Trol ley - smil ed placi dly at hims elf,
havi ng thus rend ered his opin ion in
choi ce Ame rican s idiom . His frien ds
smil ed at him too.
Cade t Corp oral Shar p, to whom they
were allud ing thus harsh ly, was a year ling who had made it his espe cial busin ess
to torm ent the plebes, Clif Fara day amo ng
them . Hav ing been foiled once or twice ,
and more over soun dly thras hed by the
latte r in a fair fight , he was now very
But Clif, who
n~eek and inoff ensiv e.
knew the year ling' s vind ictiv e and rathe r
cowa rdly natu re was sure that the affai r
was not yet at an end.
The party on the wago n had vani shed
in a clou d of dust by this time , and the
three went on down the stree t, gazi ng
curio usly at the shop s and the peop le of
the place . Mad eira is a Port ugue se colony. The islan d is prac tical ly a tall
mou ntain risin g out of the sea. The
quee r old town is built on the shor e, and
its narro w stree ts end by runn ing up the
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frien ds came upon a sigh t a few mom ents
later whic h drov e all ideas of scen ery from
their mind s.
It was the third class men and their
load of wine again . They had come to
grief . The cart had struc k a snag , and
goin g at the rate it was its cont ents, the 1
casks, had been scatt ered helte r skelt er.
Som e of the cade ts look ed as if they too
had been slidi ng alon g the road.
It was in a lonel y part of the town and
there was not a soul near to obse rve what
was goin g on. The negr o had gone away ,
prob ably to get a new cart; and as for
the cade ts, they were wait ing and incident ally amu sing them selve s as best they
could . They were sittin g unde r a shad y
tree. One of the cask s had spru ng a-lea k,
and conc ludin g that it was a sham e to
wast e the wine, the crow d had proc eede d
to rega le them selve s, ad lib. It was very
good win e-M adei ra-a nd besides there
was no one to see them . The plebe s they

hills ide.
The pleb es wen t on with out turn ing
until they were at the outs kirts of the
town . Ther e is a natu ral curio sity there
whic h no stran ger fails to visi t-a spou ting rock . The noise of it may be hear d
disti nctly from the town , and the cade ts
had notic ed it the first thin g when the
train ing ship enter ed the harb or. A
spou ting rock is a perfe ctly simp le formati on. A caref ul obse rver may notic e it
in mini ature alon g any rock y coast. A
narro w cleft in the rock s, into whic h each
wave rush e8; and then a little upwa rd
slope that turns the wave into a foun tain.
Clif Fara day was not desti ned to see
that rock , howe ver. He and his two

did not observe.
No one must get an idea that it is the
habi t of Anna polis cade b to carry on in
that way. Tha t this crowd was led by
Corp oral Shar p is sufficient evid ence to
prov e that they form ed the lowe r elem ent
of the class. This fact acco unts for their
.beh avio r, their hilar ious cond ition at the
mom ent and wha t took place a minu te
later as well.
Clif and his frien ds were so busy
watc hing the by no mean s edify ing scen e
that they failed to notic e a perso n who
was hurr ying down the road from the
oppo site direc tion. Corp oral Shar p did,
howe ver, and he spra ng up sudd enly .
"Jov e!" he excla imed . "Loo k ther e!"
His comp anio ns turne d sudd enly ; the
three plebe s look ed too. The figure was
that of a girl, and a prett ier girl no one
of them had ever seen before. To meet
such a stran ger alon g this lone ly road
was inde ed a pleas ant surpr ise, and Corpora l Shar p stare d curio usly. The girl
was a typic al Portu gues e beau ty, at the
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age when Portugues e women are most
beautiful. Her complexi on was rich and
brilliant, and her hair and eyes black as
night. She had a quiet grace and an air
of refinemen t about her, and she shrank
instinctiv ely to the other side of the road
as she noticed the staring group by the
casks of wine.
Corporal Sharp was inflamed with drink
though, for that matter he was never anything but a ruffian. Quick as a wink be
sprang up and placed himself directly in
the path of the passing girl.
Naturally she stopped and started back,
with a cry of alarm. The cadet officer
raised his hat and bowed with a leer.
"Good afternoon ," said he; "may
I--''
"How dare you!" gasped the girl,
speaking in English ; her cheeks were
burning with indignatio n. ·
By way of answer the cadet leaned forward and stretching out his hand, familiarly "chucke~" the girl under the chin.
She screamed ; Corporal Sharp laughed
and stepped toward her. The next instant he found himself seized violently
by the collar and hurled head over heels
into the ditch at the side of the road.
He rose up fairly blazing with anger;
he seized a heavy rock and whirled about~
He flung back his arm-but then suddenly he stopped. It was Clif Faraday who
was facing him, cool and smiling. Clif
had once soundly thrashed the yearling,
as we have said; and somehow , though
he was blind with fury, the corporal
knew his master and he dared not huq
the missile. Instead he glared and fell to
blustering .
"Confoun d you!" he snarled. "Why
do you have to be meddling m my
affairs?''
To that, of course, Clif said nothing.
He eyed the fellow with a look of contempt that was all the more cutting because it was silent and deserved.
By this time the angry companio ns of

the outraged cadet officer had rush~d to
his aid. They ranged themselve s at his
back, shouting for vengeanc e. Nanny
and Trolley were at Clif's side, and thus
the two groups stood menacing each
other, the terrified girl in between them.
The thing looked dark for the plebes,
for there were half a dozen of Corporal
Sharp's gang, and they all hated Clif
worse than poison. They had sticks and
stones in their hands. Nanny and the
Jap were like midgets beside them, but
they stuck gamely by Clif, who never
once ceased to smile in scorn.
The whole thing was stopped just there
most fortunatel y. Before a blow could be
struck one of the contestan ts chanced to
glance down the street, and a moment
later he whispered :
"Quick! Quick I An officer!"
Like a flash the crowd turned and fled
wildly away, as a blue uniform appeared
round a turn in the road. Nanny and
Trolley took to their heels also, and no
one remained but Clif. Clif had done
nothing to be ashamed of' and he knew it,
and, therefore, be did not mean to hide.
He looked the officer, a. lieutenan t,
squarely in the eye as he passed, and
saluted him. The officer gave a quick
and surprised glance at the beautiful girl
the plebe was with, but he said nothing,
and without even seeing the wine cask
went on down the road.
Clif gazed about him anxiously after
the lieutenan t was out of sight, but not a
sign of his assailants could he see.
"A fortunate deliveran ce," he remarked, and then turned to the girl, who
was gazing at him in unconcea led admiration. Clif bowed and raised his hat.
"I am very sorry that this happened ,"
said he. "I am ashamed of my classmates. I will promise you to give that
fellow a good thrashing by way of punishment. They will not trouble you any
more now."
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1'he girl glanced around her anxiously,
with a look of uncertain dread.
·"I do not know," she said. "I am •
afraid of thf"m. I think I shall have to go
back home.''
"Where were you going?" inquired
Clif, politely. "If yon will allow me to
escort you there, I am sure they will not
molest you. That fellow is a coward except when he is very angry."
The girl accepted Clif's offer frankly,
and the two started down the path. As
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and felt himself flunab head first ·
back
•
mto a slimy pool of water at the road side.
When he got up again his assailants
were gone, and there was not a soul near
but the terrified girl.
"It was the same fellow," said she.
CHAPTER II.
THR PLOT OF AN ENEMY.

We must leave them standing there
and turn our attention to two other mem-

OLIFF SMILED GRIMLY AS HE CONFRONTED CADET CORPORAL SHARP

I.le said, he did not expect to see the
third class cadets again, and he was conversing merrily with the girl, rather
congratulat;.ng himself on his luck.
Clif was mistaken, though, about the
cadets, for they had not gone. To make
a long story short, they were hiding and
glaring at him enviously,
A few moments later, as he was passing
through a thick wood on his way back
to town, he heard a quick step at his

(page 1120).

bers of the plebe class, cadets who ha:ve
not as yet appeared in this story. They
are Judson Greene and Chris Spendly,
Clif Faraday's worst enemies on earth.
The hatred of these two friends for Clif
had begun with their rivalry for a cadetshtp at Annapolis. It .had beer hpt up
by the two by all imaginable kinds of
petty annoyances and more desperate
efforts to get Clif expelled. It had gone
so far that Judson Greene had once at-
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tempted Cl if Faraday's life. At the present moment the two were looking for
nothing quite so much as a chance to ruin
their hated rival by any means in their
power.
That they were witnesses of the quarrel
between Corporal Sharp and Cl if was suspected by no 011e. The two had been
tramping about the country and were just
on the point of coming out upon the road
when the first encounter took place.
Th ey saw the officer approach, and they
watched with unconcealed rage and
hatred their enemy walk away with that
beautiful girl. Judson and Chris had followed behind. They were glad they had
done so a while later, for they had the
supreme satisfaction of watching the
second cowardly attack.
One thing else the two saw. They
watched Clif as he got up and scraped
the mire from his handsome uniform;
gazing about him in a vain effort to see
where his assailants had gone. Clif did
not usually show his anger; but at that
moment his face, as far as it was visible,
was such a picture of indignation that the
two watchers shrank back in alarm. It
was still so when he turned awav with
the girl, leaving them to make their way
back to town, speculating as they went
concerning their ri vai 's unusual behavior.
"I'll bet he's going to make it hot for
the corporal," chuckled Spendly. "Jove!
I gue3s Faraday would like to murder
him to-day."
Spendly had rnade that remark quite
casually, without thinking exactly of
what he had been saying. There was a
moment's silence after it and then suddenly Judson turned and stared at his
companion with a look of inspiration
upon his face.
"By the lord!" he cried.
Spendly stopped short in his tracks and
gazed at him in amazement.
"What the dickens is the matter with
you?'' he demanded.
"Don't you see what I rnean ?" almost
shouted Judson.
"No, confound you, of course I don't!"
responded the other, rather sharply.
"How should I?"
"Well, you're a fool if you don't!" retorted Judson, with no less asperity.
"Don't be a bigger fool and get mad," he

added, as he noticed his comrade fitish.
"You needn't be so brutally frank,"
retorted Spendly, angrily. "I'm not--·"
"Oh, rats!" cried Judson, impatient
at the delay. He was too excited at his
idea to waste any time quarreling.
"Look here," he began hurriedly.
"Spendly, Faraday hates Sharp like the
very deuce, and all the class knows it.''
"What of that?"
"W!rnt? Simply this.
Sharp has
treated us like a brute, and I hate the
very ground he walks on. Now here's our
chance to get even? Don't you see it,
man? If anything should happen to
Sharp to-day it would be blamed on
Faraday!"
In an instant all idea of being angry
had been whirled out of Spendly's mind.
He saw the plot. It was an inspiration!
And he turned and seized his friend by
the hand and fairly shouted for joy.
"By heaven, old man!" he cried.
"We've got our chance at last. Good
Lord, what a chance this is!"
The two lost not a moment in making
up a plan. They were so excited and
eager that they really forgot where they
were. They had reached the town again
and were hurrying along the street before they half realized it. They were still
talking and whispering, suggesting one
thing after another, when suddenly they
chanced to catch sight of the very man
they were talking about, Cadet Corporal
Sharp.
Judson seized his friend eagerly by the
arm.
"Look! look!" he cried. ."There he
goes now! Let's follow him a11d think up
something to do.''
They turned promptly and set out behind the party. Jt was Sharp a11d his
gang, the same ones who had attacked
Faraday. They were hunting about then
for some new diversion, for the wine they
had drunk had gotten them wild aud excited. They had not the least suspicion
of the two plebes who were warily fo1lowing at a distance.
It was foen about two o'clock in the
afternoon. Judson Greene and Chris
Spendly followed the crowd about the
town for at least two hours without hitting on any plan. But their patience was
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rewarded at last; they found their opportunity.
Half way up on the mountain which,
as stated before, forms the island of
Madiera, stands an old monastery. This
place is one of the "show places" of the
town. Every one who goes to Madeira
goes to that monastery, more especially
because of the ride down, which is about
as exciting an adventure as most people
ever meet with. There is a little railroad
running down the hill side, and cars
upon it resembling "hand-cars." There
is a man to run the car, and though he
keeps the brakes on all the way down,
even th en the speed of the descent makes
o oe nervous.
Corporal Sharp went up to see the
monastery. The two ' 'indictive plebes
still at his heles. The plebes were soon
to get the long looked-for chance.
They heard the cadet corporal talking
to the wan about riding down. Then the
party strolled away to look around them
and the two, who were skulking in the
bushes, gazed at each other nervously.
"Our time has come," said Judson.
Spendly knew jnst what he me<.nt, but
he trembled as he thought of it.
"I don't-I--" he began, hesitatingly.
"Go to thunder!'' snarled Judson
angrily; he wns by this time fairly swept
off his feet with passion, seeing at last a
chance to revenge himself, not only upon
the hated corporal, but upon Faraday as
well.
Judson <lid not feel like wasting any
time talking with his companion. That
gang might come back any moment, and
then it would be too late.
"You stay there," he snarled, "and
keep quiet. I'll see to this."
He hurried rapidly out of the woods
and approached the car. The man was
lying flat upon his back some distance off,
and there was no one else watching.
Judson saw that the coast was clear, and
he went boldly to work. He picked up a
stick of wood and crawled under the car;
he had fully decided what to do and so
there was no time wasted in thinking.
He reappeared half a minute later
flushed and nervous. He stood np and
gazed about him. At the same moment
to his horror he saw the man who ran
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tl.1e car raise his bead and look at him;
Judson turned and hurried away, trembling in every limb. The horrible deed
was done; but the only thing that worried the doer was the fear that the man
might have become suspicious.
What followed after that Judson did
not see, but his friend Spendly watched
it from his hiding-place. The man had
not become suspicious-in fact he had
scarcely noticed the plebe, though he
afterward remembered having seen him.
There was absolutely nothing to frustrate
the scheme of the murderous lad.
The whole thing happened with snch
horrible swiftness when once it got
started that Spendly scarcel y realized it.
The merry lads came out of the bnilding,
and as if realizing the deadl y peril th at
was in store for them and resolved to have
it over with at once, they made straight
for the car. At lhe same time the lazy
fellow who was to nm it got up from the
ground and joined them, ready for this,
his last trip upon that car.
Spendly was watching them with
staring eyes and trembling limbs. He
felt impelled to spring up and shout out
a warning, but he hesitated for one insfant, and the next instant it was too late.
The active lads had sprung aboard, the
man had released the car, and away they
went.
The incline was sligl1t for the first few
yards, but the car was heavily loaded and
it gathered speed as it went. Faster and
faster it seemed to leap ahead; the cool
breeze began to· blow in the faces of the
eager cadets, the rapid clatter of the
wheels upon the track grew yet more
rapid, fast increasing to a whir.
Corporal Sharp was standing up in
front, in the bow, he laughingly called
it. His hair was blowing about his cheeks
and his coat waving ont behind. He flung
his cap into the air and shouted merrily
for three cheers.
Just at that moment the ''steersman"
concluded to put on the brakes. He
reached for the lever and jammed it
down. To his horror it stuck fast. Again
and again with increasing desperation he
pressed on it, flung all his weight against
it, while the car leaped on faster and
faster still. His efforts were in vain.
The moment that followed was an
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awfnl one. From the man's bronzed aud
tropical complexion the blood had fled
He
and left him white as a ghost.
turned upon the merry crowd and his
husky voice struck them chill. He flung
his arms into the air with a despairing
gesture and shouted aloud:
"Jump! Jump for your lives!"
Jump? The car was going with a speed
that seemed to rival an express train.
The wind was blowing a hurricane; trees
and rocks were whirling past; the ties
were flashing by and vanishing beneath
them.
The cadets stood white and horrified;
bnt they stood that way for only an instant. A single glance down the ever
increasing slope told them that hesitation
meant a horrible death. Almost as one
man the crowd leaped out into space,
striking the ground in all sorts of postures, rolling and sliding along the
ground, and finally remaining limp and
helpless where they stopped.
As for the car, it leaped ahead· with
still greater swiftness and already it was
halfway down the slope. One man still
remained upon it!
It was the native. He had delayed but
an instant to make one more effort to
move the brake to check the speed of the
car. That effort cost him his life, for
when he looked up again he dared not
jump. The cadets were mere specks back
on· the swiftly receding tra,ck.
The people in the village saw that car
coming down the slope. It did not seem
to be going very fast in the distance; in
fact it seemed to be slowly creeping
down. But as it drew nearer, its speed
became evident. · The people stared and
gasped to see it whirl round the curves.
And then there came to their ears a faint
rumbling sound, swelling louder, closer,
like the gallop of approaching horses or
the hum of an approaching train.
Louder still it roared-loude r-and then
snddenly with a whirl and a crash the car
burst into view with its single despairing
victim . It plunged head on into the platform at the end of the track, with a
deafening thud and crushing of timber.
And the man was hurled through the air,
fifty feet at one throw, and landed fnll
upon his head.
A hundred people rnshed toward him;

they raised him up all bloody and gasping. The next instant something happened so startling that it seemed a judgment from heaven.
The man seemed dying; in fact, one
might almost ,have thonght he was dead.
But his eyes opened for one moment: his
trembling hand was raised just once, and
his choking voice was heard to gasp. 1t
was at an approaching figure he pointed,
a figure clad in the blue uniform of an
Annapolis plebe. That uniform the man
recognized; he had seen it come from
under his car.
"He did it!" panted the man. "He
did it! He!"
And the next instant he had sunk back
into silence.
The plebe was Clif Faraday !

CHAPTER III.
A NARROW ESCAPE.

The scene that resulted precludes description. Clif, to his intense astonishment, fonnd himself leaped upon by the
crowd and roughly seized. A moment
more and he was on the scene of the accident and in the hands of the infuriated
and jabbering Portugnese.
Clif had not the remotest idea of what
had angered the crowd, thougb from
their exclamations it was evident that
something had enraged them mightily.
The whole situation flashed over Clif a
moment later, when some of the crowd
who had been examining the shattered
car, suddenly gave vent to a shout.
The mob rushed to the spot, dragging
their prisoner with them. The car was
turned over and the stick of wood made
visible to all. Instantly a perfect roar of
fury surged up. S~me fiend had done
that, and they had the fiend!
In vain Clif struggled and protested
his innocence. Few understood what he
said, and fewer still cared to. Somebody
dealt him a heavy blow from behind.
Clif, ever courageous, struck out vigorously, and in a moment more there was
a fight in progress.
It stopped a moment later as if by
mutual consent, for another party
arrived upon the scene. And if anything
was necessary to increase the crowd's
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rage it was what that party said. It was
Cadet Corporal Sharp!
He was bloody and cut; his clothing
was in rags as he dashed wildly down the
track to the scene. He had comprehended
the situation, and with his vindictive
nature he fairly leaped for joy as _he realized his rival's peril. Moreover, he believed that the charge was true, that Clif
had tried to kill him, with trembling
firiger he shouted out his accusation.
The infuriated men saw from his gestures and actions what he meant, and that
completed their conYiction. It does not
take much to convince a mob anyway.
This mob was roaring for vengeance, and
attacking their helpless prisoner savagely.
All Clif's resistance · had been speedily
overcome, and the situation bad grown
very dark indeed.
It was about as perilous a moment as
Clif Faraday had ever known. He was
separated from a11 his friends, a supposed
guilty wretch in the hands of a howling
mob. It was not long before that mob
took up the dreaded chorus.
"Kill him! Kill him!"
Lynching is supposed to be primarily
an American pastime. As an actual fact,
it is the first idea that enters the mind of
every mob, "from China to Peru." They
may not use the word lynch, but the
criminal is just as dead as if they had.
Two of the cadets of the plebe class
had been near and seen the attack upon
Faraday. They were Trolley and Nanny,
his two friends, and they had not hesitated a moment. They were only two,
and boys, but they saw their leader's
peril and leaped to his side.
They were mere children before the
furious men. Half a minute later they
found themselves bruised and battered on
the outskirts of the mo1b. Clif Faraday
was inside and Heaven only knew what
was happening to him. Just then swelled
the cry again :
"Kill him! Kill him!"
Trolley gasped for breath and leaped
at the crowd again. Poor little Nanny
hesitated an instant, and then turned and
sped away down the street, screaming for
help as he ran.
Fear, not for himself but for his beloved companion urged him on to still
greater and greater efforts. Nanny was
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making for the shore; a moment later he
came in sight of it, and a glad sight welcomed his eyes. There were three boat
loads of cadets and sailors out on the
middle of the bay. But oh, they were so
far off!
Nanny put his hands to liis mouth to
improvise a trumpet and shouted at the
very top of his lungs.
"Help! Help! They'relynchingClif!"
Fortunately the water of the bay was
smooth and the sound carried. Nanny
saw the officers in the boats turn rou11d
1n their seats and stare at his wildly imploring figure. He saw the men stop
rowing. And then once more he yelle-:1,
even louder th an before:
"Help! Help! They're lynching Clif
Faraday!"
There was no misunderstanding those
words, or the agonized tone they were
given in. The oars flashed in the sunlight; the heavy boats whirled about, and
then, as the rowers bent lustily to their
task, fairly leaped through the water
toward the shore. But oh, they were so
far away ! And time was so, so precious l
Poor Nanny was like a maniac. He
was prancing up and down the shore,
tearing his hair in agony, waving his
arms at the boats, shrieking with all his
might. As the sailors drew nearer his
distress grew still more manifest and
strong arms tugged at the oars. The
stroke grew faster and faster still, the
blades flashed quicker, and the spray flew
higher as the cutters dashed through the
waves. Cl if Faraday was a favorite among
the crew of the Monongahela, and a favorite with his own class, the cadets v.ho
were in the boats. And nothing could
have been imagined to make them work
harder than Nanny's despairing cries.
"Help! Help! They're lynching Ctif
Faraday."
At last the boats reached the land,
grated upon the sand on the beach. The
crews leaped out and the officers rushed
toward Nanny.
"Where is he?" they cried. "What's
the matter?"
But already the agonized lad had turned
and was speeding up the street.
"Come! Come!" he shonted.
And almost without waiting for the
orders, cadets and sailors as one man
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leaped forward in pursuit. Up the street
they swept, giving a ringing cheer as
they came. A moment later the scene of
the-lynching burst upon their view.
It was a terrible sight. There was a
roaring mob, swelling every instant, and
shouting furiously. They were staqding
beneath a big tree right in the midst of
the town. There wa'S a rope plainly
visible from the tree, and the sailors
dreaded at any instant to see a dark body
swung up into the air.
''Charge!'' roared the officers.
Perhaps there was no international law
to justify the act, but nobody thought of
that. Boys and men in one compact body
they plunged at the mob, striking right
and left and sweeping everything before
them. It was American brawn and couraoe, fighting for American :flesh and
blood. And the result was never in don bt
' for one moment. Almost without resistance the crew cut its way to the centre
of the crowd and captured the allimportant rope. An instant later the half
unconscious Faraday was in his classmates' arms and being borne rapidly back
to the boats.
The mob was furious at having been
cheated of its prey. It rallied and leaped
away in pursuit, shouting, :flinging sticks
and stones. But it ·was too late then, for
their victim was safe in the hands of his
friends. The sailors repulsed all their
attacks; there is nothing the average
sailor likes better tlian a rough and
tumble fight such as this, especially when
they are not liable to be punished for it
by their officers. In two or three minutes
more they were safely in the boats and
pulling away toward their ve·ssel.
Clif Faraday was safe at last!

CHAPTER IV.
CLIF FARADAY'S STRANGE SII,ENCE.

There was, of course, the wildest excitement aboard the Monongahela when the
story was made known, and when Clif,
white and weak, was lifted aboard. The
officers reported what they bad done in
the matter to the captain, and he sent
hastily for Clif as soon as the lad was
able to see him.

By that time other persons had arrived
upon the scene. In the first place there
was the American Consul; and then the
Mayor of the town, and a host of other
indignant officials, jabbering in Portuguese concerning outrages and insults to
national honor. There was fun aboard
the ship after that.
The American Consul stated the case
for the officials. 'They were much obliged
to the American sailors for preventing
the lynching; but as for running off with
the criminal, that was another matter.
He must be delivered to the authorities
at once. He would be put safely in jail;
the consul would see to his safety-the
Mayor would protect him with the whole
garrison of the place if necessary.
As to his guilt there was no doubt.
The consul gave the proofs, which truly
horrified the ''old man,'' as the captain
of the ship is popularly known.
Clif was a great favorite of his, and he
had no idea that the case was as dark and
terrible as it seemed. Cadet Corporal
Sharp was hastily sent for, and with much
reluctance (oh, yes!) told the s.tory of
Faraday's enmity for him. It is needless
to say that he omitted unnecessary details.
The captain was horrified. He could
not but belie,·e that Faraday was guilty
of that terrible act. It was almost murder, for the man lay in the hospital on
the verge of death. Small wonder. that
the authorities were anxious to secure
the villain.
Faraday was summoned at once. He
had to be supported into the room, for
the horrible experience of the afternoon
had made him ill. He to'Jk a seat at the
captain's command, and faced his accusers in the impromptu court.
"Cadet Faraday," began the officer,
gravely, "I suppose you know the weight
of the evidence against you?"
"I do," said Clif, looking his superior
frankly in the eye.
"This is a verv serious matter," said
the other. "The~e gentlemen are the
civil anthorities or the town, and they
demand that you be sent to jail at once.
I cannot see but that they have right on
their side, for the evidence is terribly
against yon."
,
"I can very easily -prove my mnocence," responded Clif calmly.
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The captain gazed at him in amazement, and his face lit up with pleasure.
"Can you!" he cried. "In what way?"
"I can prove an alibi," said Clif.
The commander of the Monongahela
made no effort to hide his satisfaction at
Clif's seemingly cool indifference. If he
had been in real danger of his life surely
he would not have taken the matter as he
did. He mnst have something to back up
his assertion, which was indeed a cause
for delight. The officer was loath to believe the charge against this handsome
aud courageous lad.
"Mr. Faraday," he said, "the eviClence
is strong. Bnt I need not tell yon how I
hope that it is false. Pray go on."
"How do you mean?" inquired Clif.
"State the proofs of your innocence."
"I cann(',)t do it now," responded the
cadet.
The captain was still more astounded
at that than he was at the former assertion.
"Not now!" he cried. "Pray why?"
"I cannot tell that either,'' answered
Clif.
"Can not tell that! Then for Heaven's
sake when will you tell it?"
"To-morrow morning," was the answer.
The captain gazed at the plebe in consternation and amazement, which he
made no effort to hide. This was indeed
a most amazing state of affairs. The
pri.s oner was so cool and indifferent under
the charge, so certain of his safety. And
yet he refused to clear himself.
''My dear fellow,'' pretested the captain. "You will have to go back to jail
if yon refuse.''
"That is unfortunate," responded Clif,
"very unfortunate, but it cannot be
helped."
Then noticing his superior's puzzled
and annoyed look, he added: "I know
you think this is a strange way to act,
captain. And yet the matter is very simple if I were only in a position to explain
it to yon. You will probably laugh when
I do tell you the reason. But I shall not
even hint at it now. Of course I am not
at all anxious to spend a night in jail,
but I would rather do that than break a
promise. What time will the Monongahela sail, captain?''
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"\Ve were going at nine in the morning," gasped the astounded officer. "But
if you are--"
"I shall be with you by that time,"
said Clif, with all possible politeness.
Then he turned toward the foreigners.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I am ready to
go with you."
The Arnerican Consul had translated
Clif's most inexplicable statements to
these 1atter. They sniffed with incredulity which they made no effort to hide.
Yet they could not help admiring the
nerve with which the lad carried out !us
"bluff."
At Cl if 's last words they arose to go.
The captain of the Monongahela had
meant to contest their right to the cadet's
person, bnt the latter's own indifference
completely took the wind out of his sails,
and he said nothing.
A few minutes later "the m11rderer"
stepped out upon the shore again, where
he was immediately surrounded by a large
body of troops and escorted in safety to
the jail.
The captain slept yery uneasily that
night. He was worried about Clif Faraday a good deal more than he cared to acknowledge even to himself. The charge
against the lad was a terrible one; as to
his guilt or innocence, the officer did not
know what to think. He seemed so much
at ease, and yet he bad acted so strangely!
At any rate it was all to be settled in the
morning. If he came he must clearly
have proven his alibi; and if he didn't,
he was to be left to his fate.
The captain was up and pacing the
bridge even earlier .than usual. He told
nobody why he kept the glass in his
hand and scanned the shore incessantly;
he told nobody why he did not go dowB
for breakfast. But everybody knew,
uevertheless, that "the old man" was
waiting for Faraday.
Any doubts as to that fact were dispelled
as sailing time came. The crew was in
the very act of hoisting the anchor when ·
they heard a startled exclamation from
the usually dignified captain.
"By George, if that isn't he for a fact!"
Everybody kt:!ew what the words
meant. They glanced toward the shore,
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where a boat was in the very act of putting off. And forthwith such a si1out
arose that even Clif heard it in the distance and knew that his classmates were
welcoming him.
He climbed aboard, happy as a lark, a
few minutes later, while a perfect storm
of cheers arose, cheers that nobody tried
to stop and everybody joined fo. The
captain strode up to him before he had a
chance to get his breath.
"Come below, sir," said he. "I want
to see you.''
Clif followed him meekly, looking very
solemn. He had tact enough to see that
the captain wanted to seem indignant.
"Take a seat sir'," said he, when they
reached his cabin. "And now will you
please have the goodness to tell me why
you acted so absurdly and kept me awake
all night?"
"I will," said Clif. "But you must remember beforehand that I told you my
excuse would seem absurd. I met a very
pretty girl in town, sir--"
"Oho!" said the captaiu.
"It happened," continued Clif, "that I
rescued her from-er, that is, I just rescued her."
"After your usual habit," put in the
captain.
"Yes, sir. And I escorted her to where
she was going. It seemed that she had a
very cruel step-moth er--"
''A nice affair for my cadets to be
mixed up in!" commented the officer.
"Yes, sir, if you please, sir," smiled
Clif. "Anyway, she was running off
to get married when I met her. She was
to be married at seven this morning.
After that she was safe; before that, being a minor, she was· liable to be taken
away by her parents, who were hunting
for her. Therefore, I was sworn to
secrecy.''
"And, therefore, .you had to act as if
you'd as leave be hung as not," growled
the captain. ''And puzzle me and worry
me to death. A nice state of affairs in-

deed! And will you kindly tdl me how
you escaped from this murder charge?"
"Simply," said Clif, "that I had just
left the girl's house when the accident
took place. She. and her relatives and
every one who was in the house te~tified
to that. So it was clear I could not have
been up on the mountain, too. And then
the murdered man didn't die after all, and they took me over to the hospital.
He concluded he'd made a mistake in his identificatio n. He'd seen somebody like
me near the car. That was the end of the
matter-the y let me go.''
The commander read Clif a strong
lecture on the folly of mixing with such
personal affairs and nodded him from the
cabin without further comment.
The American Consul visited the ship
shortly after and the captain and he held
a brief consultatio n at which it was decided to let the whole affair drop.
"I am loath to believe that one of my
cadets would be guilty of such a horrible
trick," said the former, "but from all
the evidence it seems undoubted that a
cadet was tampering with that brake on
the car. However, we can do nothing in
the matter and we'll let it go at that. I
am more please( than I can tell you that
Faraday has proved his innocence. He is
a splendid lad and has the makings of a
fine officer in him."
To which the consul heartily agreed.
When the sun went down at the end of
that day the old Monongahe la was standing eastward under a full press of canvas
leaving behind her in the dark smudge
on the distant horizon which represented
. the island of Madeira all chance of fastening the guilt of the tragedy.
For which Judson Greene and Chris
Spendly thanked their lucky stars for
many a day.
(THE END.]

The next number (25) of Army and
Navy will contain "A Peril of the Sea,"
by Ensign Clarke Fitch, U. S. N.

DAN'S BICYCLE RACE.
"It wobbles awful, don't it, mister? Want me to
hold it for yon till you get started on it once?"
D1·. Lester Hardcastle looked up with a flushed face
from the hi<'ycle to wbicb be was clinging, and wiped
bis perspiring bJ'ow.
It <lid "wobble." There was no doubt about it; but
be had trundled it half a mile out of the viIJage tbat
he might wobble unseen upon it, and he was not a
little annoyed to fli:d tbat bis strenuous and unsuccessful efforts bad been witnessed by a spectator, even
though it was only a boy.
He was about to indignantly decline the offer, when
surldenly h occuned to him that it might be of real
assistance to him to ha ni a prop, against "bicb to
steady himself, and be turned to look at the speaker.
A tall, lauk boy of about fourteen, with an angnlarfeatured face, ple11tifully bestrewn with !1 eckles, aud
a mop of tow-colored hair, that bristled out through
the boles in bis old straw hnt, rose from bis 1·eclini11g
position in the long, tangled grass at the roadside.
"Well, I don't care if you do," was Mr. Hardcastle's rather ungracious a<.>ceptance of the offer; and
Dan sprang forward eagerly.
"My I aiu't she just a beauty, though?" exclaimed
the boy, entlrnsiastic ally, as be inspected the gleaming
spokes. "Sliould think it woulrl be awful bard to get
userl t o staying there,'' he added, lookiug at the
sndclle.
Lester Hardcastle liked the boy's evideut appreciation of the difficulties attending bicycle riding, as well
as his genuine admiration, and he answered cordially:
"Well, it is pretty harrl to get nsed to it. Now, you
stearly it while I get in the saddle, if you can."
Dan balanced the machine as well as be coulrl, 11nd
Lester found that be progressed much more satisfactorily than he had before Dan proffered his assistance.
The two were on quite fnondly terms before the
twilight began to grow too deep for the riding lesson
to continue longer, and when the doctor trunrlled his
bicycle back to tbe office, he had kindly accorded Dan
permission to help him every evenh1g if he wanted to.
Tbe offer was gladly 11ccepted, for next to his 11dmiratio11 for the bicycle, Dan admire1l the doctor.
Dan hadn't much a111bition about most things; bnt
before be had officiaterl as chitif assistant at the Fiding
lessons a week, he was fired with the desire to possess
a bicycle of his own. He had asked the doctor what
they cost and his answer had been, "This one cost one
hundred dcllars.''
One hundred dollars I The doctor might just as well
have said a thousand dollars, as fllr as any chance of
Dan's getting that immense sum together was concernerl . .tfe had never had a quarter all at one time in
his whole life, so you can imagine what a fortune the
bicycle •eemed to cost to him.
But be was determined to have one, and vague ideas
of becoming industrious an<l saving began to flit
through bis brain.
"I must put in a day polishing tbis wheel up," remarked the doctor one evening as he noticed that tbe
bi,•ycle had a tarnished look .

"Let me shine her up for you," pleaded Dan, eagerly. "I'll do it every day for you if you'll let me."
The doctor willingly consente<l, and Dan joyfully
constituted himself the groom of the doctor's new steed.
He had conceived a positive affection for tbe bicycle,
and every day he polished it and rubbed it with tender
care until it shone like new.
The doctor no longer wheeled it in and out of the
village, but kept it in an unused room in a carriage
factory, about a mile from bis office, and in the evening, wheu he wanted it, Dan brought it in to him.
It was seldom, however, that he cared to start where
he ran a risk of spectators; for, in spite of his practice, be bad not yet gained the mastery over the
"wobbling" propensities of the wheel.
One Saturday afternoon, nfter the bands m the carriage factory had quitted work early and gone home,
Dau was busily engaged in his labor of love.
He had enjoyed a ride before he bad begun bis
work, for he was quite an expert, considering the short
time tbat had elapsed since he had first seen a bicycle.
"Would you let me try this some time?" he had
asked once; and the doctor, mindful of his many obli.
e:ations to Dan, had not bad the heart lo refuse.
He had supposed that one trial would completely discourage Dau, and as the boy had never mentioned the
subject again, be never thought that be was perseveringly pnctisiug every arnilable chance.
Dan was careful not to ride wbere any one would be
apt to see him, and report him to the doctor, lest .,his
precious privilege should be remanded; but, with a
pertinacity peculiarly boyish, be had kept on trying
every evening as ~oon as the hands had left the factory, despite his many tumbles.
It was not strange that he soon excelled be rloctor,
for boys learn things by a sort of intuition, aud they
disregard bruises in a way that older people cannot
afford to do.
pan was ecstatically happy when be was skimming
up and down the smonth oyster-shell road, with the
silent, gliding velocity that was the very poetry of motion; and only prudence overcame his longing to have
a chance to exhibit his skill before an audience.
He whistled cheerily as he polished each ;poke of
tbe glittering wheel, and toen his whistle died away
as he became nbsorbed in rough mathematica l cakulatious, in an endeavor to ascertain how many years
it would take to buy a bicycle if he workerl every day.
He bea1·d the heavy tramp of approaching footsteps,
and glanciug through the shutters saw three roughlooking men approach the factory, and throw themselves down on the grass in tbe shade.
"Tramps, I s'pose" thought Dan. "I'll keep quiet,
for they might molest the bicycle if they should get in
here."
He kept on with bis work without making any noise,
and presently be began to listen to the conversation .
"He'll never take tbe work a way from another man
again," said one of tbem, with a rough oath.
"Just an hour from no\v the train will strike the
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tunnel, and no one will ever know what bappenerl, it
will be wrecked in such a hurry."
"I won't be sorry for this day's work though, if I
swiug for it, for I said I'd have my revenge on the
whole lot of them."
Dan listened with a beating heart, and from a few
more remarks he gathored the whole story.
One of the men bad been employed on the railway,
and had been discbarged for some offence. Be was
angry nt the man who had taken bis place, and to revenge himself he had planned to wreck a train.
Dan shuddered at the thought of the t errible loss of
life caused by this man's malicious batred.
They bad evidently a<'coruplished their purpose, and
then fle•l to avoid possible detection.
Was tbere ·no way to defeat their planP The tunnel
was flfteen miles away, r..ud the man had said that it
lacked an hour only of train time.
Even if Dan could make his escape unnoticed by the
men, be could not reach tbe village in time for any
one to reach the tunnel before the train.
Something must be done; but what?
Au idea came into his mind, and be fairly trembled
with excitement.
Could he mount the bicycle and get there in timeP
Be determined to try, though it was hazardous to his
own safety trying to pass those desperate men.
Not a sound betrayed bim, as, softly slip.ping back
bolts and bar~, he rolled the bicycle out. The men's
faces were turned the other way, he disco\'ered, as he
peeped r ound the corner of the building.
That was well. He bad the bicycle fairly on.the road
at last, and still no sound had been made.
As be vaulted into the saddle, the gravel crunched
under bis feet, and the men turned and saw him.
Before they cou ld spring to their feet and bar bis
progress, be had flasher! past them on the glittering
wheel, a queer apµarition, with a face that was ghe.stly pale under its freckles, wide-open, pale blue eyes,
and long, lank legs and arms that <lid their duty well.
Dan was not a coward, but he was emphatically
''scaren, '' as he confessed afterwards, for his only
hope of saving the train lay in passing the men.

Tbe bl'igbt wheel flashed like a ball of silver as it
whirled along beneath bis steady pressure, and although Dan did not exactly know what time he was
making, be knew be was covering the ground rapidly,
becaustJ trees and posts seemed to rush past him with
such bewildering rapidity.
The conditions could not have been more favorable.
A smooth road, as bard and even as a floor, no rough
places where he would be in imminent danger of a
"header," and no wind.
The magnifi~ent machine skimmed ornr tbe road as
if it was a sentient being, and knew that life deµendetl
upon its speed; and Dan's heart beat fast at the
thought that, boy as he was, he was going to save that
train with its living freight;
He began to be fearful at last that he would he too
late, for the fift een miles seemed to stretch themselves
out interminably, anrl it seemed to him that nearly an
hour must have elapsed already. Fa•ter and faster be
went, straining very nerve lest he should be too late.
Almost there at last- witbiu a mile-but be heard
the shrill whistle of an approaching train. Would he
be just too late? The thongbt was agonizing, and tbe
exhausted boy renoubled bis efforts.
Just in time I He spran~ from his bicycle, and, holrling it with one hand, waved an old red btrndkercbief
in the other.
The engineer saw it, and saw the white, terrified
face. Just at the mouth of the tunnel the train was
stopped, and in a few incoherent words Dan explained
the Clanger.
A deadly explosive was found on the rails, and but
for Dan it would have done its work only too fatally.
When the grateful passengers asked what they could
do for the boy who harl saved them, can you guess
Dan's an&wer, while bis freckled face grew radiantP
A bicycle.
Not a sensible wish, perhaps; but be got it. He was
soon the happy possessor of one Of the finest bicycles
ever made, that threw even the doctor's into the
shacle. He lo ves it dearly; but I think bis best affection is given to the wheel upon which he won his race.

THE FIN DE SIECLE SMITHY.
Under a spreading chestnut tree
The bike repair shop stands,
The owner-a wealthy man is he,
Who hires fo1ty hands;
His shop is worth a hundred farms
Of the choicest kinds of lands.
'(f'

Week in, week out, from morn till night,
His people work away,
A score of wrecks are brought aiong
To be mended every day;
And he'll soon be rich enough to sit
In the Senate-so they ~ay.

He goes on Sunday to the church;
The costliest pew is his.
While others hear the preacher preach,
He only thinks of "biz ;"
The organ's tones to him are just
The careless scorcher's whiz.
'(f'

Laughing, rejoicing, happy,
Onward through life he goes;
For every wheel that is repaired
Two more will break, he knows.
His homely daughte1 is in the swim,
And has a dozen beaux.

Authol' of "A Legacy of Pe1·it," etc., etc.
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CHAPTER XXIX.
HIS HIGHNESS DOST KAHN.

NOTHER fight for life or f!eatb, and so
1soon after the exhaustiug st1·uggle 1with
the subterranean river I l t was enough to
discourage the weary men, for they knew
that the odds ~ere in favor of the crocodiles. But they did not lose hope; hard
and fiercely they toiled, driving the boat swiftly on
ward, and feeliug the water creeping higher above
their feet . Steadily they approached the island, and
steadily the leakage rose. At last Nie;el threw down
bis parldle, and commenced to toss the 1Vater out with
both l.tands.
"That's right-keep it up I" muttered Hawksmoor,
"We'll wiu yet, olc.l fellolV !"
It was a bard fight, and for a time the issue was
doubtful. Iu spite of Nigel's toil the water continued
to gain, very slowly but perceptibly; doggedly as
Hawksmoor paddled, be could nc.t overcome the decreasiug speed at which the hAavy boat now movef!.
Nearer ancl nearer came the island, until it was only
twenty feet distant. And just then the timbers of the
ricket. craft bulged suddeuly apart, the water surged
over the gunwales, aud Nigel and Hawksmoor were
struggling on the surface of the lake.
The boat was lost to them-it sank instantly-but
tbey thought less of this misfortune than of the peril
from the crocodiles and tb3 big serpents. Side by side
they struck out, swimming with frantic strokes across
the narrow stretch of water that separated them from
the haven of refuge. Soon they touc hed hottom, and
waded th., rest of the way through tbe shallows. Anf!
whe;n they spla8betl breathlessly out vn the shore, and
turned to look back, th&y saw tbe scaly backs and
suouts of two or three crocodiles-cutting the water in
the neighborhood of the sunken boat.
"We had a narrow shave of it,'' Hawksmoor said,
coolly.
''Yes, I thought it was all up witb us,'' Nigel assented, with a shudf!er. "But we're not much better
off now, cast away on an island in mid-lake, and with
no means of reaching the mainland I Its a toss up

Back numbers can \le ol>tai11ed from all news•lealers.)
whether the crocodiles or the priests finish us in the
end."
Hawksmoor did not reply, be was sniffing the air
curiously. "I smell smoke,'' be said. "There is a fire
<'lose by-I am sure of it!"
"Impossible!" muttered Nigel. "Who could be on the
island? And yet I can smell burning VIOod 111yself!"
The island was apparently long and narrow, densely covered with r ocks and jungle, and borclereJ on
both sides by a strip of pebbly beach. The castaways
bad landed at tbe upper eud-that facing towarf! the
monastery-and close by tbem was a square-sbapeJ
boulder. Hawksmoor mounted to the top of this, took
a brief look with bis bands to his eyes, and then
dropped lightly down.
"l was right,'' be said. "There is a fire at the extreme
other end of the island. I can see the sparkle of it over
tbe bushes."
"So much the worse for us I" Nigel muttered, despondently.
"So much tbe better, perhaps! I see a thin ray of
hope ahead, Davenant. Come, we must discover what
the fire means. Be careful how and where you step.
All depends on silence."
They lingered a moment to squeeze tl\e water from
their dripping clothes, and then started down tbe right
side of the island. Th ey crept along in tbe moonlight,
their soft sanrlals making 11ot the slightest noise on the
pebbles, and when they bad advanced forty or fifty
yards they saw tbe gleam of tbe fire and caught tbe
faint murmur of voices. A few feet more, and they
stopped behind a fringe of tall reeds, over the tops of
which they saw a strange sight.
They 1vere close to the lower end of the island-almost on the verge of the triangular little spit of sand
and gravel that lay between the water and the jungle
growth. A canoe-shaped boat, fitted with paddles and
a rude sail, was drawn partly out of the lake. And on
the strip of p.,1.Jhly sand, with a small wood fire burn·
ing before tbem to ease the chill of the night air
squatted two men.
The one was dressed in tunic and baggy trousers of
fine whit3 cloth, with scarlet kumirerbund and turban.
His haughty but cruel features, the curved sword and
jewel-hilted pistol at bis waist, proclaimed him as a
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man of some distinction. His companiun was a middlea ged little Goorkba soldier; a musket lay beside him,
and .be wore the uniform of tbe native a rmy of Nepaul
-loug trousers, and a braided jacket over an 1rntique
shirt of cbaiu mail. Both men were clean-shaven, and
at present they were looking silently and moodily out
on the lake.
Hawksmoor gave Nigel a warning touch on the arm,
and for a minute or more tiley stood sileutly behind
the fringe of reeds, watching and listening, and scarce.
ly da1·ing to breathe. Then, of a sudden, the Goorkha
turned to bis companion.
"The night is young yet, your highness," he said,
"Sball we uot enJOY a restful sleep?"
"Mine eyes are not heavy," the other answered,
petulantl.v . "But for your tardiuess, Hafiz, we should
have reached tbe monastery ere sunset, instead ol being forced to lie till morning on tbis island."
"Thy servant is not to blame, most noble Dost
Khan,'·' protested the Goorkila. "Truly it was hard to
pa:l<lle against the tide of the Kalli river. We had better have made the journey by land."
"I was of tbat miud," muttered Dost Khan. cibut
the Prime Minister would ba'l'e it tbe other way for
bis own reasons, and so we shall be a day late."
He drew trom the foMs of bis knmmerbund a sheet
of parchment, opened it, and glanced at the writing
that it contained.
"I like not the task," he added. "It will go bard
with me if I faH to do the wishes of Matacleen Mir."
"Think you it will be difficult to persuade the mem
sailiil?" asked the Gvorkha.
Dost Kbau laughed grimly.
"I would rather be set to break tbt1 will of ten men
than of one woman," he replied. "Had you a wife,
Hafiz, you would the better understand--''
At that unlucky instant Nigel felt, or thought that
be felt, the cold body of a snake rustle over his foot.
Tbe fright brought a gaspiug cry to his lips, and he
gave such a start that tbe gravel crunched nuder I.Jim.
And just as quickly the two Hindoos sprang up in
alarm.
"At them!" Hawksmoor shouted, "Now is our
chance I"
1'he words were barely uttered, when he leaped
tilrough the fringe of reeds with Nigel at bis heels.
The assault was so swift and unexpected that it gave
the Goorkha and Dost Khan no opportunity to use
their weapons. The latter, in the act of drawing his
sword, was seizer! by Hawksmoor. They grappled
furiously and fell together.
Nigel darted past the combatants and struck up the
musket which Hafiz was j11st ai111i1Jg at him. Tben began a struggle for tbe weapcm, both grasping it hy tbe
bane!. For several moments they shifted to and fro
over the saud, glaring savagely at each other and
panting hard for breath. At last t!Je wiry little
Goorkha slipped and fell backwards, and with a jerk
Nigel got possession of the musket.
But Hafiz, cunuing as a serpent, sprAng to his feet
and slipped out of reach. He drew a knife from his
clothing, and with a bitter cry rusb<id at bis enemy.
There was no time to hesitate-no time to be merciful.
Nigel swung the musket high aud aimed a .bard and
sure blow. 'l'be heavy stock of the weapon crashed
down on the Goorkba 's bead; be threw up bis arms
and fell like a log.
Dost Khan and Hawksmoor were still struggling on
the edge of the jungle, and Nigel went at once to bis

companion's assi•tance. Between the two the flindoo
was quickly subdued, and offered no further resistance
his captors. Hawksmovr took his pistol and sword,
and then released him.
"Sit still," he said, sternly. "If you move I'll shoot
you."
Dost Khan was evidently a coward at heart, for he
was trembling with fright. "Who are ye?" be asked,
in a whining . tone. ''Ah ! ye are the two disguised
Feringhees-the enemies of Matadeen Mir!"
"Have it so, if you like," Hawksmoor amwered,
with a laugh. "How about the other chap, DavenautP'
"Tlie poor fellow is dead," said Nigel, who was
bendiug over the body of Hafiz. "lt couldn't be
helped, though; it was his life or mine."
"Yes, you had to do it," replied Hawksmoor.
"Dou't let that worry you. I was afraid we would be
compelled to kill them both."
He picked up the sheet of parchment, which had
fallen to the ground in the struggle, and ran his eye
over it.
"Jove, we're in luck to-night!" be added. "Tb is is
a letter from Matadeen Mir to the high priest, demanding for his emissary, Dost Khan, au interview with
Miss Brabazon. Aud there is something about a ring
-a sort of a sign to back up the letter. Where is the
bauble, Dost Khan, if that's your name?"
The Hindoo took from his finger a gold seal-ring with
a curiously-carved stone set in it, and handed it to
Hawksmoor.
"I have done you no harm, sahib" he whined . "I
crave that you spare my life."
"I will do so," replied Hawksmoor, "on condition
that you answer truthfully the questions l put to you.
To begin, where is Matadeen Mir nowP"
''At Katmandu, sahib, whence .be returned . yesterday from Yoga. "
"Is he reco'l'ered of his wound, then?"
"No, it gives him great pain and disfigurement."
"SeHes him jolly right!" muttered Ha wksmoor in
English. "And now what brought you here? I want
the whole story."
"As you are aware by the letter, sahib," Dost Khan
replied, "I and lllY com!Jflllion were sent by Matadeen
Mir to have audience with the mem sahib, who is a
prisoner iu tile monastery. We came by boat, lea\"iug
Kat111audu at dawn this morning, and the sunset overtaking us, we had to stop here for tile night."
"Wby?"
"Because those who guard the water-gate to the
monastery leave their post at sunset; between then and
sunrise the gate may not be opened to visit ors."
"Ah, I see. And what were you to say to the mem
sahib?"
"I was to urge her consent to an immediat marriage witb Matadeen Mir."
"I thought so. And by what threat or argumeuV
Come, conceal nothing if you value your life."
"I was to tell the mem sahib," replied Dost Khan
"that her father was a prisoner, and that bis ilead
would be struck off unless she consented to marry the
Prime Minister."
"!ind is Brabazon Sahib a prisoner?"
"No; be is safe at the Residency . "
"I thought it was a lie," muttered Hawksmoor.
"Are you known to auy of tbe priests in the monastery?"
"Only by name-they have never seen my face."
"And you have never been there?"
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"No, sahib."
"Tell me how one enters the water-gate."
"Sahib, you are mad to think of--"
"Tell me at once!" H" wksmoor interrupted, sharply. "What were your imtructious?"
''To shout for the guards," the Hindoo replied, ~ul
ltmly, "and theu give them the letter."
"That sounds easy enough," said Hawksmoor,
half to himself. "ls all that you have told me true?
Swear it."
"It is true, sahib; I swear by the bead of
Mahadera !"
Hawksmoor bad been watching tbe Hindoo's face
intently, and he was satisfied that there was no reason
to suspect deceit or treachery.
'' l will keep my promise, Dost Khan,'' he said.
"Yonr life is safe at mr hands, but you must remain
on the island for a time. If matters turn out as I hope
they will your friends will fiu1l you in a day or ~wo.
But it is necessary that you . should be bound and
gagged. "
"Don't lel\ve me here helpless," the captive pleaded,
abjectly. "l shall star.-e to death, sahib."
"I have no choice in the matter," said Ha wksmoor.
"You must take your chances. It is the devil's own
work that you 11re doing for Matadeeu Mir." Turning
to Nigel, be added: "Unstrip, Davenant, and exchange clothes witb Dost Khan. They will fit you,
but uot rue; I have no choice but to put on the
Goorkba's uniform.''
"What do you mean?" Nigel demanded, in startled
toue9, an inkling of the truth flnshing tardily upon
him. "You surely rlon't intend to--"
"Yes, that's it, old fellow,'' broke in Hawksmoor.
"It's n Heaven-sent opportunity. You and I will play
the parts of Vost Khan and Hafiz. We wiil prese.1t the
letter auct. the riug, enter tbe monastery, ancl have an
audience with Miss Brabazon."
"Hawksmoor, you are the most daring and reckless
man that ever lived," Nigel cried, boar•ely. "This
seems madness to me. Do yon think that we can possibly carry it through? And what good result ean
come from an interdew witb Muriel?"
"Everything, if we play our cards well," was the
reply. "Mata<leen Mir's letter explains nothing. It
gives us a comparatively free baud. What will happen,
do yon suppose, if we tell the prie•ts that Matadeen
Mir bas just returned to Yoga during the night, that
b" is waiting there to have an interview with the girl,
and that she is willing to accompa11y us there?"
"They won't let her go!" mutterer\ Nigel.
"They will consent at once-they l'au't r!o otherwise," cleclared Ha wksmoor. "Don't you agree with
me, Dost Khan?"
Bnt Dost Kalin answered nothing. His dark eyes
full of mingled hlltred and terror, looked furtively at
tbe two Englishmen.

CHAPTER XXX •.
BACK TO THE MONASTERY.

It was morning again, and the sun was just peeping
over the mountain ramparts upon the Lake ·of Dacca,
mingling dabs of ruddy gol<l with the wonderful purple bue of the water, islan<ls anr! encircling shores.
Early as was the hour, strange voyagers were astir.
A boat with a square sail hoisted to the breeze, its
rearward track marked by a dancing line of curdled
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foam, was driving slowly towards the grim gateway
to Dnrgadeva 's rnon11stery.
Two men were iu the boat, and it is rlonli.tful if
even the astute Ali Mirza could now have identified
them as Nigel Davenaut aud '£ravers Hawksmoor, so
great a change had ueen wrought by their present dis_
gnise. Nigel sat forwnrd of the sail, bis eyes fixecl
steadily on the black mouth of the subterranean river ;
he was attired from head to foot in Dost Khan's rich
clotliing, and was ar111ed with the curved swoi·d and
the jewelled. pistol; even his features bad something of
the Hindoo's fierce and haughty look. Hawksmour
crouched in the stern, dipping nis paddle now and then
as the sbift1,1Jg of the clumsy sail made a change of
course necessary. The uniform of the dead Hafiz fitted
him perfectly, lln<l be was almost the counterpart of
the little Goorkha.
After tbe victorious fight on tbe island the night
bn<l passed tranquilly with the Englishmen. They first
exchanged dothiug with the Hindoos, tied 11ud gagged
Dost Khan, and then made a hearty meal off the food
that tbey fouud in the boat. A lengthy rliscussion followed. Ou consirlerntion\ his companion's plan hart
seemed less audacious and 111ore promising to Nigel,
and he eagerly agreed t.o the undertaking. Hawks111our
explained to him what be hoper! to acco111plish, and
gave him careful instructions bow to play bis partwbich was by far the more important of the two .
All details satisfactorily arranged, the men put out
the fire and !Jrought some skin rugs from the boat. '
They wrnpped themselves in these, giving one to Dost
Khan and slept souu<lly on the sandy beach until the
grey light of dawn broke. Now, after a hearty brAakfast, that had put fresh life iuto tb~m, the adventurers were speeding back to the lion's jaw's-back to t1·y
if they could outmatch the fanatical priests of Durgadeva by nerve nnd craft,,
The goal was close ahead-the island nearly a mile
in the rear. Tue bocly of Hafiz bad been dragged deep
into the jungle growth, nnd nearer to the wat"r the
luckless Dost Khan lay in a little hollow surrounded
by tnll grass, his wrists an<l ankles tightly bound, and
a wad of cloth stuffed between bis teeth. Harsh treatment, perhaps, but it was the most merciful <'Ourse
possible. His captors kuew that before the day was
over the question of their success or failure would be ,
answerefl <lefiuittily, and that, iu either event, a speedy
se11rch would be made on the lake for the missing 1-Jiudoos; and the traces of recent occupation, plaluly visible on the poiut of tbe island, would lead to Dost ·
Kban 's rescue. That he might be disco\'ered within a
shorter period of time IVRS too remote Rnd improbable
a contingency to cause the Euglishmen uneasiness.
"Jove, we are nearly there now!" sai1l Hawksmoor,
as be leism·,.ly dipper! bis paddle into the purple
waters. "How do you feel about it, Davenant?"
"Keen and fit,'' replied Nigel.
"And you remember all your instructions?"
"Yes; every one. It's queer bow thh1gs have shifted
about, Hawksmoor. Last night we were crushtid and
hopeless, glad to escape with our lives from the monastery, and with Muriel's rescue depending on the slim
cba'1,1ce of our reaching Katmall(lu and revealing the
truth to the British Resident. Au<l now we are going
back defiantly-back to play as daring an<l desperate a
game as ever man took a band in. Heaven help us to
win! God grant 1bat we may save lliuriel Brnbazou
from a fate worse than death!"
Nigel's voice cl.Joked with emotion, and his com-
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panion shot a qui~k and furtive glance at him beneath
the fluttering sail.
"Th stake is worth tbe risk," Hawksmoor said,
almost coldly. "Before the sun goes down, Matadeen
Mir will ha 1·e lost or won his bride, for if we fail to
save the girl lie will force her to marry him."
"Never!" Nigel cried, hoarsely. "Muriel has to
much spirit-- "
" Watch sharp, D1wenant !" Hawksmoor intenupted.
"Don't you see where we are? Your lace will betray
you unless you do better with the part of Dost Kl.Jan. ''
Tbe rebuke was not unm erited, for Nigel's feelings
had broken through his mask of 1.iaugbty disdain, and
keen eyes might ea,ily have been watching liim from
the battlemented r ed wall of the m onaste1y. The Loat
was now gliding, with bellying sail, between the two
contracting clitl's that towered thousauds ol' feet high.
No more t!Jau twenty yards ahead ynwnetl the iron
gate, every bar standing out iu sunlit relie f agaiust
tbe blackness of the suliterranean rfrer that lay beyond it. The place was as weird and impressive by
day as by night.
As yet there was no sign or sound of human life.
Ha wksn1oor took down and furl ed the sail, then
dipped his paddle with gentle strnkes. The boat glided
beneath the jutting slielf <lf r ock overhen<l, and as it
bumperl lightly against tbe gate Nigel stood up and
C'aught bold of one of the unrs. Hawk~moor put a
Liaud to bis mouth, and shouted-a loud, imperative
shout, that rolled in hollow echoes far tbrougll the
dark gorge of tbe river.
For nearly a llliuute there was no response. The n a
gratii.g noise was heard, and high up on tbe right
b1rnd wall , just within the glite, a square of yellow
light appeared. A head and shoulders leaned blackly
forth and a harsh voice demanded:
"Strangers, what brings ye to the monastery of
Durgadeva?"
"I am Dost Khan, a man of authority," Nigel replied in the nati \'e tongue. ''I come hither iu tbe services of his Higliuess Matadeen Mir, the Prime Minis·
ter of Nepanl. l have journeyed from Katmandu, and
my errand is with the high priest Vashtu."
"Empty words will not gain ye admission," came
the voice from al.iove.
"I bring a letter and a ring," Nigel an.swered, "as
token of my office a11d good faith."
"It is well, Dost Khan. Wait in patience I" With
that the speaker vanished, and tbe opening in the wall
wns drawn suddenly shut.
Nigel let tbe boat drift baek a few fc:et, and Hawksmoor held it stationary by occ11sio11al strnkes of the
paddle. For te11 minutes or more tlley wa ited, talki11g
in low tones . Then, with a cre11king noise, aud with
nothing to show th e motive power, the gate suddenly
h9ga11 to move across the fl11anuel. Ou it went, rattling
into a crel'ice of the wall 011 the left, and when all
but n yard or two had vanished the controlling
J1Jecl.Janisn1 stopperl. An instant later , a short distance
within, a torch flas hed fron1 the right-hand wall of
the river, and a voice rang sharply.
With a glance of warniug at his eompaniou Hawks . moor drove the boat through the gateway. aud so to
tbe spot when ce the l'Oice 1.Jad come. Here was a shmy
tli)!ht of steps lead ing up from the water, and nt the
Lottom of thElm stood two swarthy natives in the green
nnd white attire of tlie priests of the first degree. Tbe
younger one bald a torch in one baud, and with tbe
other he seized the prow of the boat. His companion
was olde• and more dignified, and to bim Nigel gave
both the letter and the seal-riug. He glanced at them
briefly.
"They shall be despatched to the high priest," be

said, "and until word come from him ye are in my
charge. So l bid ye follow I''
With that Ile led the wl\ly up the steps to a narrow
ledge that va11isbed i11 the darknes; along the ba11k of
the river, with a w.all of r ock ri;iug high o n the one
si<le and a low pa1 a pet on the other-just such a place
as Bbagwan Das bad told of. By a secret spl'iug, or
some other most ingenious contri 1· a1.ce, tb e priest suddenly shot open a stoue door i11 the wall. He motioued
the Englishmen to ent6l', and wbeu they were o'i"er the
thrt>silold the door as suddeuly and mysteriously
clau ged slmt.
Nigel ai.d Hawksmoor found themselves in a small
square apartmeut, cut out of solid r ock, aud as cold
and bare as a dungeon. Th ey sat dow n ou a stone
beucll-the sole piece of furniture-under a torch that
flared from a ni che in the wall. Aud faintly, as
though at a great distance, they bea rd the muffied
rattle of the iron gate as it was drawn shut.
"Tbnt cuts us otr from tbe outer worl<l," said Nigel.
"It's like being i11 w. tolllb."
'' We had bett er n ot hold any conversation,'' whispered Hawksmoor, edging as far as possible from bis
compa nion. "l don't quite fancy the look of tilings.
This is an uncanny sort of place, and I shouldu't
wonder a bit if ears " ere !isteuing at some h ole or
crevice we can't see."
They were k ept waiting far longer than they had expected. The minutes dragged by until th ey grew t o au
hour, and still the silence was unbro en-not a sound
penetrated the thick walls. So they sat patiently,
speaking but an occa ional word, aud two hours in all
must have passed when finally tbe door opened without warning, re1·ealiug the majestic fi gu r e of the elderly priest; there was flnshing and glowing of .t or ches
behind him.
Nigel rose to bis feet, feigning grent inclignntion.
"What is the will of tbe high priest? " he nsked
sharply, as Hawksmoor bad jus t biode n him do. "lf
he debires not to receive us, we will bear that word
back to Matadeen Mir, "
"Those wbo come here, be they of high or low
caste, are served e1·en as you ha \' e been served, 0
Dost Khan," tlie priest answered, curtly. "lndeed,
ye are fortunate, for there are days when Vasbitu
may 11ot Le approached. But the letter and the ring
have been given to him, and he now awaits your cowing.''
"Lead us to him," said Nigel; nnd be and .Hawksmoo1· followed the priest out to tbe le<lge. To tb ei r
surprise a large tlat-Loat wRs moored at tl.Je foot of the
steps. It was made luxurious Ly soft cushions ornam ented with gold and in>ry, and at bow and stern
torches flared from upright r otls of carved brass. It
had six rowers-two on a seat-fierce-looking m en in
red tunics and trousers, witli kummerbunds and tur'
bans of white.
Tile disguised Englishmen haughtily descended the
steps an<l seated tbe111seh·es in the stern of the boat.
Without delay the six rowers dipped their oars, and
the long craft sped swiftly up stream, the torchfll!
flashing on the iuky water and the slimy emhaukments. WhAn Nigel looked back tbe iron gate was
growing dim in th e distance.
''All is well so far, " he whispered in his companion's ear. "I suppose Vashtu sent tllis boat down for
us?,,
"Yes," replied Hawksmoor, "and the men in it are
priests of the second degree. Bhagwan Das said they
worn red and white. We are going to see some strange
and wonderful tl.Jings, Davenant."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

FOILING A TRAITOR.
BY E.

D

A. CARR.

CND the way, in faith! Do you ask me that,
track in this darkness, and if I did the Turks would
most 110ble captain? Why , 1 could find it
catch me and murder n1e."
backward~ a11d blindfold, in the heart of a
For an instant the temptation came· to climb back
snowstorm I Scores of times in tb e bad
into the loft and leave tLe troopers to tLeir fate. But
weather have I dri ve11 111y ~beep along it,
he put it aside.
to take shelter in tile very hollow where
"No, I must try to find the p11tb before the others
the Evzonai (mountaineer soldiers) rest to·
r each it," he muttered as be set off through the night
night, till I kno:v every tul'll and twist of tbe track as
gloom.
a lizard knows its nook. Now the Greeks shall be the
A scramble among the boulders behind the farm, asheep and thou shalt be master butcher in the killrun across the rough upland, then a gropiug clamber
ing I' I
down the valley beyond and up the further slope.
'!'he speaker laughed-a harsh and cruel laughter,
And now the real difficulty began. Somewhere on
the crest an overhanging rock left a low passage,
devoid of mirth.
"Hush, you fool!" muttered another voice angrily.
through wbicb it was necessary to creep with bent
''What was that rustling that I beard among the
Lead and so reach the ravine in which the trail
starterl.
straw in the stall yonder? 1 will see what it is . 'l'ake
care tbat you play no tricks with me, Sir Traitor I''
Up anci clown, Lack aud forth-tripping, stumbling,
''Have 110 uneasiness, captain,' ' said the first voice
and striking against unsee u obstacles-with bands ever
again; " 'Tis but the calf th~t bas lost its mo~!Jer two
busy iu their bliud quest for the rock portal, the b1·ave
rlays since and is restless st1ll. Not a soul 1s rn the
boy wandered in vain, until at last, with bruised and
house but ourselves and my little herd, and him I
bleeding limbs, Le crouched down in a corner and
sobbed in exhaustion and despair.
have safely fastened in the loft where he sleeps above
Suddenly he stopped. Across the valley came the
the sheep·stall. ''
"Well for !Jim I" rejoined the other grimly; "and
faint scuffling of soft shoes on rocks, with occasional
rattles of fallin9 stones.
ill for you if you plav rioulily false! But lead us undetected within short range of this nest of sleeping
"The Turks! ' he cried to himself in bis terror. He
would have fled, I.Jut that was impossible; in tbe darkvipers, and you shall be well paid."
ness, and hemmed in by monstrous boulders, he could
"On tile honor of a Turk?" broke in his co111p11nio11,
with a jeeriug chnckle. '' I will guide your troops to a
not have gone a dozen yarrls without betraying his
spnt wbere, if they will, they may pour in a volley
presence·-and that would mean a long Turkish knife
across
bis tbroa t .
nmong the Evzonai as they lie-for these look not for
,
the foe to creep down upon them in their rear, w bere
So, parched and heart sick with fear, be waited.
the l'llgged heights are deemell impassable. But for
The sounds came J1 ea r er and nearer, rlirectl v to bis
me it is a venture; I am a Greek, and e1·e I risk 111y
biding place. At length, wlum within arm's 1:each of
n er k and betray my countrymen I must have moneyhim, the foremost of the invbible company turned and
no promises, but money in my pquch, captain!"
whispered in Greek to bis immediate follower:
There was some further muttered talk and the
''Bid your men stoop low and follow close. ' '
chink, chink of money; tben the door was opened and
Alexis knew that voke. Had he held anv weapon in
shut, footsteps sounded a"ross the yard and died away.
his band be would bave sprnng at the figni·e be could
Within the stahle all was silent.
just see before him outlineci ngainst the 11igbt sky, and
At last th11re was a rustling in the straw beside the
bt1ve struck one blow for Greece though it haj cost
sleeping motherless calf. In the darkness a boy's heflrl
him bis life. But he was powerless, and the traitor
ernergerl fro m under t!Je litter; bis eyes were wide and
passed unscathed; bis tirne waR not yet . The boy saw
staring with fright, bis teeth were bard set to stop
Maratbo's figure stoop and tbeu vanish in the dense
their chattering .
shadow of a r ock fronting him. He cou ld have cried,
Very slow ly , baiting at every movement to listen
bad be dared, to think how near be bad been to discovering the entry to the track.
for I.he retum of the speakers, tbe boy gai ned bis teet
anrl stole to the door, then halter!, unable to deci<le
But regrets were USPles• 11ow. Alexis could only
what course to pursue. He was Alex is Skopelos, the
cower down, scar ce daring tu breath, whilst in single
sheep·berd of whom bis master had spoktm to the
file figure after figure emerged from the night, showed
Turkish captain.
in silhouette against the sky, and vanisbed in the
gloom again.
Little harl be thought an hour before, when he
swung himself down from bis sleeping-place i11 the
One of them, stepping a little aside, kicke<1 against
loft to comfort Lis 011Jy playfellow, the hapless calf .
little Skopelos' hoot, and muttered something in his
what an adve11ture was to follow. He harl just fed the
outlandish tnngue-doubtless a curse-in anger at the
poor little creature, when approaching footsteps ha<l
supposed stone. His comrade, following close behind ,
made him hide under the loose straw in its stall, where
set bis heavy shoe on the boy's fingers, nearly crushhe barl overheard the shameful plot for tbe betrayal of
ing them. ulthough the sole was of soft ]Pa l her.
the Greek regiment.
Alexis bit his lip through to stifle the shriek that nlAlexis understood it all too well. Thronghout tho
most gained utterance . He jnst succeeded; nnd the
two years he bad served on the lonely fl'ontier hillprofounrl gloom that lay upon bis ro<'k-angle sheltered
farm, there bad been vague talk of war and v11gue
him and unquestionably sa verl bis life.
fears lest the torrent of Infidel troops might con1e
At last , after a seendug ly infinite length of time,
pouring across that invisible frontier line that divided
the terrible procession ended. How ma11y men had
the mountaius iuto Turkish anrl Greek territor y. And
passed through the rocky arch the terrified li ttle
at last it had come. For two <lays past the ail' hnd beell
"'atcher could not guess; bnt when the son111i of the
heavy with distant ca11no11adiug , a11d tlJAt verj n1orulast straggler 's feet ha cl died av ay, he 1·ose with new
ing the lad harl seen a regiment of the gallant Evzonai
courage, forget ful of his 111a11Y pai11s nnrl perils, mindtroops retreating to their fastness among the hills.
ful Oll ly of a sndden happy inspiration that possessed
"And now Maratbo has betrayeci them, scoundrel
him.
that he isl" said the lac! to himself. "I must save
'•They shall he waJ'lled I' ' he said aloud, and started
them-but bow is it possible? '. could not find the
doggedly back to the farm.
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The building stood on the face of a high barren
eminence that fronted the famed Melouna Pass. Half
a league away to the west lay Akitsia, the mountain
spur ou which the regi111ent of Evzonai bad taken
shelter from the Turkish batteries. .Between these two
points the bigh ground stretched in a receding crescent, so that each was visible from the other.
Hurrying into the sheep but, the youug herd flung
wide its gate, and drove out its bleating, l.Jewildering
in111ates. With tinder and steel he struck a light; a dry
pine-bran ch served for a torch; and soon from balf-adozen points about the walls of the but, tile fierce
flames were leapiug aloft, crackli11g aud splutterin g
merrily as they fed on the dry timber and thatch.
. Tb~ sentinels at Akitsia saw the beacon light, and
JUdgrng that none save Turks would fire a Greek
building they gave a prompt alarm.
In a few minutes the sleeping camp was on the alert.
Sentries were doubled aud pushed further out on all
sides, anr1 pi<'kets were posted for their support. Tbo
· attacking band, ere they reached the crest of Akitsia,
saw the glare of the flames lighting up the eastern
sky, and knew they were betrayed.
" 'Tis tbe guide has played us false!" cried their
leader.I.. and rrom throat after throat the murmur went
up: " rhe guide I Kill the guide!"
.But where wa• the guide? He liact vanished like a
ghost, and the !'ballengi ng fire of the Greek sentries
made the invaders too anxious for their own safety to
ca1·e f~1rther atwut !Jim. Indeed, they were in a perilous phgbt. Ignorant of the road back or forth, without a guide, and far from any supports, they stood
amazed until the bullets of their petticoate d foes began
to whistle about them.
"Take to cover, men, anrl fight every inch of
grouud I" cried the Turkish captaiu, boldly leaping on
a rock that bis followers might bear and see him.
Next mom,.nt be pitched headlong amongst them, a
bullet through bis brain.
And now in the growing dawn a terrible conflict
was waged. The Turks, leaderless and betrayed,
fought with the unshaken firmuess of their fighting
race. From behiud rock and mound and tree they gallantly su~tnined the unequal strife. There was no
yielding, no f11.lling hack, for there was no roar! open
for retreat; where they took cover, there they held
their grom1d or died.
But the Evzonai, the gallant kilted mountain eers,
the pick and pride of the Greek army, were no less
hero\c than they, and had the advantag es of better
co_ver and higher ground. So in a deadlock of grapplmg courage the struggle weut on-n veritable Battle
of the Giants.
And bow fared it with Maratho meanwhil e?
That wily traitor, si>eiug the light of a beacon in
the sky aud rightly di vining that bis treachery was
discovere d aud that be would be suspected of double
falsity by the Turks, had drawn abead of the troop,
and under cover of the darkness slipped down the grey

llillside and was safely hidden in a cavern ere he was
As for Alexis, wllen 011ce tbe sheep-hut was well
alight he began to repent of his boldness.
"Wben Maratho collies ho111e again he will kill me
for tllisl" he thought, ruefully. At last he resolved
to run away and joiu the 111eu he bad warned of da11ger. There was but one way to their camp-th e track
by wllich the Turks had Ileen led; but as all liring bad
now ceased, Alexis concluded that the affray was
ended.
lid had not long p!lSSPd the overhang ing rock, however, when he began to bear shouts aud groans and
the ring of clashing steel. The Turkish arn111unition
beiug exhausted , the desperate fellows were forcing
the lighting band- to-baud with the bayonet.
Soon the boy stopped aghast, for tllere in his path
lay the body of the Turkbh captaiu, with a uluisb
wound above the brow. It was the first dead mau
Alexis had ever seen. A Ins I he saw many afterward s
in the disastrous fights that euded at Domoko, aud it
had a horrible fasciuatio n for him.
Even as be gazed a clatter of steel made him glat:ce
aside to see a foaming, cruzy lookiug 'l'urk rushing at
him with fixed bayonet. Uuarmer1 and 1lefenceless 1
the lad could only take to bis heels, and in half a
dozen strides ran almost into the arms of a Greek
soldier.
The latti>r, bis rifle at the "present ;" shouted to the
pursuiug Turk to surrende1 ·. Whether he understoo d
or not, the fauatic paid no heed, but with bis bayonet
lowered for the thrust ran straight upon the Greek. It
was the heroism of 111ad11ess. There was a report, and
the Turk oitcbed forward and rolled over at the feet
of his foe:
In a fAw moments all was ended. The few invaders
who would consent to surrender were marched hack
to camp; the bodies of others strewed that fatal slope,
with rnany a white-kilt ed foe beside them to show
how brnvely they bad fought and died.
Alexis, seeing an excited crowd in one corner of the
camp, weut up to it. In the ceutre, bis arms bound
behind him, stood the vile Maratho. In cleudng the
hillside of Turks tbe Evzonai barl found him cou('ealed ,
and seized upon him as a probable traitor. Two officers were even now listening coldly to bis torreuts of
explanati ons and entreaties , whilst half a dozen privates kept tbeir furious comrades from the capti\"e.
"Well, does anyone here know the fellow?" said tbe
younger officer at last to the crowd; and bis glance
happened to rest on young Skopelos.
At tbat moment the traitor'R eyes met his herd 'a
with such a hunted.. terror-cra zed, appealing look
that Alexis hesitated with the words of accusatio n on
bis lips.
"It no one knows him, he must go!" the lieutenau t
said reluctant ly. Still Alexis paused in doubt.
Then across the boy's mind there flashed the words
of One who taught forgivene ss of enemies, and he
turned silently away.
n1issed.
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E:TURNING confidence for confidence, Tom
without going into unnecessary detail, explained to Straight Arrow what had sent
him into the wilds with his companion,
from whom be had been but that morning
separated.
Something like a smile of intelligence was
visible on the young Indian's face. Certain phases
of human nature are akin in every age and nationality,
and Straight Arrow (whose real name was Carl), had
enough white blood in bis veins to enable bim to understand that something more than 11 mere friendship
for John Bruton had sent this broad-shouldered young
fellow such a distance in the wildei·ness.
"Wbite girl pretty. I se.i ber one two week' go,"
he said, eyeing Tom shre,.•dly .
"You I Where, Straight Arrow?" was the eager response.
"Blueskin camp side us one night at forks Bad
River. He on way pass in mountains. Got camp dere.
Carry girl. Thtn he sen' word to her fader s ' pose give
Blueskin big moneys, girl como back all right.''
"But don't you think Bruton aud tbe cowboys can
overtake bim, or find the camp in tbe Pass?"
Straight Arrow shook bis head energetically.
"No can do noting. No stores , ho~ses tire out Jong
'fore get to foot hills. No good try."
A wild, almost fantastic thought suddenly flashed
through Tom's veins. With the help of thti young Indian could not strategy accomplish what brute force
might fail to do?
He glanced cautiously about him. The five other Indians were grouped around the lire smoking.
"Straight Arrow," Tom whispered, coming at onC'e
to the point, "how would you like to have five hundred dollars-all your own?"
Now to th., intelligent, half ci1ilized Indian, money
means precisely what it does to bis still better informed white brother. Only whereas the sum named
would seem comparatively trifling to the latter, to the
former it would be a small fortune. It would mean a
Winchester, a herd of ponies, a snug log cabin ou the

reservation-and not unlikely the prettiest girl of the
tribe for a wife.
Such possibly were the visions flitting through the
halfbretid's mind at the mention of the sum,
"Like good to have; but s'pose no can get, how can
have?"
"Help me get Dolly away from Blueskiu and I'll
give you that-yes, and fifty dollars more," was the
excited response.
If Straight Arrow was surprised, he did not let it be
seen. Accustomed from boyhood to hear of the daring
deeds of his own people, as well as those of the sturdy
plainsmen, the proposed undertaking did not seem such
a desperate one by any means.
"You mean dead earnest?"
"Yes."
The Indian hesitated.
"I think um over. You stay-these Injun not hurt
you-only steal. Bimeby soon I tell you." And nodding gravely, Straight Arrow walked away.
Stay I Well, Tom bad no other resourc6, unless indeed the Sioux drove him away or left him to his
fate. But neither of 'tbesl' two last named contingencies
occurred.
With the exception of keeping a sharp lookout upon
Tom'~ equipments which they bad appropriated, his
captors appeardd perfectly indifferent as to bis movements. He slept under the same blanket with Straight
Arrow, shared their food, and rode bis own bronco.
The leader of the party, wbo rejoiced in the title of
The-Dog-That-Bitos, had once referred to Tom's persistent following:
"S'pose you go to Injun camp-mebbe bad Injun kill
white fellow."
"Maybe white feilow kill bad Injun," returned
Tom, smartly-a retort which brought a perfect
chorus of "bugus" from the others.
•'Anyway , '' Tom went on, encouraged by 11 side
glance from Straight Arrow, "I'm going to camp
with you. I don't mean to starve to death here among
the mountains, and don't you forget it."
As the Sioux bad no intention of taking Tom's life,
owing to their wholesome fear of the white man's retributive justice, there was no other way out of it, except to let him gu. Aud so for three successive days
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the party kept their journey toward the Virgin Range,
among the hidden fastnesses of whose principal pass
was Blueskin's camp.
All this tiinti Straight Arrow bad said nothing as to
his decision . Nor did be allude to it till on the fourth
day after Tom's capturn the little collection of
"wickups" and tepees forming the summer camp of
nearly two hundred reservation Sioux came in sight
on the bauk of the Virgin River. Then be spoke:
"l do what you want. Talk firnt with Wainee."
"Wainee? Who's beP"
"Wainee not_ be-her she,'' returned Straight Arrow,
getting slightly mixed in bis grammar. And for ·an
Jmlian be looked decidedly embarrasse d, whereat Tom
laughed, bavi11g an inkling of th~ truth.
'f he eneampme1 1t, as seen at a little distance, was
one of picturesque interest. The tepees, with confoal
tops, staiued iu brilliant yellows aud reds, stood out
with fine effect against the backgroun d of willow aud
cottonwood that bordered the swiftly rushing river
in the rear. In the middle of the encampme nt was the
chief's lodge-a more pretentious structure than those
around it, and, as Straight Arrow informed Tom, it
was here that Wainee dwelt with her fatber-the chief
of this outlying branch of the Sioux tribe.
Indian ponies cropped tile ricb herbage Oil the outskirts. Noisy Iudian boys were shooting at marks an<l
pitchrng quoits. Indian braves lay stretcbe<1 at indolent
ease in tbe shade ou buffalo robes, while their patient
squaws brought water from tbe river and wood from
'
the nearest ti111ber.
Tbe arrival of the party created no particular sensation. A few boys gathered about tbe dismounted
riders, casting furtive glances in the direction of
Tom, who was rather at a loss as to bis further movements, His rifle and revolver were handed round for
exalllination-while Tbe-Dog-'l 'bat-Bites made some•
brief explauatio n regarding the unlooked-f or appearance at the camp of Tom himself .
Straight Arrow had a lodge all by himstilf, on the
very Yerge of tbe rive1· bank . .It was built very ingeniously from bent poles covered with the dressed
skins of deer and wapiti. And no surp1ise was exhibited when the young half breed, who seemed a g~u
eral farnrite, took Tom with him to tbis primitive
abode.
A wash in the river and a hearty meal of venison
broiled over the coals were .the first things in order.
And then, thoroughly exhausted, Tom stretched him self ou a pile of skins, and slept till long after sundown.
When he awoke, Straight Arrow .was sitting beside
him, and before Torn could speak the youug Indian
said:
"It all right. l talk with Wainee. She told how we
do."
"Do what?" asked Tom, who was not quite thoroughly awake. ludeed hA was trying to remember
how he came to be sleeping on a pile of dressed deer
hides instead of tbe green sward,- with the interior of
an Indian lodge m eeting his wakiug gaze in place of
the blue 0f the overreachi ng sky.
"Get white girl Dolly 'way from Blueskin. You
forget?"
No, Tom hadn't forgotten, by any means. Sitting
np, he rubbed bis eyes vigorously as he listened to the
young Indian's further explanatio n.
"But, Straigl1t J\rrow, we never could carry out
such a-a-wild sclieme,'' exclaimed Tom, staring at
.t be half breed after the latter hari unfolded his plan.
And
"Oh, 'spose you 'fraid-tha t , dif'rent."
Straight Arrow shrugged his shoulders. very express.
ively.
"Afraid!" repeated Tom, with something like indiguatio11 -"afraid I Well, l guess not! ' '
"Then all right. Morrow day, ' we get ready. Wainee
say s11.' 1

"Who is Wainee-yo ur siste1·?" mischitivou sly asked
Tom .
"No. Wainee chief's daughter. Her father Man-Not'Fraid-in-t he-Darlr. Her motber Navajo woman. I
11ot stay 'mong Sioux here-too much steal-only for
WHinee. S'pose I get five hundred dollar, her father
say he give me Wainee for wife. See?"
•rom saw this ·very plainly, also that WRinee's woman's wit had b een 8l1arpened by the pecuniary prospect. Though what sbe proposed was so seemingly
difficult, not to say clang erous, tliat Tom had serious
doubts as to the possibility of carrying out even the

first part of the plan, and anxiously enough be waited
the coming of tlJe morniug, when he should meet
Wainee face to face.
CHAPTER XVI.
TOM ' S

UNDERT AKING.

"Well-yo u are a hard-looki ng subject, Tom I"
The unflatterin g remark was uttered by Tom, as he
quizzically regarded the reflection of his sunburned visage and travel-stra ined apparel in the river preparatory to a morning wash .
And he was not far from the truth. His face was
burned to the color of brick dust-bis hair fell rough
and unkempt al'lout his shoulders. His deerskin hunting shirt and leggins were frayed and patched in
places, w bile the stout canvas and leather shoes he
ba<l substituted for riding boots were full of holes .
"Nice appBHrance I sball make being introduced to
Wainee l" was his disconsolat e thought, as an hour
later he was escorted by tbe young halfbreed to the
lodge in the mid<lle of the encampme nt.
Wainee, who was a pretty olive-featu red girl with
dark liquid eyes, sat in front of the lodge, weaving a
gayly colored blanket iii a loom of primiti.-e construction . Nodding pleasantly at Straight Arrow and his
companion , Wainee laid down the shuttle with which
she was working tbe long fillets of wool into the wat·p
and woof of her blanket. Then she addressed the young
halfbreed in their own tongue-he r inquiring glauce at
Tom indicating its import.
Straight Arrow replied at some length, and bis answer seemed to give perfect satisfactio n.
Wainee rose, shaking out her neatly embroidere d
skirt of soft buckskin as nat1ll"ally as a rity belle might
do. Tben sbe heckoued t~e two to follow hu into the
lodge.
The Man-Not-A fraid-In-Th e-Dark was absent on a
bunting trip. An old crone, weaFing a blanket over
her bent shoulders, sat at one side with what is called
a "medicine bag" in her lap. This was Wainee's
grandmot bH-a woman famed for her skill as a doctress aud supposed powers of sorcery, fortune-tel ling
and other similar accomplish ments.
Obedient to a sign from pretty Wainee, whose dark
eyes danced with mischief, _Torn seated bi111self crossleggerl before the old woman, who, mumbling somethiug between her toothless jaws, began operations .
From a corked gourd, which had formed part of the
contents of the medicine b11g, sue poured son1e colorless
liqui<l on a soft wad of Spanish moss: Tilis sfJe applied
liberally to Tom's face, neck and shoulders, as well
as to his bands and arms as high up as the elbows.
While this was drying, his hair, which was quite as
long as that of the average Indian, came in for its
share of atteution. As an Indfan with brown locks
would be a decideLl anomaly, Tom's were stained to
jetty blackness with some preparatio n of which the Indian woman alone knew the secret.
"But bow am I ever goiuii; to get it ofl'?'' was Tom's
rueful i11terrogati on as he glanced at bis hands and
wrists, that were turniug the true copperish tint of the
redskiu.
Straigut Arrow repeated the question in his own
ton·gue. The old woman replied briefly.
"Water an' nothing else no good. But plenty soapweed wash Tom wbite-hai r, everything ." This was a
comforting assurance, and Tom, knowing that the
soapweed abounded iu Arizona and New Mexico, became more reconcHed to his fate.
A vigorous fanning for drying purposes followed.
But this was not all. Behind a partition of skins Tom
exclrnnged his cowboy attire for tbe full dress of a
young buck of the Sioux tribe. Over deerskin leggins
was drawn the skirt of similar rnaterial-b otlJ being
dressed by some pecu!iai· process to tbe softness of
chamois or "wash leather," as we term it. A pair of
moccasins, similar to those worn by Straight Arrow,
were added . Tbeu Tom rather sheepishly came out
from hehiud the screen.
With a merry laugh Wainee, who had been awaiting
his coming, extended a small bandglass.
No wonder that as he glance<l into it, Tom started
back with an exclamatio n. His metamorph osis was
somethi!lg startling. The higb cheek bones of the In dian alone were wanting. Otherwise he bad been .transform ed into an ad111irable imitation of a young Sioux,
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who might indeed have passed as a brother of Straight
Arrow.
"~ut," said Tom, "1 don't know a word uf your
lauguage-wbat am I going to do about that?"
Straight Arrow laughed a little.
"Waiuee make all right. She say you do-so." And
thd halfbreed touched his finger tip first to his lips
and tbeu to his ears, at the same time shaking his
head.
In his imperfect English be explained that, as in the
case of au idiot or au insane person, a deaf rnute
among tbe Indians was treated witb great respect as
being directly afflicted by the Great Spirit.
It would seem that the ne..-s uf 1Vbat was being done
had been pretty generally sprea<l throngbout tbe encampn1eut. For wheu a little later Torn emerged from
the lodge, accomp11.nied by Straigbt Arrow, it was to
find hilllself tbe center of what was literally an admiring crowd.
It was plain from tbe approving nods and brief exclamations that while as an ordinary white Tom bad
been regarded with comparative i.ndi!l'erence, as a
young buck Sioux be was fill unqualified success. Men
patten him on the shoulder-women and young girls
looked tbeir approval. It was embarrassing, but one of
the unavoidable penalties of his new situation.
Everything seemed to h11.ve been provided for, thanks
to Waiuee's forethougbt. Tweuty dollars from the
money belt containing Tom's worldly wealth sufficed
to redeem his horse aud accoutrements from the Indian to whvse share they had fallen in the division of
spoils. But to Tom's regret, his rifle, revo lver, ai•d
the otbet" articles taken from him we1·e not to he
bought back.
"No can ba\'e um," was the stolid reply to all bis
offers. So Tom was fain to content himself with a
short breech-loading carbine of the old Sharpe patent,
whfob, with a well filled cartridge belt and stout
butcher knife in a sbeath, was supplied him by
Straight Arrow himself.
Almost tbe eutire population turned out on tbe following morning to see them oH'. For gossip is as prevalent in au Indian encampment as in a down East
village. Every one knew where they were going and
all about it, and that if Straight Arrow earue<l his
five hundred dol111.rs, The Man-Not-Afraid-lu-Tbe ·
Dark would consent that Warnee should leave bis lodge
to become thti yon>•g halfbreed's wife. So quite a geue1·al interest was mnnifested in the undertaking;Wainee accompanie<l them on her pouy a few miles
outside the eucan1pment. And when she whispered her
good-by to Straight Arrow in the Indian tongue, her
dark eyes were full uf tears.
Aud now began a journey upon which Tom looks
back with a sort of wonder at his own powers of endurance. The rariiied air of the higher land cracked
bis skin and parched his lips-the stro11g sun glare half
blinded him.
Sometimes the way led over sloping alkali beds,
from which rose smothering clouds of dust, while on
every hand bunches of sage and cactus were the sole
vegetation.
Drencbin_g showers from tbe mountains alternated
with tlle scorching heat f~om a brazen sky. Fierce
morning winds from the gorges chilled tbem to the
marrow. Fallen forests of pine disputed their progress.
Often thev suffered from hunger, when game was
scitrce; more thnu ouce from tliirst, when the waterholes were dry.
Ar.d yet through it all there was a certaiu sense of
enjoyment. The fre., mountain air, the adveuturous 11a ·
ture of their undertaking, the won<lerfnl scenery,
which no pen can adequately describe-these were a
continual source of pleasure to a young fellov like
Tom, in vigorous health and exuberant spirits. Aud
never absent from mind wa:; the one deep-seated hope
that stlccess would crown their undertaking, and
t hrough his own instr umentality Dolly Bruton would
be restored safe aud unharmed to her father.
So day after day the two held their way until the
wonderful chasm in the mountain range kuowu as tbe
Vir giu Pass was reached. Aud far up 11ear the timber
la nd to the left, Straight Arrow poiuted to a curl of
blu e smoke r ising skyward.
"Blueskin camp," he said, quietly. "Now, Tom,
br ace up!"
Straight Arrow's vocabulary was eularging rapidly.
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Mountain~,

snow-cresterl and cloud-capped, on every
side. Between them a gigantic gorge-barren all<l ,. i11d
swept on tbe uortll, fertile aurl well timbered on the
south. Beside a brawling mouutarn torrent, fe<l by tLe
melting snows thousands of feet above, are a collec-twn
of smoke-staiued tepees, and two or three lodg(' S, built
of poles and boughs thatcbed with water rush es. Q,' rbead are towering pines, eighty anJ a huudrt><l foet
higb, throngb whose tops the mountain breezes are
forever sighing. Under foot the thick green. "- o"es
alternate with lnsb grass, bespangled where 1t 1s not
trodden by tbe feet of 111an or beast, with the duioy
and huttercup-tlle bluebell and the wild rose.
Iudian dogs with drooping ears and tails skulk hitl 1er
and thither, with the furti,•e look peculiar to this
much abused caniue'tribe. A rude corral contains surne
two S<'ore Indian ponies.
Sucb is tbe camp of Blueskin and bis Ute followers,
who with their families, roam restlessly from µlace
to piace, living by bunting, by trappiug, and hy
plunder. The so-callerl "braves" make occasional iucursioos to some frontier town for firewater or a11111 u·
nition; the squaws and children attend to the work of
the encampment.
Dolly Brutou, looking paler and thinner than when
we last saw her, was sitting listlessly beside the monntain torrent, tossing bits of bark and twigs from time
to time into the foaming eddies.
Dolly Bruton-but bow changed as to the outer
woman, if l may so express it l For tbe whim of her
captors had forced Dolly to adopt the drebs of an Indian maid as betc.,r suited to ber surroundings. l. et
tbfa had a sort of picturesqueness, after all. She wore
a loose blouse waist, with a skirt of doeskin reaching
to the ankles, deftly embroidered with porcupine quills
stained in colors, and beaded moc~asins 011 her srnall
feet. She bad been allowed to r~tain hu jau11ty little
hat with its cardinal wiug. Her dark hair fell iu a
heavy braid from under its rim.
Dolly was not alone. By day aud night Nanita was
her constant atteurlaut. Nanita was a halfbreed, with
Mexican blood in her vefos~tall, well-formed, dark
avJ handsome with a beauty of Mexican rather than
Indian typo. Whether she Jikerl or disliked Dolly the
latter could not fully deci<le, any more than she could
tell whether she-Dolly-liked or disliked Nauita, who
was singularly reticent of speech aud resel"Ved in manner.
But Nenita was her jailer, in a certain sense. Wherever Dolly went, Nauita was eYer at her side. For this
Dollv was not eutirely ungrateful. l·u;;;..ed her from
fear-of annoyance by her captors. Nol lmt that she
had been treated witb tbe utmost respect-wai y Blueskin knew too well tbe value of his pretty prisu11er.
But was not Montez oue of themP Moutez, wbo in ludian guise had assiRted in her abduction, and who
later, appea1·iLJg in his true colors, bad auuoyed her
with bis euforced attentions; preteuding even that he
bad joined himself to Blueskin 's baud, after learniug
their purpose, with the sole object of befriending ber,
and if possible aiding in her escape.
"Five-almost six days since tbe messenger was sent
with the letter to father," said Dolly, 'dstfully.
"There is many day to wait," replied Nauita, who
had the wo11derfn!ly musical voice so ofteu heard
amoug Mexicau women. "It may be tl.Jat he returns
not yet to his ranch," she went on, as a little sigh
escaped Dolly's lips. "Perbaps he still seeks thti trail
of Blueskiu-quien sabe?"
"There would be a bitter reckoning with that redskin11ed wretch if he and the boys should fi11d this
camp," said Dolly, clinching her small fist >iudictively.
Nanita only laughed carelessly.
"Ilest tranqml, little one. The hiding-place here is
not easily discovered."
Dolly was about making reply when Nanita touched
her arm.
"Strang<irs," she said, laconically, pointing as she
spoke to two horsemen who were ridng toward them.
"Inrlians," pettishly exclaimed Dolly; "ob, I an1
so sick of the sight of tbem. '' For more than once
since her imprisonment the encampment bad been
visited by strnggling reservation ludians- Utes, Navajoes and even Apaches in twos and threes.
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The approach of the strangers made no stir wl1atever
among the dozeu or 111ore rne11 idli11g about the encampment. The newcomers walked tbeir horses, which
bore the marks of bard trav el. slowly past the spot
where the two females were sittiug. At a sign from
Nanita both drew rein.
Nanita, ha'l"i11g her due share of woman's inquisitiveness1 questioned tb.,111 in the Indian tougue. Only one
rep!Iect. 'l'he other sat mute and motionless, with eye
seemingly fixed on vacancy. Yet while Dolly was regarding them both with a sort of idle rnterest, tbe silent one flashe1i a sudden searching look on ber sad
face, which was something more than one of mere curiosity.
Dolly's heart hegan to beat quicker than its wont,
she could not tell why; bnt sbe turned away with a
little shrug. He was only an Indian, and she had seen
enough of the noble red man to last her a lifetime-so
she told herself.
"Well, what does he say?" she asked Nanita, as, finishiug bis explanation, tbe young fodian, motio11i11g
to bis mute companion, rode directly iuto the eucamp·
ment.
"He is from the party of Sioux camped a six days'
into the world
came
him
with
ride dista11t . His brother
without speech or heariug. 'l'he two are 011 their way
to auotlKJr tribe in tbe South. Their horses need rest.
So they have turued aside to Blueskin 'scamp.''
But Dolly haci already lost her iuterest in the newcomers, wbo bad beeu received with Iuciiau hospitality.
Their ponies were taken from them and the cbaeed
backs of both horses treated with bear fat; after which
tbey were hobbleci where they could have their fill of
short, rich buffalo grnss.
Tom Fenwick and Cnrl, as Straight Arrow had desired Tom to call him, for of course these were our
two friends, were conducted to one of the three lodges,
and food was placed before them by Blueskin's favorite
wife. Blueskin himself was unusually complacent, and
treated Tom particularly with a sort of ·awesome respect.
Left to themselves, the two, having finished their
meal, stepped outside the lodge aud seated themselves
near the door. They had arranged a sort of sign manual
between them, which, really meaning notbiug whatever, would give the impression to onlookers that this
was their mode of communication witb each otber.
Presently Carl rose aud strolled toward Blueskin 's
lodge, leaving Tom sitting mutely and apparently inrlitferent to bis surroundings. But if those in the vicinity could have known bow his bear• was beating,
or how hard it was to restrain himself when all at once
the skin curtain before the door of the next lodge not
ten feet away, a• drawn up, revealing to bis eager
gaze Dolly Bl{ ,Al looking wistfully toward the setting
suu I
'l'he effort at restraint was harder yet a moment
later. For approaching the lorlges was a youug man
whose dress no less than so much of bis features as was
visible u11der the wide rim ot his sombrero, showed
that be was no Indian. His attire, partly that of a
plainsman and partly of the Mexicau ranchers, was not
devoid of a certain pi~turesque grace quite in keeping
with the surrou11di11gs.
Balaucing a rifle across his arm, he came forward

with a rather j11unty step. At the sight of Dolly,
framed in the doorway, he baited, dropped his pony's
lariat, and raised his so111 brero-disclosing the dark,
banrJso111e face of Montez.
"Buenos dios, se11orita."
Dolly nodded rather coolly, considering the fact that
Montez was young, good-lookiug and withal the only
·
white face in the camp .
"Ab, .Mees Bruton," said Mo11tez, effusively, "why
is it that you are to 111e so cold-me, who risk so much
to serve you; wbo plan contiuually how to efl'ect the
escape?"
More-I don't believe
"Because I don't like you.
what you say is true," was tbe uncompromising reply.
E'·irlently Dolly's tongue bad lost none of its piquancy.
.Moutez's dark face flushed. Then be sudrlenly noticed
Tom, who liugered by the door of the other lodge, 'l'he
Mexican eyed him sharply.
''He is not one of us,'' Montez observed ln an undertone. "Speak not so lc>ud, senorita."
"Speakiug loud or low dou't matter to him, He is a
deaf mute." A'lld then Dolly curtly explained.
·
Montez seemed satisfie<l.
"You say you believe me not?" And be made a
passionate gesture. "But it is all true. I tell Blueskin
that for revenge on John Bruton, I join with him to
steal you from home. I only do this that I help you
escape."
"\\4y haven't you helped me, then?"
"The time is not yet. Aud Nanita watches you us
the hawk."
While speaking, Montez cast swift glances about him.
The deaf mute stood immovable-his eyes apparently
fixed on the g!owil1g west . In ti.le distauce Carl was
surrouuded by a nu111ber of the Utes, who were listening to something lie was telli11g-probably some prodigious falsehood. Nauita was nowhere visible. In
fa<'t, the coast was clear.
Before Dolly \\BS aware of tbe Mexican's intention,
Montez sprang to ber side and possessed bimsA!f of one
of Dolly's small hands.
"Ah, senorita bellissima," he began in impassioued
tones, "it is this my affection--"
Now Dolly was 11ot one of the screaming kind; but,
startled and indig11ant, she wresteu a way her band, uttering a little cry.
Of course the deaf mute could not have heard it. It
must have been that be had looked around just in time
to see the eutire proceediug.
However this was, Dolly's pleading cry had hardly
been utte1:ed when with a bound like that of an antelope, he was insirle the lodge.
Tom's thews aud muscles were in tolerable training
wben some weeks previous be haci pitched Montez
headloug into the wateri11g-place at Bixon's. But his
active, harciy, out-c>f-door life had uow developed an
almost inordi11ate degree of strength, aud this was intensified by his rage.
Montez, himself no mean autagonist, was as a child
in Tom's powerful clutch. Almost before be realized
what bad happened, be was whirled swiftly round and
sent flying tbrongb the lodge door, assisted by a vengeful though unfortunately harmless kick from Tom's
moccasined foot.
[TO BE CONTINUED , ]
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CHAPTER VIII.
MRS. HAMMERSLEY CLOSES WITH THE COLONEL.

m

UY saw tlle warm blood rush into bis mother's cheeks, to be succeeded by a deadly
pallor. Sne held the letter, so cruelly
worded, out to him, and with one swift
glance be bad taken in the contents.
"It is all through me,'' be told himself.
•'Mr. Sin<'lair bas heard of my dismissal
from Fox & Burdell's."
ll!leanwbile, Mrs. Hammersley is speaking to the
colonel. But what is this she is saying;?
"Colonel Starr, I ba ve decided to accept your ofl'er.
Consider me at your disposal, that is, on one condition."
"And what, madam, is tbat?"
The colonel's eyes glistened, and bis two bands crept
near to one another, as if to be all ready, in case the
condition should not be too hard a one, to rub themsel \"eS against eacb other in token of felicitation.
"That you give my son a position with the troupe.
I cannot be separated from him."
The colonel's bands spread apart, and one sought
his knee, wbile the other was rubbed reflectively
across his smootb-sbaven chin.
"Ab-um," he murmured. "What are the accomplishments of your son? Er-bas be inbe1·ited any of
your taleut iu the musical line?"
Agaiu that strange look came over the mother's
face, but, as beforti, it vanished in an instant, and she
was s1uiling as she replied to the colonel's question:
"No, Guy is not musical except in the sense that be
loves to listen to fine performers; he does not even
play tbe banjo. His only accomplishmen t, so far as I
am aware, is in the line of keeping accounts. Is your
business staff full?"
"Well," rejoined the colonel, "you know the management of a concert troupe is not such an onerous
affair as that of an opera company would be; .but if
your son would consent to accept a small salary, I
think I could fix matters. If-for instance-he
wouldn't mind taking tickets-I can offer him six dollars a week."
"Very good; w" will close with that, then," interposed Mrs. Hau,me"rsley, in the tone of oue who wished
that the interview should be ended.
"Excellent, madam," exclaimed the colonel, rising
with cheerful alacrity. "You ha re removed a great
weight from my bea1·t; that weight the fear that I
could not secure you. Now if you will only sign your
name to this brief screed, I can go on my way rejoicing."
As be spoke, the colonel took a sheet of foolscap,
pretty well filled with writing, from bis pocket, and
handed it, with a fountain pen, to Mrs. Hammersley.
It would be well-nigh impossible to describe Guy's
feelings during all this. Utter despair would come
about as near to it as anything.
What would be the result of bis mother's placing berselt within the power of this man whom, iu spite of
his fair sneakine:. Guy could not but distrust? Aud it

was all owing to him, Guy, for bad not Mrs. Hammersley berselt told him that bis experience that day
down town bad decided her in the matter? And now
this curt note of dismissal from the School of Music
had left her no choice in the rnatter.
And this, too, had iloubtless come about through
him I To be sure be was not guilty of the theft of the
thirteen dollars, but that did not affect the result.
So now be felt that his tongue was tied. He bad already said as much as be dared. Instead of objecting,
on account cf a mere prejudice agaiust the personality
of a man, ought be not rather to feel grateful that
they were able to make such advantageous arrangements?
Supposing Colonel Starr had not turned up. What
would have been the prospects for bis mother and himself now both were deprived of their positions? Surely
be ought to look upo11 this opportunity to join the
forces of the Starr Concert Company as one of the
most fortuitous circumstances that had befallen them
since their struggle with the world bad begun.
And yet, try as be would to see things in this light,
be shivered inwardly as be saw his mother take a
music book from the piano, place tl1e sheet of foolscap
upon it, and tb"n write her name at the bottom in her
pretty, graceful hand.
"There, madam I" exclaimed the colonel, who made
no effort to conceal bis delight at the realization of bis
hopes, "you are now fairly embarked on a career
that I am certain will redound to your good, not only
in a pecuniary sense but in fame as well. This, in your
case, will be almost, if not quite, as good as money;
for of course when your twenty weeks' season is over,
you will be at liberty to renew with me, or others, on
your own term~."
"And when do you want-that is, if you will be ·
kind enough to give me some directions, Colonel Starr,
as to what you wish me to do,'' rejoined Mrs. Bammereley, by no means showing in either voice or manner the enthusiasm that was expected of her.
"Oh, to be sure. First I want you to meet Miss Farleigh. She is a charming girl, I assure you. If you
like, I will call for you to-morrow morning, and we
will go down to her botel and see her. We can then talk
over the make up of programmes, tbe date of our
first performance, an<l so on."
"Is l\liss Farleigh's mother with her?" inquired
Mrs. Hammersley.
"No; she is an orphan, and bas come over w~th her
brother, a young man about your son's age, I should
judge. He is to travel with us too. They will make
pleasant companions for each other."
"Talks about me as if I were nine years el:l," said
Guy to bi111self; and be felt a deep sense of relief
when tbe colonel shook bands and bowed himself out,
with an appointment to call the next day at ten.
"Mother," said Guy, as soon as tbe door closed on
them in their own rooms, "did you read that contract
bef•re you signed it?"
"Certainly I did. It was simply a r11petition of
what be told ns. Why do you mistrust that man so
greatly, Guy?"
"Because of bis whole manner," the boy burst out.
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"He is too plausible, too smooth-spoken. I 111ay be
wrong; and I feel that when I have brought all this
upo11 us--"
"Guy, do not speak that way," cried bis mother.
"It is not you, it is tbe harsb, cruel injustice of tbe
worlu. I. neve1· wuntecl you to go a way from me, and
just as soon as I am sure that I can do well with tbe
concert company, I sball insist on your giving up your
position as ticket-taker.''
"But I do not want to Ii ve upon yon," objected
Guy. "I um seventeen, and surely--"
. His mother stopped him with a wave of the hand and
a smile.
"You neerl not be irlle, my dear boy. If all goes as
I trust it will, I shall 110ed you to manage my affairs.
All singers have their managersJ you know, and you
can be mine. And, by tbe way, 1 wish you would stop
in at Ditson's to-morrow morning and ~et me some
music.I waut. l will lllnke you out a list. '
Guy slept but little tbat night. His brain was too full
of dii'e forehoding anu unavailing regret. His mother's
very cheerfulness was a source of worriment to him.
He n·as afraid that sbe would not be sufficiently on
her gnard against any tl'icks Starr (it wus in this
il'reverent manner that Guy always thought of the
colonel) might try to play at her expense.
At last he fell asleep from sheer weariness of tbe
efforts he bad been making to woo slumber. And such
frightful dreams ns be had I
In one he was a hangman, with the task of executing
thirteen shop girls. who all, as tbey came up under
the fatal noose, pointed a finger at him and muttered,
"You did it, you I" In another he saw bis mother
drowning before bis eyes, while a man with goldrimmed eyeglas•es fiddled a way on the bank of the
river for dear life, and would not let him approach to
save her.
1'hus it came to pass tbat in the morning be did not
awRke with tbat usual feeling of buoyan<!y which is
such a valuable attribute of yontb. And yet tbe brilliant autumn sunshine which streamed in at the win·
dow gradually infused him with hope in spite of himself, and "I cannot improve matters hy worrying
ahout them," be told himself as he dressed, "and I
can make moth r's burden heavier by putting on glum
looks.''
So he put all the gloom of yesterday away from
him, and bis "good morning" to his mother bad the
cheery, old-time ring to it. Aud be bad bis 1·eward
in the 1·eflected bright11ess be saw in her face.
Promptly at ten o'clock Colonel Starr presented himself, and, fiurling that Guy ha::! not gone downtown,
invited him to go along to Miss Farleigh's hotel.
"You will find her brother there," he said "and
will be able to make his acquaintance."
'
CHAPTER IX.
A

SUDDEN

MOVE.

The hotel at wbich the Farleigbs were stopping was
within walking distance of tbe Hammersley's boarding
house, and witbin tweuty minutes our frienrls found
themselves in a sunny room, being warmly welcomed
by a tall girl with a deep, rich voice and' a strangely
s1Teet face.
"I am so glad to see vou, Mrs. Hammersley," she
aid, as she gave that lady's band a lingering pressure.
"You know all my friends in this country are men,
and though they are very kind, yet I hunger at times
f<lr a confidential chat with some one wbo will remind
me of my sister. You know Ward and I have never
been a way from her before. She has taken care of us
ever si uce mamma died.''
Po01· girl! she was only eighteen, and so homesick,
and the sight of Mrs. Hammersley's motherlv face
went straight to her heart and impelled her to make
all these confidences in a breath, as it were.
While she was speaking a young fellow of sixteen
entered the room, and was at once presented as
"brother Warrl. "
Guy took to him at once, as how could he help doing
when be was the living image of bis handsome sister,
only a trifle shorter and carrying his head a little
more ooutldently?
1
It transpired that Miss Farleigh wanted some new
music, too, and'before the boys had a cbauce to exchange more than halt a dozen words, Colouel Starr
suggested that Gng show Ward the way to Ditson's.

Notbiug loath, he expressed bis entire readiuess to do
so, and the two 11ere soon walking down Broadway together.
"Do you know," began yonug Farleigh, as soon as
they were in the street, "I find it allllost impossible to
realize ti.lat I am in America. A month -ago I I.lad no
more iclea of coming than of taking a journey to Mercury."
"Tben-you have not known Colonel Starr long?"
asked Guy, intuitiYely, for he was anxious to aseertain
hew the Farleighs ca111e to have business relatiom; with
the impresario .
"Only two months," was the answer. "You see,
this is the way of it. My sister-my elder one, Gwendoline-bas let our house in Londo11 for lodgers since
father died, anrt Colonel Starr stopper! with us when
be was over this summer. H~ beard Ruth play and
just al10ut went wild over it. Declared 1hat she'd
make a fortune if she only came to America, and finally persuaded us into it. I "as just out of school, and
sister I.lad some money saved up to start me in business, but the colouel told us that in one season the
amount would be quadrupled, so we spent part of it to
cross anrl the rest of it is going in hotel bills. Aud I
say, what do you think of Colonel Starr? How long
have you known him?"
''Since yesterday,'' answered Guy, fully prepared
for the wbisl,le of astonishment with which the statement was recE>ived.
"And-and hasn't your mother kuown him any
longer, either?" added Ward.

"No."

"Tben you can't tell me any more about him tbau
I know already," sun1111ed up the Enrlish lad, 1md be
turned on Gay with o.n ortd motion of the eyes and
mouth which the latter found not much difficulty in
interpretiug.
As if by mutual agreement the subject of Colonel
Starr was now dropped and tbe boys talked of New
York and the sights thereof until they reached Ditson's, where each purchased the music of 1vhich be
had a list, and then hastened back to the hotel. Bnt
that brief interchange of words about the colonel had
served t<l make the two better friends than a whole
day of ordinary converse would have <lone.
'fhey found the two ladies alone, Mrs. Hammersley
at the pia•10, playing au ac!'ompaniment to Ruth's
renderiug of a beautiful composilion of Vieuxtemps's
on the violin. Tbev stepped in quietly, and Gny listened with charmed intentness till the piece was finished, wben he broke into involuntary applause.
lt was tlie first time during bis waking hours that
be bad forgotten the burden that episode at the office
of the Firoside Favorite bad laid upon his heart.
"We ar.i to give onr first concert next Thursday,
Guy,'' sai<l bis mother. "Colonel Starr has gone off to
make the final arrangements now, and we start Wed,
nesday evening."
"Why, whPre are we going?" exclaimed Gny. "I
thought we were to make onr first appearance here at
Chickeuing Hall.''
"No, be bas been compelled very sudrlenly to change
bis plans, and we are to go West at once."
"What part of the West? Anvwbere uear Cincinnati?" asked Gny, quickly,
•
"No; to some town in Pennsylvania I never beard
of before-Brilling, I think the name of it is. Bnt you
can Sf\11 th'lt we haven't much tirue to spare."
It was indeed rather short notice, but the rush of
preparation accorded well with Guy's feelings. He
seemed to himself to have lived in a constant whirl
since just twenty-four hours previous when be had
gone on that erraud for Mr. Fox.
Besides, witli plenty to occupy bis bands, he was
not so prone to l'llorry bis mind with useless repinings
over the nature of the enterprise on which they were
now em barked.
Miss Stanwix seemed sincerely sorry to lose he1·
boarder•, a~ide from any financial interest she might
ba ve in their departure. Indeed, she had occupants for
the vacated rooms already booked.
Not one word did Mrs. Hammersley say to Guy
ahout that curt dismissal from the School of Music.
He could not help wondering if he would have felt
any easier in bis mind bad the worthy colonel not
turned np.
"Ce1·tai11ly we should have been worse off in that
case,'' be tried to assure himself, and by the day of
departure be bad in so far succeeded that he was en-
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abled to get up a feeling of con)iderable curiosity to
~ee the other members of the Stai:r Concert Company,
whom he expected to find on the train.
The Hammersleys aud the Farleigbs had arranged to
go down to the ferry in the same carriage, and on i>.rri ving there found the colonel waiting for them, a bouquet of roses in ea.ch band, one of which he banded to
Mrs. Hammersley, the other to Ruth Farleigh. He
had also provided tickets for the entire party, with
pleasant quarters in the Pullman, and soon after tl.Je
traiu started led the way to a well· spread dinner table
in the dining car.
''But, Colonel Starr," queried Ruth, as they took
seats and she noticed that all the cbi.irs were filled
"where are the rest?"
' The rPst, Miss Farleigh? The rest of what?" and
the colo11el smiled affably as be bent over the shoulder
of the fair young prima uonna.
"Why, the rest of the company, to be sure. I
thought we should find them all hflre."
''Ab, cruel one, to remind me at this auspicious moment of the 'shop,' of the business cares that are
whitening my hairs before their time. Au, such a
'heavenly' tenor, as you ladies would say. as I had
secured, and now be sends me word that he has the
diphtheria and has been taken to the hospital. And
my accompanist, a buffo bass of wonderful abilities,
has been served with a subpoena as a witness iu an
important case and cannot join us till next week some
time."
Guy and Ward exchanged swift, meaning glances,
while Mrs. Hammersley exclaimed: "Who, then, can
play my accompaniments. Have you secured a substitute?"
"And who will play mineP" added Ruth.
"I should be most happy to give this young man a
position, if he will accept it," a11d the colonel placed
his baud for an instant, with an air of paternal guardianship, on Ward's sttoulder.
"IP" The boy looked around in unbounded astonishment. "Why, I )lave never played for any one but
Ruth in my life."
"But you are a quick reader of music," interposed
the colonel, suave ly. "I have beard your sister say so.
With just a little practice I will warrant you will do
beautifully, and that re1ninds me, Master Guy,
wonldn 't y<lu like me to relieve you of that ticket-taking business, and earn your salary on the stage instead?"
Guy's amazement far .exceeded Ward's. But the
colonel did not allow him time to more than draw iu
a Jong breath preparatory to protesting bis inability
to do anything of tho sort.
"I heard from Miss Stanwix how you had entertnined the household there one evening by reading a
series of humorous selections. I have a stock of some
excellent productions in my satchel which I will show
you after dinner, and I am sure that with your voice
and presence, you can make yourself a noteworthy
feature of the evening's entertainment. For a good
reader is a rara a'lis, anrl when be appeals to the hnmorons side of the great American people his success is
assured. And now let us drop 'shop' and take up dinner.,,
CHAPTER X.
THE ARRIVAL AT BRILLING.

Our friends of the Starr Conc-ert Company were not
due at Brilling until three o'clock in the afternoon of
the next day. Meantime, as the colouel spent much of
his time in the smoking-car, the quartette bad ample
opportunity to discuss the situation among themselves.
And the Farleighs were as much a•tounc:!ed as were
the Hammersleys on realizing that the troupe was not
a large one, consisting of at least half a dozen artists.
It l.Jad now r esolved itself into an organization of only
three; for Ward was merely to play the accompaniments.
"l '11 tell you one thing that strikes me as jolly
Qneer," be said, as he and Guy occupied seats together
while the berths "'ere being made up. "You know
when the colonel opened bis sat<'hel to get out those
books for you. Well, he threw a lot of things out on
the Sfo'at next to me, and among them was a handbill,
aud I'm positive neither Tellman's nor Dart's name
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was 011 it. Now these must have been printed some
time ago, and the colonel claims that be did not know
of the defection of these two men till this afternoon,
and be had no time to replace them."
"And you conclude?" intflrjected Guy,
"That be never intended the company to consist of
more members than at preseut constitute it. As fa1•
as I can make out, we 'show,' as they call it, only at
one-night stands, so if the public in one town are disgusted, it will be too far away to affect the business
at the next."
"In plain terms, then," went on Guy, "you believe
Colonel Starr to be a fraud.''
"I'm afraid he is," answered Ward, "hut I wouldn't
for the world have my sistur know it. You see, she bas
signed with him for the season, and I suppose be could
make things mighty unpleasant for her if she should
attempt to break the contract. Besides, we'd be
stranded without a thing to fall back upon; not
money enough to take us borne, nnd only enough to
pav our expenses for about a week."
''But if you believe Colonel Starr to be an irresponsible per~on, ' ' interposed Guy, ''it seems to rue that
you will not be any better off by remaining with
him.''
"Oh, but you see it's just this way," responded the
other. "Ruth's contract says that she is to have an
eighth of the gross receipts. Well, if the thing doesn't
draw be can't get enongh bimself to go on with, and
perba'ps tbe little we should get would be enough to
buv our passage back home. Of course if my sister
wa"g ou a regular salary things would he different.''
"Then you are of the opinion that the only one to
be cheated is the public, are you?" ask~d Guy, bait
laugl.Jingly.
"It looks most awfully as if that was the case,
doesn't it now?" rejoined Ward. "And I say it witbout
any disrespect to your mother or my sister. But the
thing that's actually bothering me the most i5 the
idea of ba ving to play on tbe stage of an opera house,
for t&nt's where we upen, the colonel says. If I get
rattled, you see, it will not h nrt me so much as it
will your mother and Ruth.''
"But you won't be obliged to face the audience as I
shall,'' returned Guy. "And if they don't like what I
am readi11g, I know I shall feel it, and you can imagine what sort of an effect it will have upon 111e. Still,
as long as it lets me out of taking tickets I suppose I
shouldn't mind.''
TbP fact of the matte1· was, Guy felt that he
wouldn't have minded anything very much if cnly he
could be relieved of that cloud of su~picion that he
felt was restiug over him in the mi11ds of at least
twenty persons, and perhaps rnany more, back in New
York. The memory of that fearful experience was ever
present with him to dampen his joys, intensify his
fears, and make him, in short, as different from the
high-spirited, light-hearted fellow at Fairlock as it
was possiule for the same individual to become.
Again that night he slept but little, aud it was not
till the train slowed up for Brilling that he forgot,
for the time, the Oki Man of the Sea load be was
carrying. Even while making himself familiar with
the humorous selectio11s he intended reciting that night,
be was sensible of a dull burden of contrasting gloom
tugging away at his he11rtstrings meanwhile. But now,
with the bustle of getting baggage together, preparatory to quitting the cars after their long ride, and
the natural <'Uriosity to see what sort of a place Brilling was, be forgot for a time his bete noir.
The town appeared to be a good-sized one, with a
preponderance of frame buildings, from the midst of
which the Bri\ling Opera House stood out like a giant
among pigmies. It ·was close to tl.Je station, and the
travelers pnssed it on theit· wny to the hotel.
"See there! What did I tell you?" exclaimed Ward,
nudging Guy just as they were opposite the gaudily
painted entrance. "Look at those billboards. Those
posters must have been printed five days ago at least."
They were certainly ,.ery elaborate, done in three
colors, with a picture of a blue girl, with yellow hair
streaming down ber back, playing 011 a green violin.
A hove this marvelous figment of the artist's imagination-for Ruth Farleigh's hair was almost black, and
worn in a Psyche knot; she never dressed in any light
colors except white, and most certainly she dirl not use
a painted flrldle-tbe boldest of bold type set forth the
fact that Brilling was to enjoy an entertainment by
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THE STARR CONCERT COMPANY,
Combining an Unequalled Array of Talent beaded
by the Peerless and Unrivaled English Girl Violinist,
RUTH FARLEIGH.
Applauded by Two Hemispheres and Excelled in None.
'fhis brightly colored (in more senses than one)
poster then went on to say :
Miss Farleigh will be Assisted by
Mrs. FLORENCE KING,
The Eminent New York Soprano,
Mr. REGINALD FAIRFAX,
The Famous Boy Orator, and
MASTER CLAIR DUFFET,
Only Fifteen, and Accomp'anist.
"Who is Mr. Reginald Fairfax" Guy wanted to
know.
"Why, that's you, of course," returned Ward, "and
'Master Clair Dufl'et, only fifteen,' is your bumble
servant. Not content with turning me into a Frenchman, our friend the colonel must needs dock m" of a
year on my age. I suppose he'll be wanting me to appear in knickerbockers to sustain the illusion.''
Poor Ward spoke bettPr than he knew. They bad
barely rnacbed the hotel, where the two boys .,-ere
assigned a room together, when the colonel presented
himself iu the doorway, smiling contentedly, and rubbing his hands together in a manner which, as Ward
whispered to Guy, "meant business."
"Here we are, young gentlemen," be began, "all
ready to commenC'e our work. As soon as the ladies
are a little rested we shall walk around to the opera
house for a rehearsal and meantime-ah, by tbe way,
Hammersley, you brought your dress suit with you,
did you?"
"Yes, I have it in the trunk here, and expect to
wea1· it to-night," 1·eplied Guy.

"And you,'' we11t ou tbe manager, turning to
Ward, "have you yours with yon, too?''
"I haven't any," saicl the boy, bluntly.
"Ab, that is too bad," mur111ured the colonel, and
for an instant he seemed to be buried in profound,
melancholy reflection. Then he suddenly raised bis
bead brought two fingers of his right hand with an imprtissive whack against the palm of bis left.
"The very thing!" he exclaimefl. "You English
chaps are al ways playing fvotball and othe1· sports,
aud l' II warra11t you have a pair of knickerbockers in
your trunk. They're coming into styl<i again, you
know, so yon can "ear them."
Ward was speechless for au instant. Then, with all
a Briton's blood in his face, be retorted: "Colonel
StaJT, I have no suit such as you describe with me,
and if I had, I would uot wear it. I did not expect to
appear as a performer when I came away, and if I
can't go 011 in my black cutaway.and white tie, I can
stay of!' and content myself with occupying the position it was originally iuteuded I should fill-that of
e•cort to my sister."
"Oh, well, I only spoke for your own good and
with an etfort to make you feel as comfortable as possible during the performance,'' returned the colonel,
with most unexpected mildness, aud tbeu he quietly
withdrew.
"That man is terribly exasperating," broke forth
War<l, when they were alone. "He won't even pleas€1
a fellow by getting mad. I expected nothing less than
to have bim storm out at me when I let loose on him
in that fa bion, but--"
"Still waters run deep, yqu know," interposed Guy,
"at the same time I am glad you asserted your independence. You would have cut a pretty figure seated
at the piano in a football suit."
"Sbouldn't I? Only imagine it!"
Then they both laughed, felt better, and soon afterward went over to the opera house with the ladies for
a rehearsal, little dreaming that an incident more
rnnrked than Ward's appearance in a football suit was
to make the eveuing performance memorable.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

'TWIXT FIRE AND STEEL.
BY GEORGE Q. FARQUHAR.

m

Fl'ER the recent spell of stifling beatbeat accompanied by alarming earthtremors and by a renewed activity on
the part of Yusi-tao, the Smoke Mountain-any decrease in the temperature
was doubly welcome, especially to those
Americans whom choice; · clrnnce, or enterprise bad led
to settle in tbe Laud of the Rising Sun. From the
vernnda of Mr. Urwin's bungalow one could see bis
silk-factory in the town below, with the square stonebuilt counting-house at the farther end of it.
On this particular day b., was about to take himself
thither when a double 'ircksba with two Japanese
"boys" in the shafts, rattled up to the gateposts.
From bis vehicle a stout, middle-aged man alighted
and burst excitedly ioto the IJouse.
"What's amiss, Fraser?" ejaculated Mr. Urwin in
astonishment. "You'll have apoplexy if you go scurrying about like this. Anything wrong?"
"Wrong-wrong! The office-broken into-money
goue--''
"Eh, wha:t's that! Goodness me I don't stand gasping there, man. Out with it!"
Yet even when the overseer had man·aged to recover
bis breath, he could add little to the information already blurted out. On reaching the warehouse that
morning be had found the office door unfastened, and

the desk, in which a considerable sum of money had
been deposited overnight, pried open and plundered
of its contents. At once he had dispatched 11 messenger
to the Japanese gendarmerie, while he himself had
lost no time in bringing tbe unpleasant news to his
.
employer.
"Burglars, eh?" cried Mr. Urwin, j11mming bis bat
bare-faced impudence of
"The
brows.
his
down over
the scamps I Come along, Fraser; I must wake the
autborititls up over this business myself."
At the moment of entering the waiting 'ricksha,
they were joined by a sun-bronzer! boy, who came
dashing across the garden towards them.
"Oh, dad, I wanted to ask you if I might take Tatfy
for a gallop this morning? You know, he's getting so
jolly fat and lazy, he won't be able to trnt--"
"Don't bother me, Ralph. I've sometbin~ else to
think 11hout than you and your pony," reiomed Mr.
Urwin testily; then, more kindly, "Tafl'y? Oh, yes,.
certainly, sonnie. Only don't worry me now."
Ralph, gazing surprisedly after the two men as they
were whisked off down the road, pursed up bis lips
into a whistle.
"Whew! l wonder what's the row I It takes a lot to
put the pater into such a pepper as that. Anyhow, it
isn't me this time, so I needn't trouble. Besides, I've
also something else on baud just now. I'm going to
taclde tba t ! "
And Ralph looked wistfully toward the distant cone
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of Yusi-tao, from which there rose a thin column of
black smoke, that bulged and spread itself at the top
like the branches of a gigantic tree.
"lt's quiet enough now," murmured be, as if to
iustify bis contemplated escap11de. "There can't be
any danger in making tbe ascent. And in the last letter I received from cousin Ted, be said what a bigb
old lark it m nst be to have a rnal Ii ve volcano in one's
backyard. Of co11rse, it isn't quite tbat-but-butno: I can't face him and tell him I've never been
within three miles of it. What an arrant duffer he'll
think me!"
Ralph little guessed that, when he set sail for school,
he would be able to carry with him the memory of an
adventure compared with which the ascent of a fivethousaud foot peak would seem an everyday occurreuce.
'!'he preparations for the projected expedition were
soon completed. Haviug provided himself with a stock
or saudwiches and a w11·ter bottle-as well as with bis
father's stoutest stick, to be used as an alpenstockRalpb was preseutly galloping through the lanes on
the back of a rough pouy. This was 'l'affy-sbipped
specially to 'l'okio h,y Ralph's uncle.
Soou the town of ryasaki was left far behind. Between rice and millet-fields rode Ralph, past the old
Shinto temple, with its grotesque carvings and brilliant lacquer, until be came to a grove of tall
cryptomeria trees, where the ground began to rise more
abrnptly aud assume a bleaker aspect. Fearing lest
Taffy's knees should come to harm among the loose
stones and j11gged rocks if he urged the animal
further, Ralph tethered his mount to a wayside bush
and set out OIJ foot to traverse tbe steflp acclil ities before him.
During the first hour or so he made steady prog1·ess;
and then the real difficulties of his task began to obtrude themselves. The surface of the mountain was
hereabouts strewn thicl<ly with fine ashes and dross,
through which be ll.oundered arduously; worse than
that, every now and then he would encounter a stream
of molten lava, which compelled him to retrace his
steps or make lengthy and irksome detours. More
t11an once, out of sheer disgust, he was of a mind to
abandon bis project altogeber; and it was after one
of these pangs of disappointment, while sitting munching his sandwiches in indecision, that be chanced to
catch sight of a figure slo1Vly and cautiously scaling
the ridge some three or four hundred feet below.
"No.v, what's that fellow up to?" murmurer! Ralph,
in surprise. ''I never beard of a n11tive ascen<ling
Yusi-tao for ple11s11re before-except Hunyaiken,
fatber's Japanese clerk. He's been up twice, be tells
rue. Still, this can't be Hunyaiken, for he's hard at
it in the office to-d11y."
The stranger, unconscious of any watcher, belrl on a
course that would eventually take I.Jim over the shoulder of tbe mountain. Evidently he was only bent upon
finding a sbm·t cut-certainly an unfrequented oneinto the counti·y beyond the chain of bills, and so into
the interior of the island. At one point, as be clambered up a steep hummock, his features became clearly visible to Ralph.
"It is Huny11iken !" cl'ied the boy, in delight.
"What luck I He ll be able to sbow me the easiest
route, even if he won't go up with me himself. Hullo,
down there I Co-ee I co-ee ! "
Tbe Jap-a taller and more muscular individual
than the majority of bis countrymen-looked up with
terror-stricken eyes, bis olive skin c•banging to a bilious yellow. Instantly be dropped out of sight behind
a ledge of rock, making for cover with the instinct of
a hunted animal.
"\Veil, I'm jiggererl !" exclaimed Ralph, at a loss
to accou11t for this uuexpected move. "This is" queer
place for bide-and-seek, and no mistake I Where the
dickens has he-Hi, come out of tbRtl I say, Hunyaike11-Hunyaike11. ''
Seeing that no amount of shouting bad any effect,
Ralph hastened down the hill until be arrived within a
dozei1 pa•·es of the man's lurking-place. Here l:e pulled
up ·bAql, and with a scared fal'e. From 'lrou11d the
rocky ledge the saucer-hatted head of liunyaiken was
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furtively thrust out, and in the ugly aspect of tbat
visage Ralph read the blackest and dea<lliest purpose.
With the stealthy tread of a wild cat stalking its prey,
the Jap crept forward, bis slit eyes aflame, a fierce
snarl on bis lips. In bis right band he gripped a
bared, brass-hilted dirk.
"Here, stop this tomfoolery I" cried Ralrh, retreating step for step as the other advanced. "Let me tell
you it's beyond a joke. I want you to come with

me--''

''Not go, no I'' interjected Hunyaiken vehemently.
"You wish to take me off plenty soon to tbe prison
house? You-you! No, l keeps the money-every yen
of it I I ll.y, so they never get it back once more. But
you see me and spy me out. Then you one toll much,
and I kill you-I kill you now I"
Although most of this jumble was incomprehensible
to him, Ralph could not misunderstand the final
threat. Surely it was a madman with whom be had to
deal!
"Come, man drop that knife!" said he, coaxingly,
"let me take yon back to your friends they' 11 wonder
what's become of you. Father, I know, fully expected
to see you at the office to-day and when I say where I
met you, somebody's ce1·tain to set out at once in
search--"
"Ba, you plenty mock-you plenty laugh I But, no
you never go back now. You are one, alone, and I stop
you pretty quick, bimeby-now !"
Springing towards the lad, Hunyaiken m11de a
vicious lunge at him with the glittering blade. Ralph
skipped nimbly aside, at tbe same moment swinging
his oaken staff aloft and bringing it down with all bis
strength upon the J ap's. outstretched wrist. The dirk
clattered to the ground near its wielder's feet. As
Hunyaiken stooped to reco,-er it Ralph darted past
him and tore helter-skelter down the mountain
ide.
Over boulders and across rugged gullies he dashed
at the hazard of bis neck, now slithering do..,n precipitous inclines, now boot-deep in cinders and dust.
Not far in his rear-Ralph could hear the scoundrel
pantiug laboriously-bounded his assailant in bot
chase.
The distance between them bad diminished perceptibly when, of a sudden, Ralph half checked bis speed.
The look of affright upon his countenance grew more
acute he gasped despairingly. In front of him, extending in a sharp curve rouud the base of the slope
he was descending, stretched a sinuous stream of
molten la~a, nigh twenty feet iu width. Bis retre11t
was cut off as by a river of fire!
Not for long, "however, did Ralph hesitate. A ll.attopped rock, promising secure foothold, partially overhung the channel at one spot, and towards this he direr.tad his precipitate ll.igbt. Gritting bis teeth, every
sinew braced to its utmost, be launched himself into
the air, and cleared the terrible barrier by an
inch.
Tbe impetus of bis rush sent him sprawling on bands
and knees, from "bicb position he bad scarcely managed to scramble ei·e a yell of agonized horror from
Hunyaiken smot& upon his ears. Ralph glanr.ed back
just in time to see bis pursuer swerve in mid-air, and
drop like a plummet into the middle of the molten
mass. The rock from wbicb be harl leaped, already
shaken hy Ralph's passage, had toppled over altogether under the greater weight of the would-be assassin. Iu bis fall, Bunayiken bad broken through
the thin hardened film over the lava, and he now lay,
face downward, half buried in the fiery matter beneath, motionless-dead I
Four hours lRter, pallirl and reeling in Taffy's saddle, Ralph presenterl himself at Tyasaki to tell bis
tale. At once measures were take11 to recover the
charred body and ill got dollars of the Japanese clerk,
whose crime bad been followed by so swift and ghastly
a Nemesis. As for Ralph, wild horses coulrl not haul
him again to the foot of Yusi-tao.
"No more volcano-climbing for me!" he <feclares, if
the topic is mooted. "Why, the mere sight of a piece
of pumic•e-stone is enough to give me a fit of the
creeps."

Address all comm1111kntions to "Army and Navy," STREET &
238 \\"llliam Street, New York V!ty.

Four days from tlhe date of this number of Army
and Navy will see tbe close of the "Criticism" contest. Those readers wbo ba ve not sent in their criticisms as called for in the announcement on tbe title
page should mall their letters at 011ce. 'l'be terms of
this novel contest have been desrribed at length in this
column. They a1·e simple enough, and any boy or gfrl
readers of this publication can compete without
trouble. A letter received frnm a young friend living
in Milwaukee, Wis., say, plaintively:
"Dear Mr. Editor: I bave 'read all the numbers
mentioned in your "Criticism" contest published to
date and I like them all Pqnally well. Wbat am I going to do about it. I know you want me to name only
one, but I can not really tell which is the best, they
are all so good. Again, I ask, what shall I do?"

*

*

*

It is certainly pleasing to the publishers of the
Army and Navy to learn tbat tbe stories issued by
them are of so high a character. And, especially are
tbey pleased that the naval and military cadet novel.ettes a1·e so well received. When the Army and Navy
was projected it was decided to devote it to a class of
stories of paramount interest to the young readers of
America. l'he field covered by the two Government
academies at West Point had never been utilized. It
was a fallow field, and a subject of exceeding promise.
The services of two graduates, Lieutenant Garrison of
tbe army and Ensign Fitch of the navy were secured
and the result has been a series of fasrinating novelettes unequalled in juvenile literature. It is the aim
and purpose of the publishers to cover every phase of
life at the two famous cadet schools, and our readers
can rest assured that these stories will never lose tlleir
engrossing interest. In passing it is well to say that
they can be found only in the Army and Navy.

*

*

*

*

..

•

William Murray Graydon, the author of "A Legacy
of Peril,'' and "In Forbidden Nepaul," is at work on
a third serial for Army and Navy. The title will be
announced next week. In the opinion of a vast number of Army and Navy readers Mr. Graydon bas 110
peer in his profpssion. He is, indeed, a writer of
charming stories, and bis admirers are legion. Our
readers may be interested in knowing that Mr. Graydon is nnde1· contract to write exclusively for this publication. A story from his pen will forir. a permanent
feature of Army and Navy. His new serial will be
commenced in No. 27.
Several letters have been received recently from

SMITH,

boys rlesiring information and advice OD the stage as
a future profession. In reply we can only say that the
theatric-al profession is an exceedingly difficult one to
succeed in, and one which we would not recommend
any young man to follow for a living. The best
course, however, for those determined to follow it, is
to go directly to some one wbo fits people for the
stage. In New York City tllere is a School for Acting, connected with the Lyceum Theatre. By becoming a pupil there you have the advantages of the very
best in~ructors, opportunities of visiting theaters,
and an engagement as soon as you show yourself competent. There are similar institutions in Chicago and
othar large cities.

*

*

*

*

*

*

There are a few very rich actors in this country.
Mr. Jefferson and several others have made fortnnes,
hPt they are distinctively rnen of genius. It is possible
to begin as the English actor, Irving, did by serving
an apprenticeship tu some obscure company, playing
in country towns at a salary hardly sufficient to pay
expenses. There is an exceller:t opportunity to try
one's ability as an actor by means of amateur theatricals. Many of our smallElr cities, and certainly all of
the larger ones, have dramatic associations, to which
persons showing a talent for acting are readily admitted to membership. We would advise our col'l'espondents, who are still young, to join some such society, anrl tbeu if their ability is conceded they will
do well to spend a year or more at some school for
acting, after which they will be fitted to go on the
stRge, beginning with a salary of from fifteen dollars
a week upward.
F. E. H., of Jersey City, writes for information regarding the cigarmaker's trade. The ma11ufacture of
cigars in lllrge cities is very extensivE>ly conrlucted by
the very poorest class, and hence from that point of
view any attempt at learoiug it would ultimately
prove unprofitable. There is no special course of instruction. The important knowledge to be acquired is
only gained after years of experience, ant! it bas to do
with the quality of tobacco. Many of the smaller
cigar stores in New York City and also in other cities,
have back rooms where the owner makes up bis own
goods, so that it is quite possible to start a cigar factory on a small scale. We can give no idea as to the
pay received by rigarmakers, but we are certain it is
something very small.

("Brief items of mlntsl
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local amateur athletics al tilt various colleges and schools art solicited.
will also be published if sent lo this department.)

Cycling Notes.
Michael, Bald, Loughead and Peabody have been
the most interesting figures 011 the American track
t his seasou . 8peaking of European raciug i;nen who
have risen out uf the ruck of ordinary cba111pions
Seuator Morgan says: "The great ones iuclucle Huret,
tbe long-<listauce Frencblllan, while Bounillion is a
lea<liug short-distance man. llern1any, iu Willie A r end,
has a noteworthy successor to August Lel1r, wbo meteorlike fiaRbe<l across the German raciug sky iu 1888 and
for several years after held the attention of the fa•t
division. AJ'6ud, by the way, is now uuder suspension,
causer! by his vanity through "inni11g the international n1ile at Glusgow in so111etbiug a little slower
than three minutes, on the streugtb of which he rlemauderl a bonus rulll swore iu Gerlllan because be could
not get it. He is, however, a very fast rider . He bas
siuce that time defeated about all the crack European
riders. Englnncl, in Sto<'ks a11d Chase, has two men
who easily uphol<l the prestige of a large list of champions of the past, and England is making rnel'l".v be cause Stocks bolds tbe
mile in 1 :35 2-5, whicl1
beats Salvator ' s ti111e; so
iu getting the 111ile Johnnie Bull gets tile horse
time as well. In Corrlang,
Holland has a long distance
champion who leads the
world, and is a worthy
successor to Kidderlien,
the famous Dutch sprinter . ''

'Descriptions and scorts of match gan es

whether at borne or al•roi1d. Stai·buck and McDufl! e
h a ve demonstrated that there are America ns who, re ceiving equal l1enefits in the way of pacemakers an, l
multiplets, am iu the same class with Michael an~I
Lesna in n.iddle distance \\Ork, and it is uufair to uative t<1lent to deny to American raciug men what is
readily accorded the foreign visitors.''
More tbau five hundred finished in the great century run of the Century Wbeelmcn of New York,
October 23. There "ere seventeen clubs in all in the
run and the prize for the largest 1·epre~entatiou was
won by the Century Wheeln1en. Three ladies finished.

Gridiron Items.

Football is naturally a rnugh game, and no man who
bas a weak constitution or delicate build should attempt to play it. It requires a fierceness aud physical
strength that favors only th ose wbo are naturally
strong and healthy. The very fact, however, that football involves a certaiu danger of ten1per and anger
makes it a splendiol training for its re~traint. A
good player cn1111ot afford
to be put off bis team, and
if he loses his te111per he not
ouly runs the danger of
such a happe ning, but becomes of little uso to bis
captain. Coolness is essential, and the man who can
go through the exciting incidents of a footliall game
"Foreign racing men ,''
and still think is better
says a Westerner, "are
prepared for the struggle
great attractions iu this
of after life.
country. Eveu those oC
mediocre ability meet a
'l'bere can be no question
hospitable recepti011, a111l
that in many instances
after a season's sojonr11 ou
this protection of leather
A111ericau soil return to
and rubber is exaggerated,
their homes well pleased
a11d,
like "Jong hair," is
AN ELEVEN-POUND BICYCLE .
with tbeir treat111eut and
worn by habit rather than
sn bstuntially i mp r o v e d
Here is the very latest bicycle design, a freak in ap- need. It is not difficult to
with regard to their pock- penrauC'e, tJut, according to its inventor, it is this kind train a healthy man gradetbooks. Tbere are not of a wheel which bas time anrl again been predicted as ually aud by degrees to be
many, witb the exception the style which the trade of the world would adopt. able to withstand the
of Meintjes, Waller, Mich- A man named Pederson, of Denmark, is the i nventor. shocks and falls incident to
a el and perh11ps Hale, who He has spent bis life in designing and constructing the game. It is because
can be pointed to as having bridges, but took enough time to construct this freak- these men start into the
accomplished any remark- ish-looking bicycle.
game to learn it at tho top
able feats on this side, and
The frame of the wheel consists of twenty-one per- and not tbe bottom that
yet few if a,ny of them fect triaugles, and its total weight is fonr potincls, and this uunatural rnethc>d bas
ha,' e any dif1iculty in se- the machiue all ready to rirle weighs hut eleven to be employed. No muscuri11g e11gagements for ex- pouuds. A well-known Amerfran bi<'ycle firm, it is i·e- cle or set of muscles can
hib ition work at rac~ meets porterl, has accepted l\Jr. Peoerson 's invention and perform an arduous task
or contracts with ou r man- will uext year put th is kind of wheel on the market.
without long preparation,
ufacturers. As a ni11ttPr of
anrl when tbe big collefact it appears t<l he ea•ier for any foreigner to sign
ges, in their anxiety to obtain winning teams, permit
with and secure the h11cking of an American bicycle
raw men to play a regular game tbey, to say the least,
making concern than for a racing man of nati'"!t birth
take a grnat responsibility.
t o obtain salary and expenses from home enterprise.
Owing to the fnct that the American public takes so
m n~b interest in foreigners it is p r ofitable fo r any
It is now being conceded hy all football experts that
maker to have one mounted 011 his machine, but as
tbe most dangerous te~m 011 the gridiron to-dny is that
soou as t be r acing 1110 n sails for home ha drnps out of
made np of the cadets at West Point. The gallant solsigh t a nd the benefit ceases, whereas if be were an
di~r boys play football with a skill and power that
American be conl d be kept conti11ually in front,
pr omises to send them rapidly to the front.

Shark Fishing Off Cape Cod.
The novice on bis first shark-fishing expedition is
generally a little surprised at the sight of the tackle to
be used.
!I'he big coil of smooth, closely-made linen quarterinch liue measures at least a buudred fathoms, a ud is
curled around two polished pegs rnade of whale's teeth.
FAsteued to its loose end is a leugtb .of brass chain,
perhaps fou r or five feet long, to which again is
clarnped a ponderous fish-book four inches across the
bend and witli a sbank at least ten inches in length.
Attached to the inside entl of tne coil is a bright red
painter! keg, to be slung over iu case the shark runs
out all tbe line. In time it will tire even t'10 biggest
one, anrl then the gay-colored float will guide the
fishermen to their catch.
But while this mspection has been taking plBce, the
fishing sloop has arrived at a likely spot and it is time
to begin.
Surprise number two is experienced at the sight of
the fish and cod that are to be used for bait, as they
are quite as large as anytbine; that an ordinary angler
tries to catch.
A half cod is thrnst upon the hook and still further
secured to it with copper wire, so that it cannot be deta cherl witllont tbe barb catching. It is then flung
over, and tbe captain's son, wbo has been coiling tlle
rope at tbe edge of the stern, begins to pay it ont yard
after yard.
"That's plenty 'nuff, en more too!" suddenly sings
out !Jis fath er, 'Varningly . ''Don' yer knew yit that
we can't afford ter give er shark mor'n er hundred
foot er line at first? Ef we do he's liable ter yank us
clean ter whar fish in' smacks sails with their bottomsidA up!"
Accordingly the boy desists and all bands wa~cb tbe
bait, now far astern, as it occasionally ripples up to
~be top and tb en rlisappears again.
'£be white-winged terns swoop and circle around the
sturdy craft; as she stanrls over toward~ the Ea&t
Channel. Tben, just when the novice is beginning to
imagine that shark fishing is, after all, a tame and
peaceful pastirne, tbe boy waves his torn sou' wester
fro111 the bow, yelling out:
"Thar's a good un not twenty fathom ahead I" 'l'he
captain peers out under his hand, and then tbe be~iuner sees the tell-tale sign-the low, sharp, tbreec.ornered dorsal fin of Mr . Shark cutting directly across
their bow. Now it turns. Will the shark see or smell
the bait?
Sudde nly the water is broken where his big back
protrudes as with a tremendous leap, half risii1g from
the sea, he falls upon tbe cod . 'l'he line stiffens, and
everyone pulls hard on it to drive tbe big barb home.
'!'hen tbe foa111 rises, and leaving a trail of bubbles behind, the shark is gone.
Tbe line goes hissing over the lee wash-board, and
again tbe captain cries warningly, "Hi, thar ! Don' let
yer hau' lie ov01· too nigh that coil, mister, else ther
sbark'll get er full meal er man meat I" And, indeed,
it wo].!ld be fatal to let a loop of ·~hat flying cord encirde either hand or foot .
Now the big fish slackens bis rush, and all three
lay hold on the liue with leather mittened bands to
guard against the friction. Too quick 1 He is not half
tirerl yet, and with another spurt, as they hastily
loosen their hold, he has run out a good twenty fathoms more.
"Snub" (stop) "tber ugly critter, snub him!" cries
the captain, setting the example by grasping the now
slowly-moving cord . "He'll hev all our string clean
tooken off. ''
Six strong hands, shaking with excitement, are now
clinging to the line. 'l'h" elfort is perfectly suc<'essful.
Vainly the shark pulls round in a big circle,- tbe
radius of which is continually shortened by the bands

'l'wice is he dragged within ten
hauling at the line.
fatho111s of the boat's stern, only to rally and be off
again like a greyhound . Finally, however, he is subdued and led near the side, wi:iere his wicked little
grey eyes gleam up out of the green sea, and his
horrid jaw s!Jows fierce and wide. But even tben he
makes a despairing struggle which half pulls the captAiu over the stern.
It is his last effort. Sur~ing from side to side and
churning the warns into white froth, the angry monster lies yielding and helpless.
A loop of heavy line is (aexteriously cast over his
broad tail and secured at both ends; he is drawn alongside, now almost still. A few blows on the nose with a
small crow-bar stun him, and with a considerable
effort be is hauled aboard. He is bigger now than he
seemerl in the sea.
''Eight good foot and four inch long," says tbe
captain, rising from his knees with a rude yard stick
in bis bands. "Er purty fair fish, don't ye1· think?"

Famous in History.
Marcus Antonius possessed a dwarf. Sisyphus, not
quite two feet tall, and yet the possessor of a remark·
able wit.
King Charles II. harl in court a pigmy, Richard
Gibson. This mite married Anue Shepherd, the queen's
dwarf, eacb being forty-six inches in beight. Gibson
was a skilled artist, and his miniatures and portraits
are much valued.
'l'he favorite of Queen Henrietta Maria, Sir Jeffery
Hudson, was preseuted to her Majesty in a pie, completely armed as a knight. He proved a gallan~, fiery
little fellow, and of considerable service to the royal
family. He became a captain of horse in the ci vii wars
anrl followed bis nristress to France.
The page of honor to Mary Turlor, John Jervis by
name, was oue of the tiniest ct warfs of bis day .
Julia, the niece of the famous Augustus, had in her
services two pigmies-Canopus, twenty-nine inches
bigb, anrl Andromeda, hor freed maid, who measured
just tbe same height.
Polaud i11 the fourteenth century had a pigmy king,
Ladislas tbe Short, wbo is sai1l to ba ve won more victories than any other 111onarch of bis time, and who
l eft a great narne as a jurist, statesman and ruler.
Christian ll., of Denmark, bad a wee dwarf to attend him, who was faithful to his master even in 11dversity. He went to prison with tbe king, planned,
and almost effected the royal escape.

Dogs as Messengers.
The experiment of training dogs to carry messages
and to act as sentinels in tbe army has been made in
Germany, and, it is said, with very encouraging results. The clogs have now been in training for some
time, and have marle rAally wonderful progress.
Tbe kind fouud to be most suitable for this work is
the sbepherd's dog. The plan arlopted is to accustom
each dog to regard one of the soldiers as bis master,
the conduct of his training being in tLis man's hands.
When on duty tbe animals are kept with the sentinels. As au illustration of their intelligence, it is related that on one occasion a soldier, t11king a dog from
the sentinel, went oft' to recopnoitre.
After makiug his observations, he wrote two reports,
giving one to a man mouuted on a fast horse, and
placi ug the otber in a casket tied to the dog's neck.
'l'he dog reached tbe sentinel first.
Wben it is considered how much smaller an object
a dog is than a man for an enemy's fire, and how close
to the ground he can run, it seems not unlikely that
dogs may yet become of great service in military
operations.

ARMY AND NA VY
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NoTJCE.-Qut>sllonson subjects of general interest only are dealt
wil.b ill lhis department. As the ARMY AND NAVY \ ·V EEKLY

goes to press two weeks in advance of dn.te of publicatiou, ~nswers
cannot u.ppear for n.L least two or three weeks. Commumcations
intend ed for tbts col1111111 sbould be addressed ARMY AND NAVY
WBEKLY CORRESl>OND.ENCE, P. o. Box 1075, New York city.

D. E. A., Albauy, N. Y.-1. You should have explaiue<l a little more fully IV hat the paragraph stated.
2. "Volt" is the uuit of electromoti ve force and tension; "ampere" is the uuit of rnrrent, which is the
current produC'ed by one volt through one ohm (the
unit of resistance). The term "ampere" came from
Andre Ampere, founaer of the srience of electr~-dyna
mics. Wliat is known as" Ampere's theory" is that
maguetism consists in the exjstence of electri? curre.nts
circulating r ound the particles of magnetic bo1l1es,
being in different directions round dill'ere!'t particles
when the bodies are unmaguet1zed, but all rn the same
directiou wheu they are magnetized.
W. T. B. New Haven, Conn.-Tbe isolated mountain in Switzerland referred to, Rigi or Righi, is in
the canton Scbwvtz, between the lakes of Zug and
Lucerne. The blgheEt point, the Rigi Kulm, is 5,902
feet above the sea, or about 4,500 feet abO\' e the lake
of Lucerue. The summit is accessible by roads from
various points at the base. It is stated that abo~t 40,000 visitors are attracteil an11ually to tbe 111ou11ta11.1, on
which are numerous hotels end sanitariums. Tbe
railway to the Rigi Kulm was completed in 18i3. It
starts from Vitzuau, on Lake Lucerne, on the south
side of the mountain.
S. R. Scranton 1 Pa.-Camphor is the gum of several
kinds of laurel 01· bay trees found chiefly in Japan,
Formosa Sumatra and Borneo. The tree is cut up iuto
small pie'ces and heated witb a little water in large
kettles which are titted with round covers tilled with
straw.' The steam rises and wets the stra", and wben
it cools the camphor is left in the. straw ii! small
grains. The camphor of commerce 1s very Impur~,
and bas to be refined before it is fit for use. There is
no substance which, added to camphor, will destroy
its odor and at the same time have no effect on its
composition.
D. S. Q., Cleveland, Obio.-Yes, there are other
great falls in "the world besides Niagara. The R1 ver
Rhine takes a plnnge of abont 50 feet at Schaffhausen.
In Sweden the Gotha-Elf falls 100 feet at Trollhata;
the Hjommel Sayka or Hare's Leap of the .Lulea is 250
feet high; and the Riukan Fos or ''Smokrng Force"
at Mjosvand is no Jess than 800. Tbe famous Staubbach, in the neighobrhood of Lauterbrunnen, has a descent of 980 feet; but it is stated to be a mere brook,
aud i11 summer almost dries up . It takes its name
from tbe dust-like appearnnce of the spray into which
tbe water changes in its descent.
F. C\'. K., Port Chester, N. Y.-1. The seal swims
mo~tly by the aid of tbe binder limbs, which are
worked like sculls, the front ones being used only to
turn about witb . On land it mo.,.es ver y awkwardly,
making short jerky leaps, anu dragging tbe binder
limbs along. 2. The fur of tbe sea l in its natural state
is yellow, spotted, and marked with brown, and unfit
for use until dyed.
K. N., Buffalo, N. Y.-To extract rust from steel,
th e best. plan is to immerse the weapon to be cleaned
for a few minutes in a strong so lutiou of cyan ide of
potassium nntil all dirt and rust iB taktJn off . Then clean
with a small brush with some paste composed of cyanide of potassium, Castile soap, whitening, and water.
Tbese la tare mixed in a paste about the co11sistency
of .thick cream.
A Reader, Philadelphia, Pa.-We may shortly have
a story on the subject yon mention.
"Athlete," Anderson, Ind.-"Jin1111ie" )<[irhael was
born in Wales.
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NOTJCE.-'l'o insure the safe return of:::;ta111ps se nt. to us

for examination, correspondent.." should inclose them in a separate

stamped envelope bearing name a11d address. The prices quoted
are from current lists aud are suhject to change.)

For the collector who wauts entire sbeets of stamps
with full imprint and plate number Hungary is a very
poor country to specialize in. In this country there
are no entire sheets to be had f )r love nor money, as
two persons are emuloyed during the whole year to do
nothing else but tear the outer edges from the sheets
of stamps, anti only in this condition are the stamps
sold, and tJ'l!en special endeavors have not succeeded
in getting sheets of the present issue before the margius have been torn ofl'.
Porto Rico bas issued two curious labels, which, although of different colors are printed upon the same
piece of paper. Each is 45x40 mm., in full size or perforated, but there is a frame of fine dotted lines a
little smaller. ln the centre is an impression of the
current adhesive, very badly printed, at the toµ the
word "Centenario." at bottom "1:5itio de los lngleses"
(Siege by the English), at left "1797,'' at right
"1897." Both labels are of the same value, 3c. de
peso, and are printed in carmine and in deep blue upon
white laid paper.
The franks used by the government ~partments are
not classed as postage stamps by philatelists for the
reason that they do not represent postage paid or to
be collected, 6r any of the supplementary postal
charges, such as registration, insurance, return receipt,
"too late" fees. etc. No label or printed cover which
does not indicate the prepayment of some postal fee,
or show that same is to be collected from the recipient,
can be called a postage stamp.
Many of the local stamp societies hold small auctions
after their business meetings. 'l'he first one tor this
season was held by the National Philatelical Society
on the evening of October 12. There were about fifty
lots of U.S. and foreign stamps sold.
Many United States stamped envelopes in Confederate hands when the war broke out were eonvertect into
official franks for the various departments of the Confederate government by means of a surcharge across
the face of the stamp.
The Japanese stamp issued prior to 1876 were printed
from separately engraved plat.es, as was the case with
early issues of Nevis, Philippine Islands, New South
Wales, etc. Hence all the stamps on the sheet were
different.
The early Liberia stamps ordinarily have three
lines around the design; tbose catalogued as "with
outer hue" have a fourth line at some distance from
the othtJrs, as in the series of 1880.
The local stamps of the Metropolitan Errand Carrier
Company have been repriuted in dark brownish red,
and also in blu e, while the originals are in light
brownish red only.
A new 1 pound stamp, for postal and revenue use,
has been issued in Tasmania. It is of the current design and priuted in green and yellow.
A counterfeit of the rare British Columbia one dollar
stamp has beAn made in Germany, on which the value
was spelled "One Doller."
Constant Reader.-Tbe U. S. cent of 1803 is worth 3
cents. There is no premium on tbe 1849 cent. Many
stamp d_!1alers buy old coius.
W. F. D., Catskill, N. Y.-Tbe U.S. cen ~ of 1802 is
worth i:l cents. Tbern is no premium on the ceut of
1818.
J . B. S., Wheeling, W. Va.-Tbere is no premium
on the cents of 1838 or 1854.
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A SHORT STORY CONTEST.
To encourage amateur ivriters in the Uuited States, Army and Navy offers a monthly prize of five dolla1:s
in gold for tbe best short story written and submittAd by an amateur author .. By "amateur authors" ts
m ant tllose who are identified with the amateur press of the Omted States m a general seuse, and who
are Hot r egu lar contributors to professional publications . Stories should not exce.ed one thousarnl wor1ls
iu length, and ca n be on any subject. l\1au':'script f~r the first conte~t must reach tb1s office on or before
cern!ier 13, 1897. Andress all con1mnnicat1ons, "Short Story Contest" Army and Navy, Street & Smith,
publishers, No. 238 William street, New York City .

pe-

The National Amateur Press Association.
The Natio11a1 Amateur Press Association of Ameri~a
(kuown as the N. A. P.A., or the Napa.) was orga~
iwd in Philadelphia, July 4, 1876. Any amateur editor or author residing in the U uited States or Canada
is elig ible to membersliip. Th e officers are a yresident,
two vice-preside111s, a r ecormug and foreign secret a r y,_ a gener:fl secrPtary, a treasurer, and historian,
three directors a lillranan to have charge of the
perJ11auent lih'rary, . and a recruit comnnttee . and
cbainnau, tbe co1L1u11t tee cons1st111g of one resid ent
manager in e,·ery state . The P.resident and tbe <·<:>"vention seat are usually tbe subJect of a sharp pohti
cal coutest. For se,-ernl month~ before conve11tio11 the
papers discuss tbe merits of tbe vari ous camlidates,
but tbe best of feeling generally pre•ails. Mernbers
unable to atte111l the convention mail .P,roxy votes for
tl1eir choice for tbe various offices. l'he ballots are
not opened by the custodian until election, when tbey
are 11dded to tbose in convention. 'l'bu s, absent members exert a powerful influence. Victor nnd vanquished
with their partizans sit down to the annual banquet
ns friends and co111rades, witb their fa~ulty for enjoyruent not les~ene<l by the exciting conflict.
'l'he official board for 189i-8 is as tollo" s: President,
David L. Bollub, 1717 Leavenworth street, San Francisco Cal; first vice-president, Horace Freeman, 7 Centrnl 'avenue, Newark, N. J,; second vice-presirlent,
Herbert Hauser, 1423 Bush street, San Fraucisco, Cal.;
re~orcling secretary, Editb M. Kreiner, 41 Dw1gbt
street Jersey City, N. J.; correspoud ing secr eta ry,
Linde;, D. Dey, 744 West Fomteeuth place, Chicago,
Ill.: treasurer, Charles A. Bow, 100 East Twelfth
street, Portland av e .; editor, Walter C. Chiles, 171
La Salle stroet, Cl icago, Ill.; bbtorian, Stella T.
Wavne Ocea n Springs, Miss.; directors, James F.
Moi·to1;, Jr., l Lynde street place, l.lo>ton, Mnss.;
Edd . .1\1 . Lind, 3i7 East Eleventh street, East Oakla11d, Cal.
The otlkial organ is "Tbe National Amateur," and
is se11t free to 111embers. This magazine is published
m u11 thly, and contains the best amateur literatu1·e, reports of progress in America and foreign couutries,
and departments devoted to criticism, instru ction,
oooks clubs, alumni and tbe success of amateurs in
th e p1?nressional field. The association holds a three
days' convention in July of eacb yt1ar, alternately
east and west of the Mississippi river. Tbey are looked
forward to with great eagerness, as fu1·nisbing the
opportunity to renew old friendships and form new
ones. Many a111ateurs travel !thousands of miles to
attAnd a conventiou an<l feel well repaid.
An excellent plan adopted by Napa where to stimulate
1iternry activity of the highest orde1· is the annual a ward
of titles, known as laureateships, to tbe authors whose
writings show the greatest merit. All articles e11tererl
io competition are classifier! and sent to the judge of
the department. These j·urtges are professional write1·s,
whose criticis111s are of real value. Tbe winner in each

department is presented with a certificate and allowed
to sign tbe title Poet, Serial, Story, Sketch, Essay or
Historian Ln11reatesbip during the year. A like award
is given to tbe editor of the best paper and the member publishing the hest book. A certificate of honorable
mention is given for the second best entry in each department.
.
There is no initation fee, and the dues are one dollar
a y ear . Its en1blen1, worn by m ernbers in pin or buttou, is a scroll crossed by a quill, with tbe letters N.
A. P . A .
(Extracts from the "N . A. P. A." recruit circular .)
Amateur journalism is a school of unparalleled value
to the young and timid writer. A little training frequently produces re111arkable improvement in literary
style and expres,ing thought. Tbere is no better discipline than seeing your writing iu print, and reading
the comments and criticisms of your brethren. By
degrees, crudities are pr1111ed, fa11lts of expression
eradicated. a larger and better vocabulary developPd,
and the talent sbines forth. The world needs traiued
writers, who have something to say, aud know how
to say it.
Amateur Journalism is a voluntary instituti on. No
member, unl ess in official position, consults auy otber
law tba11 bis own will; but ouly those who are tborougbly active receive the greatest benefits. Activity
consists in the puhlicatio11, monthly, bi-111ontbly, or
at Jess frequent intervals, of a paper or magazine,
usually 7 by LO iucbes iu size. It coutains whatever tbe
editor wish es to insert. .Manuscript of all kinds is
furnished free on applicatiou to the nationa l bureaus.
His editorials touch 011 amateur affairs and otuer subjects of interest. Any person may iss ue such a paper.
'fbe editor may do tbe plinting, otberwise the cost is
from five dollars up. This expense may be met by
svliciting arlvertisements or bavmg one or rnore associate erlitors. In additio11 to the subscribers be obtnins,
the editor sends his papor to the members of the uational associatioin. He will thus receive their papers
frea . The editor does n ot pay postage on every paper
he mails; he entl'rs bis paper ns second-class matter,
obtaining application blanks from any postotficP, and
mails them for one cent a pouud. l'oose who cannot,
or prefer not to, issue papers, write poems, essays,
serials, short sketches, e says, criticisms, histories of
amateur gatherings and biographies, according to
their preference, aud send the mauuscript to the national bureaus for rlistribution among the editors. 'l'be
standing of an active author is just as bigb as an active editor.
To become an amateur journalist you merely start a
papPr or write an article. Recruits are al ways welcome. Full information just bow to begin, bow to beCOllle a membe1· of the national association or press
club, copies of the constitution and amateur papers
will cheerfully be given by any of the officers.
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How He Got Rich.

A Useful Accomplishment,

Amateur Sailor (resting during a cruise)-" This is a
pretty pla<'e. I hate to leave it."
Waterman-" Weatber's purty barl."
"Ob, I don't mind the weather."
"It's blowin'a half gale an' goi11' to blow wuss-reg'lar green souther."
"Blow high, blow low, it's all the same to me. I
can sail my jaunty craft in any wind. They Lei! me up
in the village that you have made an independent fortune."
"I'm purty well fix11il."
"Oystering and ~bbing must be profitable occupations.''
"No money in 'em."
''Eb? Then how in creation did you make so
much?"
"Just rewards an' presents an' things."
"He wards? Presents? Wbat for?"
"Pullin' amateur sailors out o' th ' water."

Father-" Johnny, there's a button ofi' your coat. Go
upstairs and sew it on."
Little Johnny (in surprise)-" Mother will sew it

on."

Father-"! know she will, but I want you to learn
to sew 011 buttous yourself."
Job tiny (amazed)-" Why?"
FatlJAr (solemnly)-"Sonie day, Johm1y, when you
grow up you won't have any mother-n otlnug but a
wife.''
~

Might be True.
Mrs. Clamps-" A man out West asserts that hti is
Jiving on air-nothing iu the worlrl but air. Do you
believe that?"
Mr. Clamps-Wellt I dunno. A good many people
live on bakers' breaa."

TERMS ON 'CHJ\NGE.

UPWARO TENOEN"CY
.IN

OIL

Over a Back Fence.
Neip: hbor Woman" Your dog was chasiu' our chickens tbis
morniu ', an' I jest want
yo u to understand
that's got to stop l'ight
llOW ' '

Mrs. Mi!rl-"Idiilnot
see the dog out of our
yard.''
· Neighbor Woman'' He wasn't. Th e chickens was in your yard."

He Had a Piece.
in
Motber-"Wl.Jat
the world bas become
of the other half of
that cake I cut for supper?"
Little Dick-" You
gave it to me.''
'' Nonsense! You
asked if you could have
a piece of cake and I
said yes."
"Yes'm. I meant
tbe piece that was left
over.''

A Little Brute.
Near-Sighted Lady"Tbe boy who is trying t.o tie that tin can
to that poor dog's tail
ought to be tllrasbed
within an inch of his
life-the horrid little
brute."
Maid-" It's your
boy, 1num.''
"My boy?"
"Yest n1un1."

"Tell him if be'll
st.op 1'11 give him some
cake."
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WATCH AND CHAIN FOR ONE DAY'SWORK.

A Sad Mistake
Fruit Vender- " I feela bad a."
Faithful Wife- "Wby you feela bacla?"
Fruit Veuder-" One of tbe peaches I sella tbata man
was good a. "

.:Mtli Ea::;,~
Boys and Girls can get a Nickel-Plated
Waroh, also a Chain and Charm for selling

~ggz·fu~cfuif :~~!~ub~0 :-:l£-':i0~:1~aacnhci

·

we w1l1 forward the Bl uine, post-paidt and
a Jari;te Premium List. No money required.
BL UI NE CO ., Box Q6. Concord J unction • .Mass.

Equal to It.
Max O'Rell tells of a boy who, when translating at
sight in class, came acr oss t h e phrase "Ca lmezvous,
monsie ur.
He n a turally tra nslated this by "Calm yoursel f, sir .
"Now, rlou't you think this is a little stil'l'1" said Max
O'R~ll . "Couldn't you give me something a little
more colloquia!P For instance , what wo ul d you say
yourself in a like case?"
The boy reflected a few seconds and said:
''Keep your hair on, o!rl man.''
CONSUMPTION CUR E D .
An old physician, retired from practice, bad placed in
bis hands l.Jy an Enst India missio1rnry the formula ot a
simple vegetable remedy for the speedy an11 permanent
cure of C011811mptio11, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, a nd a ll
Throat and Lung Atfectious, also a positive an1l rad ical
cure for Nervous Del.Ji li ty and all Nervous Cow pla! n ts.
Ba>ing teste1l its wonderful curative powers in thousands
of ca~es, ancl 1lesil'iug to relieve human s ufferi ng, I will
send tree or charge to allwllo wish it, this reuipe, in German, Frenuh, or J<;uirlish, with full directions for preparing
aud using. Sent lly mail lly ad1\ressl11g, with starup, naming this paper. W. A. NOYES, 320 Powe,.•s ]Jtoclc, Rochester,
N. Y .

1\ rmy and Navy
BINDER.S.

Mention Army nnd Navy.

Send add ress on P ostal and w e
mail you a lot or Gold Plate d
J ewe Jry to se ll among trienda
Wh e n sold, send money aud
we send Camera and complete

outtlt· plates d eveloping ma•
terlal and full dlree'llons, or keep hair t he money I D•
stead ot a Cam era. By send tng y ou a gree to pay or re...
tnrn J ewelry on demand. Write your nameL¥~ Mlsa

81'

Mrs., or we cannot aend. Ad Dept. 13, N. I . -... -.co.

;'\fentto.,, Army and Navy.

6 5 6 E . 116t h St., New York.

A Perfect an4 Practical Tn>e Writing :U:achlne tor only OD
DOLLAR. Exactly11kecut : regular Remington Type ; doea the
1ame iuallty or work: t&kea a 10011 cA.p sheet. Complete with

4
f:i~u~~.~a :t;:~~\~ ~c t' 1~4:i!::ta~n:f~~ee~o":k ~~
1

4

btgb priced macttne. Speed, t lS to 2lS words a minute. Stze..
l x fxt In.: we1ght, tt os . Batt.ractton gua.ran\eed. Price
$ I .oo. P ostago t llc, Extra, ROBT. H . INGERSOLL & BRO•.
85 .. 87 Cortlandt St., Dept. .... 4 3 n:w YORK CITT·

Mention Army and Navy.
in Album and Cat's FREE. 105 Congo, &c., 6 cents.
AgPuts, 50 per cent. 500 games, tricks, paper 8 mos., &c., lOc.

ST AMPS

Mention .Army ancl Navy.

REALM. Sta. A, Boston, Mass.

TORMONS TABLETS
cu re all d isorders of the
Liver, Stomach, and Bowels,
Headache, Dyspepsia, Con stipation, Bilio11sness, Dizzi ness; Clears the Complexion,
Increases the Appetite, Tones
th e System, and is a Sure
Remedy for Depression of
Spirits, General Debility,
Kidney Complaints, Nervons11ess, Sour Stomach, Dis·
turbed Sleep, etc.

35
Cents.

PR ICE, 25 CENTS P ER BOTTLE.

These tablets are sugarcoated and pleasant to take. One
tablet gives quick relief .
.i (Jdres~

This binder will keep your papers always clean and
smooth. No more missing numbers. Handy to refer to
and ornamental as well as useful. Sent post-paid to any
address on receipt of price, 35 cents. Address,

STREET & SMITH,
NEW YORK CITY.

'l'OltJIO NS UllF.!llCAf, CO., 2, 4, G, 8 D1uu1e St.
NEW V OllJ{ .

Mention Army aud Nnvy Weekly.
PACKET OF SCARCE STAMPS for !Oc. Also approval sheets. Chas. Keutgen, 102 Fulton St., New York.
A
Mention Army and Navy Weekly.
~~~~~~~~-

Be •nre to nse "l\lrs. Win slow'•
Soothing Syrup" for your chlidrea
while Teethin g. 25 ceuts a bottle
Mention Army and Navy.
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1\rmy and Navy Weekly.
48 LA ROE MA OAZINE PAGES.
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Three Serial Stories by the best Writers.
Military Stories.

= ALL

Two Complete Naval and

Sketches, Special Articles, Departments.

F OR F I V E

CENTS.

=

LI ST O F S T ORIES AL R E AD Y PUBLI S HED .
No

No.

Mark Mallory at West Point.
Clifford Faraday 's Ambition. A Tale of a
Naval Sham Battle.
2. Winning a Naval Appointment; or, Clif
Faraday's Victory.
Mark Mallory's Heroism ; or, First Steps
Toward W est Poi nt.
3. The Rival Candidates; or, Mark's Fight for
a Military Cadetsh ip .
Clif Fa raday's Endurance; or, Preparing for
t he Naval Academy.
4. Passing the Examinations; or, Cli f Fa raday 's
Success.
Mark Mall ory's Stratagem ; or, Hazing t he
Hazers.
5. In W est Poin t at Last ; or, Mark Mall ory's
Triumph.
Clif Faraday's Generosity; or, Pleading an
Enemy 's Cause.
6. A Naval Plebe's Experience; or, Cl if Faraday
at An napolis.
Mark Mallory 's Chu m; or, T he Trials of a
W est Point Cadet.
7. Friends and Foes at W est Point ; or, Mark
Mallory 's Alliance.
Cl if Faraday's Forbearance; or, The Struggle
in the Santee's Hold .
8. Settling a Score; or, Cl if Faraday's Gallant
Fight.
Mark Mall ory's Honor; or, A W est Poin t
Mystery.
9. Fun and Frolics at W est Point ; or, Mark
Mallory 's Clever Rescue.
Clif Faraday's Defi ance; or, Breaking a
Cadet Rule.

10.

1.

1 1.

12 1

13.

14 .
15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

A Naval Academy Hazing; or, ClifFJraday's
Winning Trick.
Mark Mallory"s Battle; or, Plebe Again st
Yearling.
A West Point Combine; or, Mark ~bllory's
New Alli es.
Clif Fa raday's Expedient; or, the Tria l of
the Crimson Spot.
T he End of the Feud ; or, Cl if Faraday's
Generous Revenge.
Mark Ma ll ory's Danger; or, In the Shadow
of Dismissa l.
Mark Mallory's Feat ; or, Making Friends of
Enem ies.
Cl if Faraday 's Raid ; or, Pl ebe Fun and
Trium phs.
An Enemy ' s Blow; or, Cl if Faraday in Peril.
Mark Mallory in Cam p ; or, Hazing the
Yearli ngs.
A W est Point Comedy; or, Mark Mall ory's
Practi ca l Joke.
Clif Faraday's Esca pe; or, Foili ng a Daring
Pl ot .
A Practice Ship Froli c; or, How Clif Faraday
O utw itted the En emy.
Mark Mallory's Celebration; or, A Fourth of
July at W est Point.
Mark Mallory on Guard ; or, Deviling a W est
Point Sentry.
Clif Faraday, Hero; or, A Risk fo r a Friend .
An Ocea n Mystery; 0 1, Clif Faraday's St range
Adventure.
Mark Mallory's Peril ; or, A T est of Friendship.
A W est Point Hop; or, Mark Mallory's Determ in ation.
Cli f Faraday's T roupe; or, An Entertainment
at Sea .

BACK NUMBERS ALWAYS O N H A N D .

Address Arm y and Na vy W eekly, 238 W illiam S t.

'-STREET & SMITH, New York City.
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LIST OF ·CONTRIBUTOR S.
During the coming fall and winter, serials, complete stories and sketches
from the pens of the following well-known and popular authors will be
published in THE ARMY AND NAVY WEEKLY:
HOR A TIO ALGER, :fr.

ARTH UR SEWALL,

Author of "The $500 Check,' etc.

Author of th e well-known "Gay Dashleig h"
series, and editor of THE ARMY AND NAVY
WEEKLY.

W ILLIAM MURRAY GRAYDON,
Aoth or of "The Legacy of Peril ,'~ "In Barracks
and Wigwam ," etc.

EDWARD S. ELLIS,
A cha rming writ er o f juvenile stories , whose
name is a household word throug hout th e
Un ited States.

LIEUT. FR EDERICK GARRISON, U . S. A.
Author of the popular W est Point series now
running in THE ARMY AND NAVY W EEK LY.

GEORGE H. COOMER,

ENSIGN CLARKE FITCH, U. S. N.

Auth or of "Boys in the Forecastle, " recently
ended in this publication.

Author of the fascinating stories of Nava l
Academy life, now b eing issued in this publication.

CAPTAIN C. B. ASHLEY.

ENRIQ.!!E H . LEWIS,

Author of "Gilbert th e Trapper," the con cluding chapters of which were published in
No. 7., ARMY AND NAvY WP.·EKLY.

Author of "The Nameless Story ," "Yankee
Boys in Japan," etc.

MATTHEW WHITE, :fr.
Author of "The Tour of a
etc., etc.

-ALSO-

Private Car,"

FRANK H . CONVERSE,
BROOKS McCORMACK,

LIEUT. LIONEL LOUNSBERRY,
Auth or of th e famous "Kit Carey" Sen es,
et c., etc.

I

And a number of oth er experienced writers of
i11teresting fi ct ion.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Complete Naval and Military Cadet Stories; New and Interesting Departments; I11ustrated Articles on the West Point and Annapolis Academies;
Short Stories, Sketches, etc.
.:!.:!.:!.:!.:I-

STREET & SM/Tlf,
238 William Street, New York City.

